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CHAPTER I 
STATEMEl~T m:. m PROBLEM 
Picture yourself writing your name in a foreign language so different 
from English tr.at it makes absolutely no sense to you. In this language there 
are no words and letters, no syllables or patterns of language. TheI'e are on! 
a large number of peculiar markings that are often found together. 
The only way to write your name is to memorize the way these peculiar 
markings look and to reproduce them a line at a time. You must remember the 
markings like this: Sideways line with up and down line under it; up and down 
line with half an up and down line next to it ar..d both connectEd by a small 
side\.J'ays line; up and dotm line with tr.ree little lines sticking out of it. 
This is how a brain damaged child might learn to write, "ThE". 
The fact that there may be hundreds of thousands of children who approach 
learning in this manner is the first big reason for the current study. The 
second is the large number of children who have Undetected personality prob-
lems of a serious nature. 
To state our purpose as simply as possible, the problem \Oli th which we are 
concerned is this. In the U.S. today, hundreds of thousands of children are 
suffering from hidden brain damage. Other hundreds of thousands of children 
have undiagnosed personality disorders of a serious nature. No one knows for 
certain how many children fall into these categories due to the difficulty of 
diagnosing such cases and projecting from small samples. 
1 
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Such research as bas been cor,ducted leads us to believe the DUIllber is 
extremely large. What we seek to do in this study is gain as much information 
as possible about a test called the lfinnesota Percepto-Diagnostic Test (here-· 
after referred to asM.P.D.), a test \-ihich may have a great deal of potential 
in the diagnosis of brain damage and personality disorders. This test appears 
to have great promise, but thus far all we can say about it is t:bat it appears 
to \wrk. 'Ifuy it works has only been t heorized. If ",e could discover what 
factors influence a person's score 011 the i'i.P.D., this information ",ould serve 
as the means for increased efficiency in the use of the test as well as the 
basis for later studies. 
Specifically we shall attempt to acrieve our general purpose by deter-
mining the relationsrdp between a currently defined set of intellectual, per-
ceptual, personality, and scholastic factors and success or failure on the 
M.P.D. test. 
Now it must be made clear at this point that the major emphasis in this 
study will be the area of brain dysfunction. Some attention will be turned 
to",ard a discussion of personality disorders as the M.P.D. is intended as a 
diagnostic tool in this area also. But the author feels that each area is so 
important in its own right that both should be treated separately. Rather 
than split our effort, therefore, we shall concentrate on a discussion of 
brain dysfunction primarily because it is the field of most importance to the 
educator. 
.------------------=.-.~~ ............. - ,=-=----------....... -----. 
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THE CBILD 1:111'H Hlhldu. BhAIN DYSFUNCTION 
A person investigating the areas of brain dysfunction and personality 
disorders among children quickly begins to feel that he is shadow boxing. 
Clear cut facts, definitions, and statistics are hard to find. Diagnostic 
techniques are haphazard and hazy. Symptomatology is far too broad and ther-
apeutic techniques are still very much in the, "Take two aspirins ani go to 
bed, II stage. There are many reasons for this, but the basic reason is that 
it was only when we began to e:xamine the field of learning and emotional dis-
orders closely that the realization of the problemJs magrJ.tude became clear. 
To use an analogy, once "Eeart Disease ll was considered as one illness 
and treated as such. But as researchers delved into the problem they began to 
realize just how many types of "Heart Disease ll there were and how many people 
suffered from heart disease and how difficult it was to treat each particular 
aspect of "Heart Disease. 1I At each step in the process, they found themselves 
faced with problems of diagnosil1g arrl treating problems they were unaware of 
a short time before. 
Much the same case is true in the diagnosis and treatment of brain dys-
functions ani personality disorders among children. As recently as twenty 
years ago most educators did not realize the magnitude of the problem. Childre 
with intellectual and/or behavioral deviations of a serious nature tended to 
be lumped together into one large category. The treatment for non-learning 
tended to be more traditional classwork, while the treatment for emotional dis 
orders was often punishment or isolation. 
Time and mat uri ty cured many of the problems experienced by children with 
severe deviations of intellect and behavior, but not all. There remained a 
I -_------------~·-~L~"~.="'''''''.' .. ~=· -----------4-----1 
~ 
I' ~ group of children whose problems were not cured by class work and punishment. 
~ ThiS hard core, as it were, began to be seen as a group possessed. of certain 
il 
~ c1'>..aracteristics \oJhich more or less starply distinguished. them from the rest of 
i I the group. 
~ Such children were referred to in many ways: brain injured, brain dam-, 
') 
~ aged, neurologically handicapped, 
~ ~ brain dysfunctional child. 
organic hyperkinetic c1'>ild, the minimally 
Gross and Hilson, prominent psychiatrists in the 
field prefer the term tlminimally brain dysfunctional" because the brain is not 
actually IIdamaged" in the sense of neuronal destruction, but does show evidence 
of neurophysiologic and neurochemical dysfunction. This term has also been 
accepted by the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc. 
The minimally brain dysfunctional child will typically show several, if 
not all, of the follo\Oling symptom clusters: 
1. Emotional lability. 
2. Short attention span and distractibility. 
3. Inconsistency and unpredictability. 
4. Impulsi vi ty . 
5. Difficulty in modulating motor activity(hyperkinesis). 
6. Poor, self-concept. 
7. Inability to learn from experience or respoDd to punishment. 
8. Temper tantrums and violent rage reactions. 
9. Difficulty in being "reached". 
10. Lack of appropriate fear. 
11. Lack of affectionateness. 
12. Learning and perceptual defects. 
5 
13. Defects in muscle coordination. 
14. Wide discrepancy between Verbal aDd Performance I. Q~ on Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Chi1dren.1 
Such children may be mentally retarded also; they normally are not. In 
point of fact they are so very normal in so many ways t}1.at it is often im-
possible for even an experienced psychiatrist to make a correct diagnosis. 
BACKGROUND OF CURRENT STUDIES OF NINJ]v'lAL BHAIN DYSFUNCTION 
The growing importance of the field of minimal brain dysfunction has be-
come more evident in recent years, as both government aDd prestigeous private 
insti tutions have invested heavily in research aDd study wi trin this area. 
On August 22, 1963, in Washington, D.C. the National Society for Crippled 
Children and Adults, Inc., in cooperation \dth the Neurological aDd Sensory 
Diseases Service Program of the Division of Chronic Diseases, U.S. Public 
Health Service, sponsored a steering committee meeting to develop a symposium 
on the "Child with Minimal Erain Dysfunction. 11 
As an eventual outgrowth of that meeting it was decided to set up three 
task forces to explore the following major areas: 
Task Force I - Terminology and Identification 
Define problem. 
Suggest nomenclature • 
. Identify child. 
lNortimer D. Gross aDd William C. Wilson, "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Behavior and Learning Disorders of Childgood Associated With lfi.inimal Brain 
Dysfunction," unpUblished article, (November, 1965). pp. 1-3. 
1?'"' ... ;. .. _--------------~=1~1' .... ;:; . ~;:,.;·~'·' .M. .... --------------__ I
h 
I 
t 
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I 
6 
Delineate relations~~p of this problem to other handicaps. 
Outline diagnostic criteria. 
Task Force II - Services 
Ext ent of need: 
For medical diagnosis and treatment. 
For identification of educational capabilities and methods of 
educating afflicted children. 
Availability: In medical centers? In public schools? 
W}1..at services from a practical viewpoint should be made 
available? 
What should a public information program include to acquaint 
the community with the problem? 
Task Force III - Research 
Applied research. 
Basic research. 
In August, 1964, Dr. Sam D. Clements was appointed Project Director of 
the Task Force I Committee designed to explore Terminology and Identification. 
On the committee were eleven other prominent experts in the field of m;inimal 
brain dysfunction. 
As a result of that committee meeting, Task Force I for the study of 
minimal brain dysfunction came into being. Funding was carried out by federal 
and private agencies acting in concert. 2 
2Sam D. Clements, lI.d.nimal Brain Dysfunction i!! Children( "Public Health 
Service Publication," No. 1415; Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1966), pp. 3-4. 
.----------------------~-------~)~~~~~=-----------------------------~ 
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The intensive study of minimal brain dysfunction carried out by this 
group culminated in the printing of ec small, but comprehensive mOllograph en-
titled, ''Minimal Brain Dysfunction in Cl">ildren." The monograph (NINDE MONO. 
No.3) was published by the Public Health Service early in 1966 and does a 
succinct job of tying together the loose ends and pointing the direction for 
further studies. 
This one short pamphlet holds a position of authority in the field much 
beyond its physical size, due to its breadth and the prestige of its authors. 
In their study Task Force I defined the term "minimal brain dysfunction 
syndrome" to refer to children of near average, average, or above average 
general intelligence with certain learning or behavioral disabilities ranging 
from mild to severe, which are associated with deviations of functions of the 
central nervous system. These deviations may manifest themselves by various 
combinations of impairment in per-ception, conceptualization, language, memory, 
and control of attention, impulse, or motor function. 3 
The recent rise in the interest and study of "minimally brain dysfunc-
tioned" children which has in turn led to the id:entification of large numbers 
of children in this category may be explained at least partially on t:Q,ebasis 
of one or more of the follOwing factors: 
1. The increased refinement in diagnostic techniques and skills 
during the last several years. 
2. The grOwing need for more precise classification of the learning 
and behavioral disorders of children. 
Jrbid., pp. 9-10. 
8 
3. An apparent increase in the number of children compromised by 
neurologic dysfunctions, perhaps the unintentional aftermath of 
medical ~vances. 
4. .It. grow1Zli dissaUe.f.'action on the part of malll' medioal workc • . 
wi th children with purely psychogenic and interpersonal explan-
ations for disorganized or poorly understood behavior. 
S. Increased communj cation between educators, psychologists, and 
medicalspecialists.4 
The hi~tory of the movement to study minimal brain dysfunction is in i t-
self an interesting topic. Prior to 1920 the literature on minimal brain dys-
function was spar~e and generally concerned with observations on individuals 
who sustained damage to the brain after reaching adulthood, aithough there are 
some early references to tlnervous conditions fl in children which affected 
learning am behavior. 
In the period betveen the two World Wa,rs ID8.DY papers appeared which can 
be considered the descriptive forefunners of certain aspects of mini,mal brain 
dysfunction. A large number were devoted to the liDkage between specifiC 
etiologic agents am resultant changes in behavior aDd learning abili~ies. Th~ 
classic work of strauss and Lehtinen marked a milestone in this development 
and vas perhaps the most iDf'luential volume in the production of fresh 
4Ibid., p. 1. 
Barbara Bateman, "Learning Disorders," Review 2l Educational Research. 
XXXVI(February, 1966), p. 93. . 
'. ~ 
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consideratiOns in the areas of pathology, diagnosis, education, aIldinvesti-
gation ofcbildren with learning and behavioral disabilities.5 
Since 1950, the literature has become increasingly loaded with clinically 
oriented. articles and studies of the disabilities under the general heading of 
minimal brain dysfunction in children. Among these, the recent volume by 
Birch6 is particularly comprehensive. In addition, recent standard texts of 
child psychology, neurology, pediatrics, and psychiatry have now begun to 
cover this subj ect more thoroughly. 7 
NU}ffiERS !UQ CLASSIFICATION 
In studying the literature regarding minimal brain dysfunction one is 
struck by the almost total lack of statistical data.' One fims no data in 
books or articles telling how many children suffer from this problem, DOr are 
there any references telling where such data may be found. In a quest for 
facts the author contacted the U.S.O.E. and the National Association for 
Mental Health, Inc. 
5Alfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, Psychopathology!!:D! Education 
g£. ~ Brain In.jured Child, (New York: Grune and Stratton, 19471.. . , 
~erbert G. Birch, editor. Brain Damage 1!! Children: ~ Biologi~l !!!l 
Social Aspects(Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins Co., 19~5. 
7Sam D. Clements, Minimal Brain Dysfunction ~ Children{"Public Health 
Service Publication, a No. l.4l5; Washington, D. C.I . U.S. Goverment Printing 
Office, 1966), p. 5. . 
J , 
/ 
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Eoth organizations wereUIlable to provide any data pertaining to the 
. '. number of children involved nor were they able to indicate where sllch infor-
mation might be obtained. S 
This lack of iXlformation is due in part to the newness of research per-
taining to minimal brain dysfunction. It is due DO less to a lack of clarity 
on what constitutes minimal brain dysfunction. For in a very true sense how 
one defines brain damage determines what persons are included. Some experts 
would include only those with externally provable brain damage. Other ~erts 
would include almost 8.DY type of disability which inferred brain damage. 
The definition of minimal brain dysfunction arrived at by Task Force I 
tends to the latter view. It has not however been accepted by the field 
generally.9 Even if it were completely accepted it would still take time for 
the definition to filter down and influence basic thinking, to include the 
collection of statistical data. 
What makes the problem of defining minimal brain dysfunction difficult is 
that it bas both qualitative and quantitative aspects. On the qualitative 
side the types of disabilities which shall be included UDder the heading of 
minimal brain dysfunction must be determined. 
SU.S.O.E. recommended only the Task Force I pampblet, previously cited. 
In a letter dated Dec. S, 1966, the National Association for Mental Health, 
Inc. stated they had no data available and were UIlable to indicate where such 
data might be obtained. 
%arbara Bateman, "LearmDg Disorders, U Review g! Fducational Research, 
XXXVI (February, 1966), p. 94. 
I 
./ 
. ~----------------------------------------------------------------.--. ~ 
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On the quantitative side of the spectrum, it is necessary to determine 
boll serious a problem must be before a person is considered to bav~ left the 
bounds of normalcy and arrived at minimal brain dysfunction. Am again the 
border line between minimal brain dysfunction and severe disorder must be 
determined because in actuality what we call "minimal brain dysfunctions" are 
just less severe forms of well identified problems. To illustrate this fact, 
refer to chart 1, which has a two way classification guide. 
Horizontally across the top of the chart we see ra.nged the quantitative 
aspects, arbi trarlly divided into normal range, minimal impairment, am major 
impairment. In actual life there would be foum a continuum rather than three 
categories, and that is the basic reason why it is so difficult to classify 
persons falling near the borderlines of either category. 
The qualitative categories ranged vertically along the side of thecbart 
indicate five general areas where dysfunction may occur. These five cat&-
gories are also chosen somewhat arbi trarlly am other divisions or subdi vi-
sions could be de£enied. As with the quantitative categories, the borderlines 
are often hazy. 
The child with minimal brain dysfunction would exhibit minor symptoms in 
varying degree ani varying combinations. He might have an impairment in only 
one of the categories indicated or he might have an impairment in two, three, 
four, or five of the categories. Just as with ~ other human abilities we 
would most typically find a varying profile for each person with minimal 
brain dysfunction. He may be average or above average in some categories aDd 
in the range of miDimal dysfunctiOns in others. 
/ 
) 
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CF.ART 1 
El'l'E}j'T OF IMPAIBl>lENT10 
Normal 
Area of Impairment Range Minima1(minorj mild), Maj or (severe) 
1.Movement and Co- Within Impairment of fine move- Cerebral 
ordination Normal ment or coordination palsies 
Bounds 
2.Brain Wave Within Electroencephalographic Epilepsies 
Patterns Normal abnormali ties wi thout ac-
Bounds tual seizures, or poss-
ible subclinical seizures 
which may be associated 
with fluctuations in be-
havior or intellectual 
function 
3.Attention, activity Within Deviations in attention, Autism and otb 
level, impulse con- Normal activity level, impulse gross disorders 
trol, and aff ecti ve Bounds control and affect 'of mentation 
domain and behavior " 
4.Perception, intelli- Within Specific and circumscribed Mental sub-
gence, memory Normal perceptual, intellectual, normali ties ' 
BoulXis and memory deficits 
5.Vision, hearing, Within Nonperipberal impairments Blindnesi3, 
speech, haptics Normal of vision, hearing, hap- deafness, and 
Bounds tiCS, and speech severe .. 
aphasias 
lOSam D. Clements, 14inimal Brain Dysfunction !B' Children( "Public Health 
Service Publication," No. 1415;Washington, D.C.: U.S.Goverment Erinting 
Office, 1966)..1 p.10. ' 
) 
I 
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ItisUIlfortunate that due to the netrness of the field, more specific 
categories cannot be determined. However, it is more than likely :that as the 
categories of dysfunction are more clearly stated aDd empirically tested, more 
reliable statistics will be developed. 
At the present time, common estimates hold that five to fifteen percent 
of the school population have serious difficulty in reading, two to ten 
percent have speech problems, aDd twenty to trirty percent have less-than-
adequate motor development. To these groups could be added the slow learners, 
aphasoid, disturbed, visually haDdicapped, etc. The total included within 
these categories could well add up to more than fifty percent of the' school 
population which potentially could suffer from some form of millimal brain 
dysfunction.ll 
Hopefully, the actual figure is much 10loTer than this, especially inasmuch 
as some children W'oul~ fall into more than one category of learlling disorder. 
But it is useless to speculate until more reliable measures are found. One 
of the greatest problems in classification is the lack of a single qp.antitative 
measure of millimal brain dysfunction. Measures like I.Q., grade scores, visual 
acuity, or decibel level,- although they have faults, are reasonably objective 
aDd can be used in delineating certain groups of exceptional children. But 
there is 110 equivalent measure for minimal brain dysfunction in even one of 
the categories designated.12 
llBarbara Bateman, ItLearniDg l)isorders, n Review g! Educational Research, 
XXXVI (February, 1966).., p. 95. 
12:tbid. 
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SYMPTO¥lATOLOGY 
In ' an' earlier portion of this chapter we discussed in general. some of the 
characteristics often connected with a child who has minimaJ. brain dysfunction. 
The list we cited however was by no means exhaustive. Task Force I has pre-
pared a compendium in an attempt to develop a scheme for classification of the 
symptoms. The entire classificatory scheme included. fifteen major categories 
wi th eighty-nine subcategories ranged beneath them. The categories cover 
every possible portion of a child's life from Test Performance to Disorders 
of Attention and Concentration. This classification of symptoms represents 
a forward step in the field of minimal brain dysfunction and is included, in 
toto, as an app~ndix to this study.13 
One serious objection to this categorization of symptoms has to do with 
the method in which the specific symptoms were collected. No real attempt 
was made to determine the validity of the symptoms gathered. They were merely 
"lifted" from various studies done in this field aDd fitted into the proper 
general category, with a new' general category being created where applicable. 
Some opposing characteristics were dropped, together \dth . general or judg-
mental characteristics, in a general sorting process. F~wever all those 
symptoms which fit into the general logical framework were kept. It may be 
that some of the symptoms are false or ambiguous. It is also obvious that the 
Task Force has lumped together a large number of specit'ic symptoms for similar 
13Sam D. Clements, Minimal Brain ' Dysfunction !.n Children( "Public Health 
Service Publication, tt No. 1415; Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government PrintiDg 
Office, 1966), pp. 11-13. 
See Appendix I 
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(but not necessarily identi~) disorders and put them under a large sign that 
says, "Minimal Brain Dysfunction". It is in effect an admission of' how little 
, 
liS known about the true causes al'..a. symptoms of the field. 
The two categories of symptoms contained in that compendium which are of 
most importance to the current study are those dealing with Test Performance 
and Impairments of Perception and Concept - formation, reproduced below for 
easy reference. 
A. ~ Performance Irrlicators 
1. Spotty or patchy intellectual deficits. Achievement low in some 
areas,; bigh in others. 
2. Below mental age level on drawing tests(man, house, etc.). 
3. GeC?metric figure drawings poor for age am measured intelligence. 
4. Poor performance on block design am marble board tests. 
5. Poor showing on group tests(intelligence aDd achievement) and 
daily classroom e:xa.mirJ8.tions which require reading. 
6. Characteristic subtest patterns on the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children, including "scatterUl within both Verbal and 
Performance Scales; High Verbal - Low Performance; Low Verbal -
High Performance. 
B. Impairments.2! Perception ~ Concept - Formation 
1. Impaired discrimination of size. 
2. Impaired discrimination of right - left and up - down. 
3. Impaired tactile discrimination. 
4. Poor spatial orientation. 
• 
5. Impaired orientation in time. 
' 6. Distorted concept of body image. 
7. Impaired judgment of distance • 
. S. Impaired discrimination of figure-groUIld. 
9. Impaired discrimination of part, - whole. 
16 
10. Frequent perceptual rev8rsals in reading and in writing .letters 
and numbers. 
11. Poor perceptual integration. Child carmot fuse sensory im-
pressions into meaningful entities. 
The seventeen subcategories in the first two major categories assume 
special importance for our study inasmuch as nearly all seventeen will be 
sampled directly or iIXiirectly by the tests used in this study. Item 3 in 
Category A and items 2,3,4,7, and especially 8 in Category B will be sampled 
by the lVI.P.D. It is in fact largely upon the discovery of impairments of 
perception in brain damaged children that the rationale for the M.P.D. test 
rests. 
The majority of the remaining symptoms in Categories C to o( contained 
in appendix) while serving as important indicators of minimal brain dysfunctiOJ 
do not bear so directly on the current study. It should be indicated however 
tllat some of the items listed as symptoms may in fact be causes, e.g., poor 
adjustment to environmental changes(item 5 in Category N). 
It would be easy at this point to become engrossed in research into the 
symptomatology of minimal brain dysfunction and continue on into all its 
ramifications. That however is another study and it i's not our intention to 
cover this field exhaustively. 
/ 
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The purpose in discussing symptomatology at this point is to indicate 
merely that there is a full and complete list of symptoms connect~ with 
minimal brain dysfunction syndrome. True, this list has drawbacks, but it 
remains an excellenta:cd most useful tool. mule DOt all of the symptoms 
would be umerstandable to the lay person, the list does provide everyone 
from parent to doctor to educator with a means of initial identification of 
children suspected of having minimal brain dysfunction. It should be possible 
by publicizing this list and making it readily available to all persons con-
cerned to develop a consciousn~ss in parents, educators, and medical personnel 
of the needs and symptomatology of minimally brain dysfunctioned children. 
Thus the early identification of possible cases is feasible. 
DEFINITIVE DIAGNOSIS 9! MINI¥lAL BRAIN DYSFUNCTION 
Having once established that a person may have mi:nimal. brain dysfunction, 
a major problem immediately looms. How do we arrive at a definitive diagIlOsis 
of minimal brain dysfuntion? The answer is, "Not Easily! n at the present time. 
And it is precisely -for this reason that the M.P.D. was developed. 
The current guidelines advocated by Task Force I for the diagDOstic 
evaluation of deviating children include the following: 
A. Medical Evaluation 
1. Histories: 
a. Medical - to include pre-, peri-, and postnatal information. 
b. Developmental. 
c. Family - Social. 
r 
,'" '.--------------------------------...... _--...., 
2. Fhysical Examination: 
a. General, complete. 
b. Neurologic, complete. 
3. Special Examinations; 
a. Ophthalmologi c. 
b. otologic. 
4. Routine Laboratory Tests: 
a. Serologic. 
b. Urinalysis. 
c. Hematologic. 
5. Special Laboratory Tests(As indicated). 
18 
a. Electroencephalographic(Wake, sleep, and serial tracings). 
b. Radiologic. 
c. Pneumoencephalographic. 
d. Angiographic. 
e. Biochemical. 
f. Genetic assessment: Cln'omosone analysis. 
B. Behavioral Assessment. 
1. Academic History. 
2. Psychological Evaluation. 
a. 1ndi vidual comprehensive assessment of intellectual functioning. 
b. Measures of complex visual-motor-perceptual functioning. 
c. Behavior observations. 
d. Additional indices of learning and behavior as indicated. 
) ,~ 
/ 
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:3. Language Evaluation. 
To include audiometric screening; assessment of articulation, etc. 
4. Educational Evaluation, Complete.l4 
The guidelines above were DOt printed as filler to leDgthen this study. 
They were included to point out the latest. tl1inkiDg by the foremost experts in 
the field on the diagnosis of miDimal brain dysfunction. 
I humbly submit that even if a child did DOt have minimal brain dys-· 
function before he started, he just might have after goiDg through a process 
like this. Or he might at least wish he did, after his parents get the bill. 
On a practical. level, a child enrolled in a public school whose parents 
have access only to public or semipublic facilities for\ diagoosis llOuld have 
to wait a minimum of a year to complete this process. If the parents bad 
money and immediate access to clinical facilities, a complete work-up such as 
this would llOrmaUy take from three to six months, as a conservative estimate. 
ADd what would Dad have to show for his expenses aDd the child for his 
aggravation? Quite often nothing. Gross aDd WUson have this to say about 
children with minimal brain dysfunction: 
"These children are not mentally defective; they display no gross neuro-
logical defects; they do not for the most part have epilepsy oor is their 
behavior disorder paro:rysmal in nature, aDd in most cases, they show no evi-
dence of psychosis. Diagnostically the more common psychological tests are 
14Ibid., pp.14-l5. 
) 
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disappointing in that they frequently do not relteal a:ny gross signs of organic 
disorder and sometimes give hardly a hint of organicity. The physi·cal e:xa..tll-
ination is usually negative. The psychiatric mental-status e:xamination is 
often - and we must emphasize this - unrevealing, for these children are typ-
ically \Olell integrat€d in a one-to-one 8i tuation where they may appear as 
charming, outgoing children; in fact, the major difficulty in diagnosing these. 
children is that they look so normal. Positive psychiatric finding.smay be 
limi ted to only the more severely affected of these children. n 
They continue on to say, "Essentially, the diagnosis is reached by ana-
menesis, aided by the electroencephalogram(EEG), which usually reveals a sub-
convulsive cerebral dysrhythmia, and by more refined psychological tests. 
Special psychological tests, more specifically diagnostic of perceptual, 
conceptual, language and motor handicaps, are helpful; these include the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for C~ildren, Illinois Tests of Psycholinguis-
tics, Bendar-Gestal.t, Wepman Auditory Discrimination Tests. No test pattern." 
however, appears to be actually diagnostic of minimal brain dysfunction. 
lIAs a diagnostic tool:': the electroencephalogram is invaluable. In the 
absence of any history of convulsions, most of these children show an EEG 
abnormality, especially when the EEl is taken with unipolar leads. There is 
no specific abno~mality characteristic of these children, but probably the 
most common is 14 and 6/ second positive spikes found usually in one or the 
other temporal lobe in sleep. (For this reason, a:ny negative EEl without a 
sleep record must be considered valueless.) 
"Other common EEl abnormalities are 6/secom positive spikes, spike and 
6/secom wave .. patterns, negative temporal spikes, as well as many of the 
) " I 
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_~"· T .• ;>lr·TI"" found ill gram mal,peti t mal, am psychomotor epilepsy. 1115 
Nost practicing psychiatrists and clinical psychologists agree to the 
difficulty of obtaining a clear diagnosis of minimal brain dysfunction. They 
are joined in this conclusion by the director of every child guidance cemer 
to which the author has spoken. However, they are confident that a diagnostic 
procedure such as that outlined earlier will normally result in a correct 
diagnosis, but assert that there is no certitude. This is due in part to the 
cloudy nature of minimal brain dysfunction itself. They are all agreed that 
at least at the present time there are no proven short cuts to diagnosis.16 
It is preCisely because of the fact that minimal brain dysfunction is 
so difficult and ellCpensive to diagnose that the l<1.P.D. assumes so much im-
portance. In chapter II we shall clese1yeJramine the claims and proofs 
offered in behalf of the validity of the M.P.D. For the present we shall 
merely point out that the M.P.D. test can be administered in six minutes and 
15Mortimer D. Gross and William C. Wilson, "Diagnosis am Treatment of . 
Behavior and Learning Disorders of Childhood Associated With lviinimalBrain 
Dysfunction," unpublished article, (November, 1965). p.4. 
l6narbara Bateman, "Learning Disorders, II Review of Fducationsl Research 
XXXVI(February, 1966), pp. 93-119. ; 
Sam D. Clements, TIl! Child ~ Mini~ Brain Dysfunction, A Report _ 
ented to the 1963 Annual Conference of the National Society for Crippled 
Children and Adults, Chicago, 1963, Prepared by the NatioDBl. Society for 
Crippled Children and Adults(Chicago: Easter ,Seal, 1963), p. 12. 
Interviews with pro Jean McCarthy, Dr. Hirschoren, etc. 
I 
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scored in ten minutes or less. And while it has not been perfected yet, . it 
has shoWn great promise in the identification of children am adul:ts suffering 
from brain damage and/or severe personality disorders. 
The"H.P.D. will probably never be able to replace a complete examiIlatian 
for definitive diagnosis. In fact it might be very UDdesirable to do so • 
. 
However, it might, upon refinement, make an outstanding screening procedure. 
Its correct usage, in addition to aiding in defillitive diagnosis, could make 
possible the early identification of children suffering from millime.! brain 
dysfunction or severe emotional disorders. The M.P.D. could in fact lead to 
the identification of many children with DO outward. symptoms at all, the 
child who normally "gets by" but who needs help to achieve his full potential. 
It is from this one basic fact that the importance of the M.P.D. springs. 
And it is because of the potential importance of the M.P.D. that this study 
has been illitiated to give a deeper understanding of how and why the M.P.D. 
'Works and what it is measuring that seems to give it such high concurrent 
validity. 
TRFAnlENT Q! MINIMAL BRAIN DYSFUNCTION 
Once a definitive diagnosis has been arrived at, it is possible to begin 
treatment. There are differing points of view' as to the best type of treat-
ment for children with minimal brain dysfunction. Some practitioners prefer 
to use medication, some psychotherapy, ani some educational. planning. The 
method of treatment preferred by most experts is to try medication first, 
either with or without an accompaDying educatioDal and counseling program. 
) . 
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The use of ,medication will often lead to an immediate marked improvement 
in a large IlWllber of children, whether or not the use of such medication is 
accompa.nied by a planned educational program. The advantages of pbar~co­
therapy are that it is simple, inexpensive, and often dramatically effective. 
At times pharmacotherapy may provide definitive treatment am DOthing more 
need be done.17 
Most often it is accompanied by a planned program taking into account the 
child's home and school environment. The use of medications should be under-
taken only by an expert and constant and consistent follow up is essential. 
The range of medications available however is quite large and appropriate to 
a large variety of cases.18 
Gross aDd Wilson state that their experience indicates that about one 
third of the children treated showed an excellent response to pharmacotherapy 
alone, one third a fair response, and one third showed little or DO response. 
They also state tr~t the side effects of aDOrexia, jitteriness, and sleep-
17Sam D. Clements, Ib.2 Child ~ Minimal Brain Dysfunction, A Report 
Presented to the 1963 Annual Conference of the National Society for Crippled 
Children and Adults, Chicago, 1963, Prepared by the National Society fol;' 
Crippled Children aDd Adults(Chicago:. Easter Seal, 1963), p,. 13. 
Mortimer D. Gross am vlilliam C. Wilson, "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Behavior and Learning Disorders of Childhood Associated With Minimal Brain 
Dysfunction, II unpublished article, (November, 1965). p. 5. 
lSrypical drugs used include captodiamine hypocbloride, thioridazine 
hydrocholoride, aDd the amphetamines, especially dextro-amphetimine am 
racemi~phetimine. 
lessness are rare.19 It must be pointed out however that not everypracti-
tioner in the tield is convinced ot the efticacy ot medications. 20 
Even in those cases where the only treatment undertaken is the use ot 
drugs, both the parents and the school should be made aware ot and led to an 
understanding of the problem. Telling them what to normally expect ot a min-
imally brain dystunctioned child and providing simple guidelines 'Will otten 
assure the child ot a satisfactory adjustment. 
In those cases where pharmacotherapy is inadequate by itself', additional 
treatment aimed basically at .the child's home and scool lite are instituted. 
The tirst step in assisting the child's parents to cope 'With the problem is 
explaining to them the Dature of minimal brain dystunction aDd relieving their 
guilt. After this, there are many positive steps that can be taken. A high 
degree ot structure in home life is encouraged with an emphasis on controls 
and a de-emphasis on punishment. Games, exerCises, and other ttgimmicks ll are 
available, but sets ot guidelines detailing how to structure the child's home 
life are most :v:aluable. 
The first step in worldng with the school is to see that the teacher, 
principBl, guidance counselor, and other appropriate personnel are involved 
in the treatment program and understand the situation. Simply identifying tlhe 
19Mortimer D. Gross and William C. Wilson, "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Behavior and Learning Disorders ot Childhood Associated With Minimal Brain 
Dysfunction,"l'unpublished article, (November, 1965), pp. 5 - 6. 
20In an interview, Dr·. Jean McCarthy, Director of Special Education, 
District #54, Schaumburg, Ill., and consultant to U.S.O.E. on Special Education 
stated that in ·her experience, drugs had proven to be of a very lim! ted value. 
) '" 
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problem often enables the teacher to cope adequately w.i.th the child. Then 
an approach to the problem is normally made along four lines: 
1. Control of Attention and Misdirected Activity through a struc-
tured Environment. The social, visual, aDd auditory stimulations of the uSual 
classroom are minimized. Class size is small aDd all possible distractions 
eliminated. Clear cut rules and procedures are established aM rigorously 
adhered to. 
2. Building Competence through Adjusted Tasks and Presentation: 
The child's lessons are short, interesting, varied, and set to his ability. 
Practice is spaced, skills are presented one at a time, aDd additional time 
provided for mastery. 
3. Improvement of Deficit Functions: Specific programs are pro-
vided according to the pattern of weakness or deficit of the iIlCiividual child. 
Activities include use of picture puzzles, constructions of designs with pegs, 
different shaped blocks or tiles, materials such as the Frostig set, etc. 
4. Mastering Scholastic Skills: Programs are developed which pro-
vide extra practice, more structuring, and oth~ special measures in the areas 
where the child is weak.2l 
In addition, education of the community at least in a general way is also 
essential. 
The response of most children to a program of medication and/or education-
al and home planning is such that psychotherapy is seldom prescribed in 
2lLaura E •. Lehtinen, !. ~ for Education, A Report Presented to the 1963 
Annual Conference of the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, 
Chicago, 1963, Prepared by the National Society for Crippled Children and 
Adults(Chicago: Easter Seal, 1963) -, pp. 20-22. 
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cases of minimal brain dysfunction. Counseling of the child, parents, 
teachers, etc. is however an important part of the program. 'I'he percentage ~f 
persons responding favorably on a national basis to programs such as the one 
described is unknown because of a lack of statistics. However, most workers 
in the field believe that almost every child can be helped to at least some 
degree. In maD¥ cases, the problem has been almost completely controlled. 22 
We can see th.erefore that the case of the child 'With minimal brain dys-
function is not hopeless. Much can be done for such children at present and 
hopefully even more can be done in the future. Thus, we are not seeking to · 
identify children with minimal brain dysfunction just for the sake of gath-
ering statistics. Once . identified, they can be helped. 
SEVERE fEHSONALITY DISORDERS 
Although the major emphasis in this study has been on minimal brain dye-
function, it is important to realize that the M.P.D. claims to be able to 
diagnose personality disorders such as psychosis and severe neurosis. As we 
shall discuss in greater detail in Chapter III, there has been some research 
which iiXlicates a high degree of concurrent validity for the M.P.D. in the 
diagnosis of personal! ty disorder·s. 
Four and one hal£ million children, one out of every ten, need psychia-
; '. 
tric treatment, according to a recent report by the Senate subcommittee on 
juvenile deliDluency. Among these would be inCluded the CDO,OOO. cl"J.ldren 
22Interviw with Dr. Jean McCarthy, Dr. H1rscooren, am several psy-
chiatrists. 
. " 
annually cla~~ed a~ deliD:).uents. 23 This figure represent~ an estimate of 
course,but in the area of personality di~order~, a good projected. e~timate 
is the best we have. 
Another common estimate, which agrees with the Senate's figures, 1s that 
( 
one in ten Americans will at-- some time suffer frQm ~ome form of mental 1l1nes~. 
As far as facts are concerned we know that approximately ten million persons 
in the United States currently suffer from mental illness and 250,000 new 
patients enter mental ho~pita1s each year. The number of patients per 100,000 
population in the U.S. bas fluctuated from between about 300 to 400 from 1931 
to the present.24 
From these facts we can infer that a given percentage of children have 
full blown per~onality disorders. We can also infer with little fear of con-
tradiction that an even larger number of adults with ~evere personality dis-
orders had their problems start when. they were children. 
The symptoms of severe personality disorder are mall,Y aDd varied in accord 
wi th the varied nature of personality disorders. Listed below however are 
some of the more common categories of severe personality d1sorder~ with a 
short statement of the symptoms. 
I Neurosis: 
1. Anxiety neurosis involves mental aDd physical symptoms caused by 
23Fducatignal Eecaps, Editor Ann Z. Smith, Vol. VI, No. 4(January, 1967), 
p. 3. 
24Roy R. Grinker(Revieweel by W. C. Menninger), "Mental Illness," ~ 
World ~ Encyclopedia, eel. Robert Zeleny, Vol. IIII(1965), p. 328. 
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the abnormal fear or dread. of death, insanity, or other con-
ditions that could destroy the individual. 
2. Conversion bysteria causes physical symptoms such as paralysis, 
numbness, an:i even convulsions. 
3. Depressive reactions include "blue" and sad feelir.gs, lack of 
decision, loss of appetite, and feelings of being inadequate to 
face life. 
4. Hypochondria is an overconcern for symptoms or diseases tbatdo 
not e:xist. 
5. Obsessive and compulsive neuroses cause repeated urges to per-
form certain acts. 
6. Phobias involve unreasonable fears about objects aDd situations, 
such as a tear of high places. 
7. Character neuroses include passiveness, aggressiveness, mood-
iness, and elation. 
II Psychopathic Behavior: 
Psychopathic personality is foUDd in I>ersons who repeatedly pertorm 
unsocial acts, aDd do not learn from their experience. This ;ldnd 
of disorder can rarely be treated successfully. 
III Psychoses: 
1. Mamc-Depressi ve psychosis involves periods, of mania( elation) 
and depression(blueness). 
2. In melancholia a person may have difficulty sleeping and eating. 
He may lose weight, and even try to commit suicide. 
I I 
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3. In catatonic schizophrenia, a person may become completely in-
active and immobile, and not seem to respond to reality. His 
muscles may become rigid and he may stay in one position for 
hours. 
4. A hebephrel1ic schizophrenic person talks and. acts in an ir .. 
rational manner. 
5. A paranoid schizophrenic believes that other persons persecute 
him and he behaves accordingly. 
6. A simple schizophrenic is emotionally dull, wi tbdrawn, and 
isolated. 
7. Paranoia - such persons show megalomania, or an e:xaggerated 
degree of self-love. They believe that other people act hostile 
and persecute them but seem to be able to behave properly.25 
The diagnosis of a severe personality disorder ideally involves a set 
of diagnostic procedures much the same as those used to diagnose severe per-
sonali ty disorders. To this procedure would be added two major elements: 
1. A psychiatrist would have an interyiew or series of interviews 
with the person, his family, friends, and associates. During these interviews 
he would normally use those techniques unique to the school of psychiatry to 
which he subscribes. 
2. Typically the psychiatrist would be aided in his diagnosis by a 
clinical psychologist who would test and measure a wide variety of behavior 
25Ibid., pp. 330-331. 
/ .. 
a.zil mental reactions. Projective techniques such as the Rorschach Ink-Blot 
Test and the Thematic-Apperceptio~Test are widely used.26 
As with the minimally brain dysfunctioned child it is precisely at this 
point that the M.P.D. test could prove invaluable. For if mentBl. illness could 
be detected easily and quickly through a test such as the M.P.D., it could 
lead to much earlier detection of mental illness. 
Personality disorders would be treated through such techniques as psy-
chotherapy, psychoanalysis, drug therapy, shock treatment, lobotomy, physio-
therapy, hypnosis, group therapy, play therapy, and psychodrama. 
There are no accurate statistics on the rate of recovery for children 
suffering from serious personality disorders for a variety of reasons beyond 
the scope of this study. However, t\>TO e:xperts lid th whom the author commum.-
cated were not optimistic about the percentage of children recovering.27 It 
must be pointed out however that they were discussing children with full blown 
problems. 
There remains the hope that if the problem were discovered early enough, 
it would not become serious. But at any rate, discoveEing such children would 
lead to their segregation from normal society and prevent them from harming 
themselves or others. 
In summary then we would have to say that mental illness is a serious 
problem in the U.S. today. The M.P.D. test could playa major part in the 
2~bid., pp. 331-332. 
Z'lDr. Jules Masserman, Northwestern Univ., and. Dr. Hirschoren, DePaul 
Univ. Several other psychiatrists concurred, but some telt there was hope if 
the child could be placed in a new environment. conducive to his mental heal 
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early detection of serious personality disorders. While it might not reduce 
the dimensions of the problem it could lead to earlier treatment of children 
aDd adults whose problems might otherwise lead to even more serious conse-
quences for themselves and others. 
STUDY OVERVIEW 
At this point, having shown in some detail both the need for alJd the 
function of a simple diagnostic and screer.d.ng tool to aid in the early de-
tection of minimal brain dysfunction and severe personality disorders we shall 
turn to a discussion of the Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic Test. The M.P.D. :i8 
a recently developed test (196.3) which has shown a high degree of concurrent 
validity. In Chapter II we shall explore in depth all pertinent research 
connected with the M.P.D. What these studies bave to say however is that the 
M.P.D. seems to have the capability of differentiatiDg between normal persons 
and persons with organic brain damage or severe personality disol·ders. (In 
addition, the M.P.D. test also showed promise of diagnosiDg less serious 
. 
personality disorders.) Within the bounds of these studies, it was able to 
discriminate correctly in 80% or more of the cases. 
Should the M.P.D. prove to be as effective at indicating persons with 
brain damage or personality disorders in the field as it has been in experi-
mental studies, it loTould serve a definite need in modern life, because of the 
current lack of valid screening instruments in this area. ' And with its rel-
ative ease of administration and scoring it could make a tremendous impact in 
the burgeoning field of special education. There are no two vays about it, 
an instrument such as the M.P.D. claims to be, is needed. 
'" 
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Before the N.P.D. could be used in the field on a wholesale basis how-
two questions woUld have to be answered: 
1. What is the predictive validity of the M.P.D. in actual field 
use? 
2. What is the M.P.D. measuring? 
Both questions must be answered eventually. This study shall seek an 
immediate, if partial, answer to question two. We shall try to answer the 
question by discovering the relationship between the M.P.D. and a series of 
currently defined intellectual, perceptual, personality, aDd scholastic factors 
as measured by evaluation instruments now in use at the third grade level. 
In phase one of the study, we attempted to determine the relationship 
between the M.P.D. and common intellectual and perceptual factors by co~ 
piling the correlation coefficients between the scores made by a sample of 
150 third grade stUdents on the M.P.D. test and the scores made by that sample 
on the following tests aDd subtests: 
1. Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test --Total Score 
2. Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test - Verbal Score 
3. Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test - Non-Verbal Score 
4. Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception - Total Score 
5. Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception - Eye-Motor 
Coordination 
6. Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception - Figure-Ground 
Discrimi:cation 
7. Frostig Developmental Test .of Visual Perception - Form Constancy 
( 
) 
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c 8. Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception - Position in 
Space 
9. Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception - Spatial 
R~ations 
10. Raven's StaDdard Progressive Iv1a.trices 
li. Primary Mental Abilities Test - Total 
12. Frimary Mental Abilities Test - Verbal Meaning 
13. Primary Mental Abilities Test - Spatial Relations 
14. Primary Mental Abilities Test - Number Facility 
15. Primary Mental Abilities Test - Perceptual Speed 
By a compa.r1eon of correlation coefficients found between the M.P.D. test 
aoo the other fifteen tests aDd subtests we hope to be able to infer the 
degree of relationship between the factors measured ' by each. 
After determining the iIldi vidual correlations between all sixteen factors 
we shall eeekto answer the question: 
Of the fifteen tests and eubtests correlated with the M.P.D. which tour 
or five are most capable of predicting a score on the M.P.D. through the use 
of regression weights determined by Mult. R. Equation? 
The 8llS'Wer to this question shall be obtained through an inspection of the 
Beta coefficients, the "b" weights, and the portion of variance predicted by 
each of the sixlieen factors. These statistics are obtained through computer-
ized computational techniques designed to yield a Mult. R. 
After singling out the five most promising measures, we sballthenseek 
.,···.:i\s TOI .. ~ to answer these questiollS: r t, .... " . "Y/t. 
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1. What size Multiple uRII can be computed from these five tests 
and/or subtssts? 
2. What percentage of the variance on the M.P.D. can be accounted 
for by· means of the factors measured by our five tests am sub-
tests selected? 
3. Can an efficient prediction table be derived through the use 
of these 5 measurES? 
4. What is the significance level of a Mult. R. derived from theSe 
five variables? 
The answer to these questions shall be sought through statistical an-
alysis of the data by means of a computer program which will yield most of 
thisini'ormation in connection with the calculation of the prediction table. 
The 001 hypothesis we shall assume is that there is no significant 
.' 
correlation between the M.PUl. and any single test or group of five tests 
and/or subtests. 
Upon' finishing Phase I of the study we shall then seek to. answer these 
questions in Phase II: . 
1. What is the extent of and the significance of the relationship 
between extreme scores on the M.P.D. and scores of reading abil-
ity am study skills as measured by the Iowa Test of Basic 
Skills? 
2. What is the extent of am the significanee of. the relationship 
between ext2;'ieme scores on the H.P.D. am a set of personality 
traits as measured by the California Test of Personality? 
r-. 
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The anSW'ers to these questions shall be sought by application ot the yf 
technique to a sample made up ot all persons 1 standard deviation ~bove and 
below the m.ean on the H.P.D. in our original sample ot 150. 
Then; in order to find any significant relationships, the data will be 
subjected to closer analysis. The Chi-Square technique will be retained, but 
the sample will be enlarged and the test categories subdivided to gain greater 
precision. 
The DUll hypothesis shall be that there is no significant relationship 
between a score on the M.P.D. and a score on the Iowa Tests of Reading am 
study Skills or the California Test of Personality. 
In essence what this study seeks to do is to determine which, it any, 
of the measures considered in this study are significantly related to a score 
on the M.P.D. either individually or as a member of a subgroup of scores. It 
is the further intent ot this study to discover what portion of the variance 
can be accounted for by the intellectual, and perceptual factors measured by 
the tests and subtests used. 
From this information, an attempt shall be made to infer the number and 
type of factors which contribute to a person's score on the M.P.D. In this 
way we would be able to discover indirectly what factors the H.P.D. is mea-
suring. Should a significant and bigh relationship be indicated between a 
score on the M.P.D. and a score on one of the other measure(s), we could infer 
that either: 
1. The factors correlation bighly with the M.P.D. scores are con-
tained wi.thin that group of factors essential to success on the 
M.P.D. and thus may be considered intrinsic tactors or; / ' 
· . 
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2. A common group of f ;" .ctors are at \.Jork contributing to success 
and/or failure in all COrl elated tests and 'VIe :bave proven that 
the same factors are needed for success in both the sUbtest(s) 
involved and the criterion, the M.P.D. test. 
Tbere are of course very importa nt and practiCal reasons for obtaining 
tr.J.s information. Ultimately it will help to determine the worth of the M.P. 
as a diagnosti-c am/or screening device in the field of minimal brain dysfunc-
tion and personality disorders. l'iore specii'i cally, it v.'ill tell us if the 
1'1. P. D. is measuring something already knm-in and testable or if it is mea-
suring IIsomething differentj II a IIsomething differentll directly related to 
brain damage or personality disorders. 
CHAPT~ OUTLINES 
In chapter one we have sought to outline and delimit the e:xact nature of 
our problem. BegiDIling with a general background of the field of brain damage 
and personality disorders, \ole went on to indicate e:xactly where this study .fi 
into the overall perspective. It 'VIas indicated that the H.P.D. is an instru-
ment designed to diagnose brain damage and serious personality disorders. 'Dhe 
importance of this fUnction as well as the high concurrent validity of the 
lvI.P.D. was emphasized. We then proceeded to point out that the basic purpose 
of our study was to gain further information on what factors the M.P.D.did 
or did not measure. \-lith this information the date at wr.ich the M.P.D. could 
be used( or discarded) as a diagnostic and screening tool cvuld be advanced 
immeasurably. 
~-. . --~---~,--------'-.~. -I 
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In line withtbe basic purpose of the study, several specific questions 
which we hope to answer were also posed and the general methods of gaining 
a.nd processing data outline. 
Chapter two includes a short review of current perception theory with the 
emphasiS on visual perception. A history of the Bender-Gestalt Test from \-Thich 
the M.P.D. derived will be included, to be followed by detailed revi~ of all 
literature dealing with the rotation of figures on the Bemer test. All cur-
rent studies available on the H.P.D. will also be reviewed at that point, to-
gether with the pertinent literature available on tr£ Frostig test. 
The factorial pureness of all psychometric measures to be utilized in ~s 
study will then be discussed in full, to be followed by a summary of the lim-
itations of all studies on the M.P.D. to date. 
'l'be precise experimental procedure to be followed will be covered in 
Chapter t:P.ree. This will include a population ar.d sample description and an 
outline of the data collection met10ds to be employed. Also included in Chap-
ter three will be a statistical description of the tests to be used i;n this 
study with emphasis on their validity and reliability. 
In Chapter four, the experimental data derived by testing our sample shall 
be discussed. The distributions of scores 011 the Lorge-Thorrilike, lvi.F.D., 
P.M.A., Progressive Natrices, and Frostig test will be obtained and then graph-
ically plotted. In addition, the means, star..dard deviations, and standard 
error of the mean shall be calculated £"or each of these measures. 
The experimental data will be further processed in Chapter fille. Here 
correlations will be run betw~en the scores obtained by the sample on the 
Lorge-Thorndike aIXlProgressive lfUltrices and their M.P.D. scores. The cor-
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relation between the Lorge-Thorndike scores and the Progressive l-fatrices 
scores will also be noted. Pertinent implications covering the correlatioDal 
data between all three measures will be drawn as a means of indicating the 
relationships between them. 
In Chapter six a correlation matrix including the subtests and total 
scores on the Frostig and P.M.A. test, and the M.P.D. scores will be computed. 
On the basis of the correlations found between these measures, implications 
vill be drawn regardiDg the relationships between them. 
The statistical analysis of the correlational data will be continued in 
Chapter seven where a Multiple R will be computed first through the use of all 
fifteen predictor variables and later through the use of the four or five most 
promising predictor variables. Computer programs vill be used to yield the 
beta coefficients, "bit weights, and the portion of variance predicted from 
each predictor in addition to the Multiple h. Prediction tables will be set 
up if appropriate. 
A different method of aDalysis will be undertaken on a new set of data in 
Chapters eight and nine. At this point all persons in our sample scoring + -1 
staooard deviation beyolXl the mean on the H.P.D. will be administered :the 
California Test of PersoDality. The scores on the persoDality scale together 
with the achievement test scores in reading aoo work study skills made by each 
group will then be compared for significance by means of the Chi-Square 
technique. 
The results of the comparison of the C.T.P. scores with the H.F.D. scores 
will be discussed in Chapter nine while the relationships found between the 
H.P.D. and the reading and work study skills will be haIXlled in Chapter eight. 
r ' . 
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Addi tional analysis by means of the Chi-Square technique will also be per-
.formed on both sets o.f data with thE; size of the sample being enlarged and 
test categories subdivided. 
In Chapter ten an overview of the problem will be presented with a sum-
mary of all pertinent .findings. These findings will be used to form conclu-
sions and formulate answers to the questions we posed earlier in Chapter one. 
After answering all the specific questions, an attempt will then be made to 
determine the overall implications of the current study for current educational 
practice. In line with these implications, recommendations will be made tor 
further research to contime the work started in this study. 
If appropriate, recommendations for improving current practices in the 
use o.f the M.P.D. will also be made. 
I 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW QE RELA'I'Igl J\E..SEARCH 
~ NA'I'URE OF FERCEr-TION 
There are about as many definitions of perception as there are books and 
articles on the subject. The definition that seems to make the most sense 
however is one given by Kobler. Accordi:ng to Kobler, perception is the pro-
cess by which a person, IIgets so he can tell one thing from another. tll 
In a very rough sense, perception takes the sense impressions supplied 
by our sensory modalities and converts them into integral and understandable 
wholes upon which our cognitive abilities may work. It serves as an inter-
mediary between our senses and our intellect, or so most (not all) psycholo-
gists would agree. 
Now defini:ng perception in this manner is taking the coward t s ltTaY out. 
But at least it is not without precedent • . Frostig says, Itthe definition of 
perception, like that of intelUgence, must at the present time be an opera-
tional one, It ••• because .••• liThe concept of perception, like other psycholog-
ical concepts, is fuzzy at the boundaries."2 
lFrank J. Kobler, "Perception," ~ World ~ Encyclopedia, ed. Robert 
Zeleny, Vol. lV(1965)" p. 252. 
2Marianne Frostig, "Visual Perception in the Brain Injured Child, 11 
American Journal g! Orthopsychiatry, Vol. XXXIII (July 1963), p. 665. 
, . 
However, even in a simple dcf:init.ion such as ours, several facts immed.i-
at ely jump out: 
1. Perception is a process. 
2. The process involves "something out there" in the world around 
us. 
3. Perception implies a perceiver. 
4. The process is an active one. It involves integration of 
specific elements to form a percept and discrimination between 
essential and non essential elements of that percept. 
5. Perception builds upon sense impressions. 
Theoretically perception operates through all sense modalities. Practi-
cally, most research thus far has been concerned. VIi th visual and auc1i tory per-
ception. Visual perception 1s the concern of our present study, although ve 
do not negate the importance of perception through other sense modill ties. 
In terms · of breadth, the term perception may be applied to a wide variety 
of processes that differ along several continua: 
1. Percepts may vary in comple:xity from simple physical dimensions, 
through objects and events, to meanings and values. 
2. Perceptual experiences may vary from the purely obj ecti ve to 
the realm of imaginal phenomena. 
3. The speed of the process may vary, from immediate to slov. 
4. The extent of individual differences differs greatly) 
3N. L. Gage, IIPerception, It Encyclopedia £! Educational Research, ed.. 
Chester W. Harris and Marie R. Liba, 3rd. Fdition{196l)" p. 941 
I . 
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;.:; When we add the perceiver and object (event, etc.) perceived to the 'Wide 
v~iety of perceptual processes possHle, t he complexity of handli~ a concept 
such as "perception" becomes even more appar ent. ADd the problems inherent in 
fromulating a theory (hopefully based on fact) comprehensive enough to explain 
all phenomena are clearly seen.· 1ut before getting into theory, it's essential 
to explore another dimension of perceptual phenomena and e~ne the outcomes 
of per'ceptual processes. 
Perceptual phenomena, whether the product of sight, hearing, or another 
sensory modality possess certain characteristics in common. Among them 'WOuld 
be included; 
1. Quality aDd Dimension. 
2. Configuration. 
3. Constancy. 
4. Frame of reference. 
5. Obj ect and event character. 
, 
6. Set a.l'Jd Expectancy eff ect. 
7. Intervent1.on of perceptual processes between sensory stimulation 
aDd phenomenal e:x:perience.4 
Now what we have done thus far is to discuss perception in a Skinnerian 
manner. We have described and delineated it in concrete objective terms, in 
terms of what it does aDd the qualities it possesses. We have not attempted 
to eJ..-pla1n why or bow or even what a person (or other perceiver) perceives. 
But no one else has been able to answer these questions satisfactorily ei thar. 
4Ibid. 
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Moreover, no current theory attempts to explain all perceptual pheDOmetl8.. 
Rather, each orients itself toward certain problems while disregarding others. 5 
As a result we have a large number of· small theoretical systems, eachdeali%lg 
wi tb and able to explain onLy a lind ted area in the field of perception. For 
ej~ple, certain psychologists have centered their investigations in the area 
of object configurations. 
Just as there are many theoreticians in the field of perception, there 
are also many ways of grouping them. Taylor differentiates between theories 
of perception on the basis of pp,ilosopbical orientation. He feelsall J.per,.. 
ceptual theories are based on either nativism or empiricism. Taylor' .8 toyA.Lt)~. 
theory is a type of mathematical ber,aviorism. 6 other writers teIld to group 
theoreticians on the basis of whether they place their emphasis on thEh'.p~ (:. :; 
ceiver, the perceived, or the process. 
Gage uses the categories of Physiologically Referred Theories am .. Non-
physiological Theories as a rough means of sortiDg out theories. He keeps the 
role of perception in social psychology and education as a separate . category , 
more or less distinct from perception in the field of general psychology.? 
It is DOt the present author's intention to slight theory or depr,ecate 
its importance. However, the reader who is seriously interested in perceptual 
5Ibid., p. 942 
6James G. Taylor, ~ Behavioral Basis .2!. Perception(New Haven: Yale 
University press, 1962). 
7N. L. Gage, nPerception, "~cycloj?edia of Educational Research, ad. 
Chester W. Harris aDd Marie R. LiOO, 3rd iii tion(I965), pp. 943=944. 
theory must be referred to, F. H. Allport I s comprehensive survey of perceptual 
8 theories. To attempt to duplicate his work, even in a cursory manner, would 
take us far afield. The purpose of this study is not to formulate theory, but 
to provide further data on which to more accurately formulate theory. 
Fuller and Laird, the authors of the M.P.D. , are basically Gestalt 
(nativist, physiologically referred) oriented in their theory of perception. 
They do not however speak of fields of forces, or posit a theory to explain 
how the brain works. They are content to describe perception in terms of 
objective, external characteristics. lVloreover, they have limited their in-
quiry to a very specific aspect of perception, that is, the visual perception 
of two black figures on three white varying groWJds. 
A vast amount of empirical evidence had accumulated over the years which 
indicated that many persons with learning aro.d/or emotional disorders had 
severe perceptual problems as indicated by their results on tasks normally 
posited as requiring perceptual acuity for success. 
In the case of those persons .,baving learning problems it was discovered 
that they often had sense modalities in good working order and average or 
above average intelligellce. That something \1aS missing seemed reaso~ble aDd 
the "something missing" was considered to be perceptual ability, either gen-
eralized or specific. 
Brloyd Henry Allport, Theories ££ Perception ~ ~Concept of struc-
~(N6W' York: Wiley Book Co., 1955). 
/ 
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Persons 'With severe personality disorders (neurosis, psychosis) were also 
discovered to often lack perceptual aculty.9 There is a real question here as 
to whether a lack of perception causes the personality disorders, or whether 
personality disorders cause perceptual problems. It may be that both are 
mutually at fault. Or a third factor (chemical perhaps) could be causing both 
perceptual and personality problems. But at any rate lack of perceptual acu-
ity, as normally measured, and personality instability seem to be correlated 
to a significant degree. 
It is important to bear in mind at this point that persons with so called 
perceptual problems do not differ radically from normals in most cases. In a 
one to one situation it can be impossible to tell that any problem ensts. It 
is only in specific, often highly structured situations that such children 
give us a clue as to their perceptual handicap. 
For e~ple, a perceptually handicapped child may come to school dressed 
neatly, bright, and eager appearing. He is able to reach the school safely, 
fim his room and seat. He apwars to be a capable student until he picks up, 
a book and can't read, even though his I.Q. is 120 and he has no physical 
defects. The teacher may think he's lazy or "goofing offtt and so may his 
parents. It's impossible for an outsider to tell if a perceptual handicap is 
causing his problem or if he is n just lazy". Persomli ty disorders are often 
just as difficult to diagnose. 
9willlam H. Ittelson and Samuel B. Kutash(eds.), Perceptual Changes in 
Psychopathology(New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1961). 
, 
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vThatFuller .and Laird have attempted to do therefore is to find a given 
set of stimuli which because of their configuration and background cause per-
ceptual conflicts within the parcei ver. The normal perceiver is able to over-
come the conflict and correctly reproduce the figures. The perceptually handi-
capped person is not. As a result, the presentation of the stimuli for the 
subj ect to reproduce in this highly structured situation serves to discrim-
inate between persons with normal perceptual acuity and those with below normal 
perceptual acuity. 
The importance of this as we have pointed out, lies Yith the fact that a 
large percentage (rot all) of those persons \-lith perceptual haIrlicaps also 
have learning or personality disorders. It should also be established at this 
point that for the purpose of this study the N.P.D. test was not used as the 
cri terion for determining if a person had organic brain damage, a psychosis, 
or a neurosis. The criterion used was clinical eJtB.IDination and diagnosis by a 
team of psychologists, doctors, and psychiatrists using all tests and techni-
\ 
ques available to them. These are the most valid criteria available in this 
area and by their use, the danger of validating the M.P.D. against itself is 
avoided. 
HISTORY QE. ~ BroiDER - GESTALT mI 
The l-i.P.D. test did not spring into prominence overnight in the manner of 
a Hollywood starlet. The development of the M.P.D. vas a slow evolutionary 
process which began with the publication of the Bender-Gestalt test in 1938, 
and is still rot ended. To push this point further, the Bender--Gestalt test 
also bad its roots planted in the studies of the early Gestalt psychologists. 
r ' ! f'r--------.............. ---~'-· ------, 
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For in their studies is found the basic theory underlying the Bender-Gestalt 
test as well as the idea for the test format. 
The Bender-Gestalt test consists of nine figures (Figure 1) "\-1blch are 
presented to the subjeot one at a time and l-rhich he 10 asked to reproduce on 
a blank piece of paper. These designs were originally used by vlertheimer in 
1923 to demonstrate the principles of Gestalt Psychology as related to per-
ception. Bender adapted these figures for use as a visual motor test. In her 
original monograph she stated that the perception and reproduction of these 
figures were influenced by (1) the growth pattern and maturation level of an 
individual and (2) his pathological state either functionally or organically 
induced. 
A.ex> 
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Bender-Gestalt Test 
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Bender goes on to describe in detail the maturation of visual-motor per-
ceptual processes in young children, illustrating her work with actual repro-
ductions of the Gestalt figures done by children. A chart shows that by the 
age of eleven, most children are able to copy all nine Bender~estalt designs 
wi thout errors. 
However, adult clinical patients were Bender1s main concern and she 
sought to use her test with persons suffering from organic brain diporders, 
schizophrenia, depressive psychosis, psychoneurosis, and mental retardation. 
Bender did not provide an obj ecti ve scoring system for her test DOr any DOr-
mati ve data. Both deficiencies have continually caused serious problems. 
OVer the years the Bender test has been interpreted in a variety of ways: 
1. Bender suggested a developmental and clinical approach. 
2. Butt and his associates used the Bemer as a projective test, 
interpreting the dralorings in accordance with psychoanalytic 
theory.10 
3. l'-1any psychologists evaluate Bender test protocols by general . 
clinical impressions, a very subj active technique. 
4. Recently several psychologists have begun to develop moreobj ec- . 
tive scoring techniques and sought to use the test as an objec-
instrument. 
10l1a.x L. Hutt, "The Revised Beooer-Gestalt Visual Notor Test, II in ~ 
Prediction ££ Overt Behavior ~E£b tl:~ Use oJ. Projective Techniaues, ed. 
Arthur C. Carr{Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1960), 
XIII, pp. 30-55, 150-165. 
; l-.fax L. Butt aIJd Gerald J. Briskin, The Clinical Use .2l ~ Revised Bender-
Gestalt Test(NetoT York: Grane and stratton, Inc., 1960). / . 
=;;.;.;:;;:;;;.;;.-
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In terms of use, the test raB been used as: 
1. A test of intellig<sLce readiness or school achievement. 
2. A test for the diagr;osis of' train injury. 
3. An indicator of present or potential mental retardation. 
4. An indicator of emotiom l disturbance. 
Perhaps because of its adaptability to a wide range of interpretations 
and uses, the Bender-Gestalt is quite widely used. A survey conducted by 
sundberg(1961) indicated that 158 of the 185 hospi talsand agencies partici-
pating in the study used the Bender test to some degree. ll Blakemore and Bill-
ingslea writing in the 6th Mental }/ieasurement Yearbook both attest to the pop-
ularity of this test. Both also make the point that to be a valid and reliablE 
test is in its present form impossible. Billingslea points out that not even 
a standard set of designs has been universally accepted.12 
Several attempts have been made to establish scoring systems for the 
\ 
Bender since 1948 when Billingslea first published a rather elaborate scoring 
system for the test. The most widely accepted systems are those published by 
IlN. D. Sundberg, tiThe Practice of PsychologiCal Testing In Clinical 
Services in the United States," American Psychologist, XVI(1961) pp. 79-83. 
12Fred Y. Billingslea, tiThe Bender Gestalt: A Review and a Perspective," 
The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearboo]f, ed. Oscar Buros, (Highland Park, 
New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1965) pp. 415-416. 
c. B. Blakemore, "Bender Gestalt Test, II ~ Sixth Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, ad. Oscar Buros, (Highlan:i Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 
1965) pp. 414-415. 
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, ,(j , i Pascal and Suttell in 195113 and Pascal and Sutt. ell , s 
scoring system was designed for act>:. 1.5 t·) 50 years of age wr..o were basic-
ally normal. Koppitz ~n the other halJd has developed a modification of the 
Pascal api Suttell scoring system £'01.' usc with cllildren. 
A general survey of the literatuT0 .in 1964 revealed that from 1938, to 
1964 more than 130 books, stUdies, and papers dealing with the Bender-Gestalt 
test had been published. 
Unfortutlately while the Bemer-Gestal t test bad a degree of usefulness 
in the hands of specialized examiners, its reliability and validity were never 
proven. It never quite made the step from subjective tool to objective in-
strument, and the promise which it held was never fully realized. However in 
the early 1950' s interest began to slowly grow in one aspect of the Bender-
Gestalt test which seemed both significant and ametlable to standardization. 
This was the area of figure rotations. 
REVIEW Ql LITmATUHE Qli BENDrn - GESTALT CONC:rnNIID ROTATIONS 
The occurence of rotations in the reproduction of perceived objects 
whether gestalt de~igns or bloCk designs has long been considered a deviation 
from normalcy. Because of this, such rotations have been studied for; years, 
with the emphasis on three questions: 
13 . Gerald R. Pascal and Barbara J. Suttell, ~ Bemer-Gestalt Test: 
Quantification ~ Validity !sg, Adults(New York: Grune 8.Xld stratton, Inc., 
1951). 
14Ellzabeth Munsterberg Koppitz, ~ Eerrler Gestalt ~ !2!: Young 
Children(New York: Grune and Stratton, Inc., 1964). 
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1. What is a true rotation? 
. 2. What does a rotation sigl"ify? 
3. How many degrees of rotation must occur before it is significant? 
1. ~ ~ ~ ~ Rotation? Rotations have long been discussed but a 
major problem indicated by Griffith and Taylor!5 is that the variables in-
vol ved may not have been controlled closely enough to insure the occurrence 
of only ~ rotations. Thus, some rotations may not have been due to per-
ceptual distortions but to uncontrolled conditions within the experiment such 
as: 
a. Rotating the design card in reference to the paper. 
b. Rotating the paper in reference to the design card. Only 
when both the design card and the paper are in direct align-
ment can a true rotation take place.16 As a result, every 
investigation in the area of rotations must be cheCked for 
control of these factors. 
2. ~ ~ ~ Rotation Signify1 Rotations occur in a variety of cat-
egories, some pathological and some normal. For emmple, pre-school normal 
cr~ldren often produce rotations see~ingly as a result of immaturity, a natural· 
cause. But when rotations are reproduced by children eight years of age or 
H 15R. M. Griffith and V. H. Taylor, lIJ3ender-Gestalt Figure Rotations: A 
istimulus Factor" Journal 2! Consultine Psychol~, Vol. XXV, No. l(February, 
1961), pp.- 89-90. 
Itcerald B. Fuller am James T. ·Laird, liThe Minnesota Percepto-Diagrostic 
Test, II Journal .£f. Clinical Psychology, !v1onograph Supplement, Vol. :xIX, No. 16 
(January, 1963), p.10. . 
Max L. Butt, liThe Revised Bendel:--Gestal t Visual Motor Test, II in ~ ~ .I. . 
dication of Overt Behavior Through the Use of Projective TeChniques, Arthur C. 
Carr(Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher,19€:O) ,:xIII,pp.63-65. 
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older, it may be a sign of brain damage, schizophrenia, emotional disturbance, 
or mental deficiency. Among adults ,ru"Ga tions also occur in different path-
ological groups. 
In this area there are a large number of serious investigations; the 
majority deal with rotations on the Fender-Gestalt design or Kohl s Block 
designs. A complete listing of studies dealing with figure rotations is in-
eluded in the bibliography. 
3. l!2l! lI.any Degrees gf Rotation Must ~ Before !i !.§. Significant? 
Frankly, up to the current time there bas been no real agreement as to bow 
many degrees of rotation indicates a pathology of a given type, or a pathology 
in general. Cla"W'son feels a rotation of 150 is significant,17 but Halpin re-
ports a rotation of 900 is necessary for significance~8 Such differences are 
probably due to several factors such as subjective scoring, laCk of experi-
mental control, or failure to attempt quantification in the area of rotatioDS. 
As a result, the tendency has been to regard any rotation as a malignant sign. 
In one highly exhaustive study Griffith found the percentage of B.G. records 
wi th one or more rotations occurred among the fol1oving groups with the fre-
19 quency noted. 
l7Ai1een C1a"W'son, "Bender Visual Motor Test as an Index of Emotional Dis-
turbance, II Journal g! Projective Techniques. Vol. XXIII, No. 2(June, 1959) 
pp. 198-206. 
18VirgiDia Halpin, "Rotational Errors on Bender-Gestalt, II; American JournaJ. 
of Mental Deficiency, Vol. LI1(1955)" pp. 484-489. 
19R. lv1. Griffith and V. H. Taylor,IIIncidence of Bender-Gestalt Figure 
RotatiOns," Journal 2i Consulting Psychology, Vol. XXIV(1960), pp. 189-190. 
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Table I 
Percentage 
Group Sample N wi. th Rota.tions 
- .. 
Scbizophrenic 346 19.7 
Neurosis 167 19.8 
Character Disorder 165 16.4 
Chronic Brain Syndrome 147 40.8 
Mental Deficiency 59 55.9 
other 178 23.0 
- ,."",-
Total 1,003 22.8 
It must be reported that negative findir.gs also occurred as with Halpin 
ho, in 1955, reported no statistically significant difference in the number 
of rotations produced by organic and familial children.20 Such results tended 
to be the exception rather than the rule however. 
The amazing thing regardiDg studies of rotation is that prior to the 
ntroduction of the M.P.D. test, no one undertook the serious tasks of: (1) De-· 
iniDg a true rotation, (2) Standardizing the procedures for determiniDg ro-
n, (3) DeterminiDg cutoff points, in terms of degrees of rotation, which 
cate specific types of pathology. One wonders vhy valid research tecbni-
ues vere not applied to this area twenty years ago instead of five. 
20Virginia Halpin, "Rotational Errors on Bender-Gestalt, It American Journal 
Nental Deficiency, Vol. LIX(l955), pp. 484-489. 
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, At any rate the need for an instrument capable of measuring rotations 
accurately and interpreting their meaning become quite evident. 
IID1 !1 .• P .. D.. TES~.' 
The M.P.D. test is a recent attempt (1962) bu Fuller and Laird to provide 
a group test l/bich maintains many of t.he advantages of the Bender-Gestalt test 
but which is easier to admirrLster and more objective to score. 
"The test consists of six test figures, ligures A and :3 of the Bender-
~ 
!Gestalt, each presented in three l..rays~ conventionally; on a diamond shaped 
card with the figure rotated 900 from tbe us~al presentation; and convention-
ally on a diamond shaped card. The subject is not allowed to move the stimulus 
or the response sheet, and is then required to draw each of the figures. The 
measure deti ved is the amount of rotation in degrees from the vertical or hor-
izontal axis, measured with a protractor and ruler. Scores of more than 250 
are scored as 250 so that there is an imposE-oQ ceiling of 1500 on the subj ects I 
test score. lI21 
The test is purported to be culture free, so education, intelligence, 
and reading ability, wi thin limits, should not a:ff ect the results. When pro-
perly administered, the test, according to the authors, provides a rapid and 
objective means of determining whether: 
a. Adults are normal; have organic brain damage or have a serious 
personality disturbance. 
2lFugene E. Levitt, "Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic Test, II ~ Sixth Mental 
Measurements Yearbook, 00. Oscar Buros(Highland Park, ~Jew Jersey: The Gryphon 
Press, 1965l No. 231, p. 471. 
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b. Children are normal; have a schizophrenic disturbance or a 
severe emotional disturbance. 
c. A reading disability in a child is caused by organic brain 
damage, primary retardation, or secondary retardation.22 
Inasmuch as the M.P.D. is a legitimate offspring of the Bender-Gestalt 
test , it too has its roots in the perceptual experiments of the Gestalt psy-
chologists who emphasized perception as the basic principle in huma:n learning. 
The authors make this fact clear and claim that it, together with the four 
following Gestalt principles, serves as rationale for tbeir test. 
Principle 1. I nhomogenei ty. In order for a figure to be seen, the 
ground must be inhomogeneous to the figure, e.g., a picture of a black b:>rse 
on a white canvas. 
Principle 2. Interaction of Figure-Ground. ''Variations of the 
groWld influence one l s perception of the figure so that the same figure seen 
against different grounds appears changed. • •• For e:xample, a square may be 
perceived as a diamond or a square, depending upon its spatial orientation."23 
Principle 3. ~ of ~roupiR.g,. Apart from grouDd, each figure has 
its own properties, am when certain conditions obtain between the ~s, a 
unitary and cohesive figure is perceived. 
Principle 4. Pragnanz. There is a tendency for a Gestalt to become 
sharply defined (precise, stable) to the e:xtent that conditions permit. 
2%erald B. Fuller aDd James T ~ Laird, liThe MiIlllesota Percepto-Diagnostic 
Test," Journal 2! Clinical Psychology, Monograph Supplement, Vol. XIX, No. 16 
(January, 1963), p. 7. 
23Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
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"VThen these coIJditions are met, stable figures are permitted. When they 
are not met, or met only partially, the cohesiveness and stability .of figures 
are lessened. Therefore, in accordance with the above mentioned principles, 
there is a. continuum. ranging from cohesi venes s and stabill ty to arnbigui ty aDd 
instability for perceived figures. 
Wertheimer in his research used several figures which demonstrated these 
properties. These figures were later adapted by Bender in the BeDder-Gestalt 
test. Most of the figures were quite stable because the figures were con-
gruent to the ground. Experience showed bOl.-TeVer that five of these figures 
were less stable than the others and more likely to appear rotated. 
The five least stable Wertheimer figures were used experimentally in their 
normal orientation and then with the frames enclosing the figures varied, to 
determine which figures and what orientations produced varied rotations on the 
part of various groups of subjects. In essence the authors sought to discover 
what figures are least rotated by normals and most rotated by persons with 
brain damage, etc.24 
Now it must be admitted that no one real ly knows the complete reason why 
it is that a person with organic 'bl-ain damage should rotate a given fl,gure mor~ 
than a person with a psychosis. Nor do we know why a person with a neurosis 
would tend to rotate a figure more than a normal person. We can only posit an 
explanation. 
24rbid., p. 8 •. 
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Goldstein ani Scheerer indicate trJ8.t brain damage makes a person a 
IIpassive subject instead of an active master. tl25 Thus he is unabl.e to actively 
master the enigma of the ambiguous figu:re-g:round problem presented to him and 
falls victim to its ambiguity. His damaged brain is unable to correct for the 
ambiguity; then in turn he tends to reproduce his perceived distortions. 
These distortions are rotations on the H.P.D. test. 
Persons sufferiDg severe emotional or personality disturbances tend to 
produce rotations for a different, but some\..rhat allied reason. Research in-
dicates that emotions are more arous€-'<l and general excitement greater in neu-
rotics than in normals. Perception is affected because the high emotional 
aril/or excitement level tends to l'edv.ce cue utilization. Distortion is also 
greater among the mentally confuced and the greater the emotional. stress, the 
greater is the perceptual distortion. 
Normal persons tend to have s'tabl.a perceptions. liThe better centered and. 
integrated a personality is, the more definite aDd stable are the perceptionsf6 
"Subjects who are neurotic or psycrotic perceive the aw.biguous stimul.i on 
the M.P.D •. test in terms of rotations greater than as perceived by normals 
but less than, organics. A person umer severe" stress will misperceive simUar. 
to organics; however, in most testing situations the psychotic, neurotic, or 
25K. Goldstein., and M. Scheerer, IIAbstract and Concrete Behavior. An 
E:xperimentalStudy with Special Tests, II Psychological Monograph, LIII(1941) , 
pp. 32-57. 
2~. Goldstein, ~ Organism,~ Eolistic Approach!£ Biology Derived ~ 
Pathological ~ !a ~ (New York: American Book Co., 1939),. p. 3771. 
socio.path will not be under severe stress unless he has lost control. On the 
whole, he will be in the middle of the continuum. ranging from excitement to 
calmness. n'Zl 
Having firmly established the rationale behind the M.P.D. aIJd determined 
which of the Wertheimer designs teIJded to produce the rotational effects de-
sired, Fuller and Laird set out in earnest to develop their test by means of 
five carefully planned steps. Each of these five steps was in essence a 
separate study, designed to empirically establish various aspects of the test. 
Study 1. The five lofertheimer figures (A, 1, 2, 3, 8) which tended 
to rotate most were reproduced on six different types of frames so that there 
was a total of .30 cards. "Each set varied the orientation of figure aIJd 
ground, so that some grounds were rectangular, some diamond shaped, and some 
figures were horizontal and others were vertical." 
The .30 cards containing six sets of five configurations each were ad-
ministered to ZlO normal, emotionally disturbed, aIJd schizophrenic children 
ranging in age from 8 to 15. Based on factorial anaJ.ysis 'three sets and two 
configurations were fouIJd to differentiate the three groups at the .01 level 
of significance. This indicated deflni tely tliat certain combinations; of 
figure-ground orientations and configurations produced more rotation than 
others. These two configurations set in their respective figure-ground or-
ientations then became the nucleus of the N.P.D. test. 28 
ZlGerald B. Fuller and James T·. Laird, liThe Minnesota Percepto-.Diagnostic 
Test, II Journal ~ Clinical Psychol_~~, Nonograph Supplement, Vol. x(X, No. 16 
(January, 1963)., p. 9. 
28Ibid., p. 4. 
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study 2. At this point, study 1 llaS cross-validated. The three ' 
sets and two configurations were administered to 57 emotionally dis.turbed and 
44 schizophrenic children again ranging in age from 8 to 15. No organics or 
defectives 'Were tested. The M.LD. \Jas able to discriminate between the two. 
groups at the .001 level of confidence in terms of mean degrees of rotation.29 
study 3. This study was eventually published in a more complex form. 
than the draft 'Which is cited in the test manual. However, both forms indi-
cated that poor readers tend to rotate significantly more than good readers 
on the H.P.D. When published in Psychology in the Schools, this study also 
contained' data on various subcategories of poor readers.30 
study 4. After addi tiona! experimentation aDd empirical evidence 
gathered as a result of this research, it was determined that the M.P.D. could 
discriminate between the following three groups of children classified on the 
basis of reading disability in terms of the number of degrees rotated: 
a. Normal readers (1.860 mean rotation). 
b. Secondary readers (11.050 mean rotation). 
c. Organic readers (23.770 mean rotation). 
The differences between these 3 groups -were significant at the .01 level 
or .001 level. The difference in degrees of mean rotations between normal 
readers (1.860 ) am primary readers (3.750 ) ... /ere DOt significant. To over-
29 Ibid., p. 11. 
30Gerald B. Fuller, nPerceptual Considerations in Children lvith A Reading 
Disability, 1I PsychOlogy in ~ Schools, Vol. I (1964) J pp. 314-317. 
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~.· · simplify, primary readers were cl1ildren with slight reading disabilities 
~ 
~, while secondary readers had serious reading disabilities. The categories were 
determined on the basis of clinical diagnosis.3l 
Study 5. Two hundred eighty-six male and female subjects were 
placed into the following three categories on the basis of known diagnosis: 
a. Organics - 52 persons with chronic brain damage syndrome. 
b. Personali ty Disturbance - 104 persons who were classed as 
seriously neurotic, characterological, or psychotic. 
c. Normals - 130 persons never referred for emotional dis-
turbance. 
All persons selected for the study had normal intelligence as determined. 
by the Full :Range Picture Vocabulary test. Each subject was administered the 
M.P.D. after which it was scored in the normal manner. The differences in 
mean degrees of rotations between the groups were determined and then subjected 
to the "til test. 
The results indicated that the M.P.D. test differentiates between the 
organic, the persoIlB.lity disturbance, and the normal to a significant degree 
in a hospital population. By use of the M.F.D. test, the investigators were 
able to identify 90 percent of the normals, 80 percent of those 'With a fune-
tional personality disturbance, and 82 percent of the organics. These figures 
seem to indicate the l:-l.P .D. discriminates between these groups as well as or 
better than other instruments of its type. 32 
31Gerald B. Fuller and James T. Laird, tiThe Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic 
Test, II Journal of Clinical Psychology, Honograph Supplement, Vol. nx, No. 16 
(January, 1963) -; p. 13. 
32Ibid. 
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Upon the completion of the fi ve :; ·;~ud.i es mentioned above, the H.P.D. test 
"underwent the process of standardi ;:.s.t J.()n. The scores obtained. by 1249 in-
dividuals (540 adults and 754 children) who were administered the test formed 
the basis for this standardization. 
The results obtained from the standardization samples were carefully 
analyzed to determine those cutoff points which would enable the test user 
to determine most accurately to l.J'hich group an e~nee properly belonged. To 
a large extent this consisted of determining what percentage of a given group 
would be correctly identified if the cutoff point for normals would be 150 
of if it were 200 , and so on. 
For the purpose of standardization, normals were defined as persons with 
no history of mental disorder or brain damage who were successfully functioning 
in the colllIIlUlli ty. Fersons were determined to be in other categories such as 
personality disturbance, schizophrenic, a.nd brain damaged on basis of bosp;i. tal 
di'agnosis. 
Based on the standardization studies, three sets of criteria were es-
tablishecl to enable the e»:UJliner to interpret illdividual test results with a 
reasonable degree of assurance. 
1. Children with Elnotional Problems. If a child (aged 8 to 15, with 
an I. Q. of BOto 110) has been referred because he is a behavior problem, the 
H.P .D. manual classifies him as follows on the basis of his score: 
a. Normal - score of , 20 or less. 
b. llinotioDal Disturbance - score of 2l to 54. 
c. Schizophrenic - score of 55 or over. 
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2. Children with .§:~EB. !ro]?leE!- Children referred primarily 
because of a reading or learning problem rather than a behavioral problem are 
classified as: 
a. Primary Reading hetardation - Scores of ~25 or less. 
b. Secondary Reading Retardation - Scores of 26 to 54. 
c. Organic Reading Retardation - Scores of 55 or more. 
The same age aDd I.Q. requirements mentioned in category 1 also apply here 
3. Adults. Best results are obtained with adults aged 18 to 65, 
with an I.Q. range from 80 to 110. 
a. Normal Perception - Scores of 20 and below. 
b. Personality Disturbance Perception - Scores between 21 and 
59. 
c. Organic Perception - Scores of f:fJ aDd above. 
Scores obtained by subjects who do not fall within the I.Q. aDd age ranges 
indicated must be interpreted with extreme caution. Also based upon their 
standardization sample, the authors posited that age, I.Q., and education 
would have no significant effect on N.P.D. test results)3 
It is necessary at this point however to indicate that the original norms. 
established for the M.P •. D. were based largely on experiments with older child-
ren and adults. They are not in fact applicable to children appro:rlmately 
ten years old and younger. In actual field use, the number of degrees ro-
tation by normal children eight am .nine yeers old would be much larger than 
that indicated in the manna l • 
33Ibid.,pp.15-l9. 
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For this reason a new set of norms, due to be released this spring, are 
currently-being prepared. Dr. Russell Ende" of Northern Illinois University, 
stated at the outset of the current study that the mean number of degrees 
o 
rotations made by a third grade group would be about 50. The accuracy ot his 
prediction was brought out for when the mean of our sample was computed, it 
turned out to be 520. 
In view of this, it is essential that the current M.P.D. norms not be 
accepted as definitive, but rather as tentative. Such an adjustment in DO 
way alters the rationale behind the test. It merely iXldicated that norms rel-
ati ve to each group must be used until field testing national standardization 
are complete. 
Even with these guidelines to use in interpreting test results, the test 
user will fied both false negatives am false positives, that is, persons who 
score higher or lower than their true diagnostic category would lead us to ex-
pect. Hence, it is essential to remember that the M.P .D. is llOt fool-proof. 
This does not detract from the excellence of the instrument since most tests 
of its type have even lower concurrent validity and in addition are more dif£'-
hcul t to administer and score. But it does mean that caution must be llsed 
in interpreting the results. 
POST-STANDARDIZATION IiJ!;S_Ei_I.HCJI Q!1 m l:.:;~.:.:Po.:..:.D. 
Since the appearance of the H.P.D. on the market, there have been several 
studies utiliziDg it in their investigations. Unf'OrtUDately the majority have 
bgen made by the test authors and their associates. It is always useful to 
have additional studies made by persons who are totally impartial, as an ob-
----------------------~-------------------------------------~------~ 
jective check on aD3 far-reaching research such as that done on the P.l-1.,A.. 
This 1s not of course meant to imply conscious bias on the part of ·the author 
or his associates. ) 
The most promisiDg framework for the discussion of all post standard-
ization research with the M.F.D. would appear to be the presentation of 
those articles witten by Fuller first. This 'Will then be followed by a 
presentation in rougbly chronological order of those articles written by 
others. Through this mode of presentation we will get a clear look at Fuller' f 
complete llOrk first and then get to see what others have foum in their re-
search, particularly in so far as it corroborates or contradicts Fuller's 
findings. 
In an in-depth follow up study (1965) which ~osely replicated several 
of his earlier studies Fuller demonstrated again the relationship between 
personality organization and stability of perception. StartiDg with the ~­
pothesis that if perception is unstable and if there are no physiological 
defects present, one can suspect a personality disturbance, Fuller measured 
the perceptual stability of 860 persons. Of this total 450 were normals, 260 
emotioDally disturbed cand 150 schizophrenics. 
By using the M.F.D. test, he was able to differentiate between each group 
at the .001 level of significance. This seems to iMicate that there was a 
significant difference between the three groups in so far as perceptual dis-
tortion was concernedl 
This article also contains a good rationale and theoretical explamtion 
of why the M.F.D. test works, am is the source of a statement in which Fuller 
says, "it has been our observation that I.Q. I S over 110 are related to ro-
,/ , ' 
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tatiori and that the highertheLQ. the less rotation evidenced. "34 However, 
in a somewhat later study he did not fir..d a positive correlation between I.Q. 
a~ indicated on the WISC and M.l-.D. scores.35 This leaves an UDanswered 
question as to the actual relationship between intelligence and scores on the 
N.P.D. In the later study Fuller did find significant negative correlations 
with 87 subjects between M.P.D. test scores and 3 WISC subtests, namely: 
Information, Arithmetic, and Picture Completion. He concluded that"em.o-
tional disturbance does result in disturbance in perception, U which contra-
dicted Bender's (1938) claim that neurotic disturbances do not result in 
disturbance of perception.36 
In another study by Fuller he found that the M.P.D. discriminated between 
children previously diagnosed clinically as having organic reading problems 
and a group of children having varying types of reading abili ty and/or dis-
ability.37 This is the study which appears to be a more complex version of 
the third study cited by Fuller in his standardization of the N.P.D. test. In 
it, 287 children ranging in age from 8 to 15 were tested. The group consisted 
34uerald B.Fuller, "The Objective Measurement of Perception in Deter-
mining Personality Disorganization Among Children, II Journal of Clinical PSY-
chology, m(July, 1965) p. 305-7. 
35Gerald Fuller, "A Comparison of Intelligence and Perception in Em0-
tionally Disturbed Children," Journal of Clinical Psychology, (April, 1966), 
Vol. XXII, No. 2 pp. 193-195. 
36:rbid., p. 195. 
37Gerald Fuller, nPerceptual Considerations in Children with a Reading 
Disability", Psychology !E ~ Schools, 1(1964) p. 314-317. 
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r of 100 good readers, 49 readers with primary disability, 63 children with 
secondary reading disability, and 75 organic readers. 
There was a significant difference in the mean number of rotations pro-
duced by each group with one exception. The difference between the good 
r-
readers and the primary readers was not significant. As in most of his art-
icles Fuller also included an explanation of the rationale behiDd the test. 
. / 
In addition to the studies done by Fuller either alone or in collabor-
/ 
/ 
ation with others, several independent studies have been made on-the use of the 
M.P.D. test. Uyeno found the M.P.D. to be an effective tool in differenti-
ating psychotics from organics.38 Leon Kreitman in his study, administered the 
test to 67 children referred for a psychological evaluation. 53 were diag-
nosed as IIEmotional Disturbance" aDd 13 as nOrganic Dysfunction" on the basis 
\ 
of test results, school behavior, social histories, and medical findings. 
Kreitman found that the H.P.D. was able to identify correctly all 14 persons 
suffering from organic dysfunction and 77% of those suffering from emotional 
disturbance.39 
. At a symposium held at the 1965 annual meeting of the American Psycholog-
ical Association in Chicago aDd chaired by Fuller, several other studi;es were 
38Ensley Uyeno, "Differentiating Psychotics from Organics on the lofinn&-
sota Percepto-Diagnostic Test," Journal 21 ~ulting Psychology, XXVII 
(October, 1963), p. 462. 
39r.eon Kreitman, itA Note on the Use of the Minnesota Percepto-DiagDOstic 
Test," Journal £i Clinical Psychology, XXII, 2{April, 1966), p. 196. 
) . 
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presented. stanley Krippner found that an H.P.D. diagnosis made on a selected 
sample of 24 persons with reading disabilities agreed with cliniciBl;ls diagnoses 
in all but 2 cases. 40 
Luciano L t Abate reported a study in whi ch she compared the results of 
the H.P.D. with the Revised Hidden-Figures and tbe Benton Revised Visual R&-
tention tests. The p.e:rformance on the H.P.D. of 2 samples of children with 
varioUS diagnostic problems ws compared with their performance on the other 
two tests. In most instances the M.P .D. discriminated between various groups 
more often and at a higber statistical level than the other two tests.41 
A particularly ambitious study was reported by Gilbert Gredler who 
sought to test the worth of the M.P.D. in diagnosing the problems of culturally 
disadvantaged students. Unfortunately his sample ~s small and his theoretical 
framework wobbly so he was unable to draw significant conclusions.42 
I 40stanley Krippner, : Diagnostic ~1S Remedial Use of ~ l-Iinnesota ~- . c,epto-Diagnostic ~ 1B ~ Reading ginic, A study read at the symposium on 
IIl'he Clinical Application and Remedial Use of a Perceptual Test in the Iden-
tification and Treatment of Learning Disorders in School Children, II at the 
Annual Meeting of the American Psychological il.ssociation in Chicago, 1965. 
4lLuciano LtAbate, Zhe Clinical Usefulness of the lI.d.nnesota Percepto-
Diagnostic Vi.P.D.) Test in the Laboratory Psychodiagnosis of Children, Journal" 
of Clinical Psychology, Vol. XXII, No. 3(July, 1966), pp. 298-29~. 
420ilbert Gredler, Performance of th~ ~l.P.D. ~: ¥ducational ~ Diag-
!!.O~ Validity for Children from Cul·::;urall~ Disadvantaged ~...$, A report 
presented at the symposium onUT'he Clinical Application and Remedial Use of 
Perceptual Test in the Identification and Treatment of Learning Disorders in 
School Children", at the AnDUa.l Meeting of the American Psychological Associ-
ation in Chicago, 1965. . 
\ 
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Burnett aDd Fuller foUDda valuE: for the test in discovering which groups 
of E.H. H. students could best profit from reading instruction aDd wlUch needed 
more remedial work in the field of instruction. Resul ts of this test in-
dicated the need for further study to determine the interplay of intelligence 
aXld perception among E.l-1. H., students. 43 
The last study presented at the symposium. was by Russell Erlde of Northern 
Illinois University. Using a sample population of 1811 stu.dents in 14 Northern 
Illinois cities, he compared the ability of teachers to spot emotionally dis-
turbed children with the results obtained on the M.P.D. test. The results 
indicate a significant lack of ability by the teachers to properly identify 
the least and most stable students in the classrooms. Fis conclusion is that 
the M.P .D. test should be considered a useful instrument for the identification 
of emotionally disturbed children in the classroom situation.44 
Since the time of the symposium two add! tional studies dealing with the 
M.P.D. have been published in the Jourr.a1 gf Clinical Psychology. The first 
study was an attempt to determine the clinical validity of the M.P.D. test with 
43Alastair Burnett and Gerald B. Fuller, Ninnesota Percepto-Diagnostic 
Test Performance ~ ImLcable l'lentall.,Y Retaro.ed Children: Star..dardization, 
Normati ve Data, Comparison!!!Yl Other Diag,nostic Groups !ll!! Detection g£ Qr.-
garlic Brain Damage, A report presdnted at the symposium. on liThe Clinical Appli-
cation aDd Remedial Disorders in School Children, It at the Annual MeetiDg of the 
American Psychological Association in Chicago, 1965. 
44Russell S. Erlde,.lw Application 2! !l Perceptual ~ ~ School, A Report 
Presented at the Symposium on the Clinical i-i.pplication aXld.Remedial Use of a 
Perceptual Test in the Ident1ficatio;n and Treatment of Learning Disorders in 
School Children, at the Annual Meeting of the American Psychological Associatio 
in Cbicago~ 1']0;. 
adults in India. As often happens in the case of a test standardized in one 
cul tural milieu, the test 'W8.S found to have doubtful validity in IIldia.45 
~fuen the H.P .D. was administered to an adult clinical population in 
India, it failed to differentiate organics from personality disturbance and 
normal groups. 
A second study, conducted in Canada, also indicated that the l-i.P.D. test 
is not "culture free ll • It did however, seem. to bear out the fact that sex and 
intelligence (within the limits of the study) have no significant influence 
on the production of degrees of rotation on the M.P.D. test. 
The results further supported the viewpoint that the evolution of Ges-
talten and their reproduction is due to maturational rather than educational 
or imitative processes.46 
Finally, UyeDo collaborated. with Fuller in an investigation of perception 
amoIlg psychotics. A male hospitalized psychotic population was divided into 
two carefully matched groups designated as good perceivers (N=~9) and. poor 
perceivers (N=~9h (.;omparison between the two groups after administration 
of the M.P.D. aDd M.M.P.I. yielded the followiIlg findings: 
45Satinder K. Paul, "The Clinical Validity or the Minnesota perc~pto­
Diagnostic Test with Adults in Inlia, II Journal .2! Clinical Psychology, Vol. 
XlII, No. ~(July, 1966)., pp. 299-~Ol. 
46nonna M. Harrison and J. Gilles Chagnon, "The Etfect of Age, Sex, ani 
LaIlguage on the Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic Test", Journal .2! Clinipal PSY-
chology, Vol. XlII, No. ~(July, 1966), pp. ~2-30~. 
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1. The good perceiver group \.Jas brighter and younger than the poor 
perceiver group. 
2. The good perceiver group consi sted mainly of paranoid and acute 
schizophrenics while the poor perceiver group was composed 
mainly of the chronic, undiff erentiated type. 
3. Both groups differed significantly on H.P.D. and H.M.P.I. 
scores.47 
The revi6W' of the literature on the .h.lJ.D. test and related instruments 
yielded a great deal of data on the 11.P.D. and provided a setting for current 
research. But many important questions regarding the M.P.D., remained un-
answered. In order to answer these questions additional research was needed. 
The best way to conduct such research appeared to be through the use of re-
lia.ble and valid tests which measured reasonably "pure" perceptual and/or 
-I intellectual factors. A short description of each test ultimately selected 
~ 
I for this study, together with a resume of the available research data per-
tai:cing to its factorial pureness, is contained in the follo'tdng section. 
FACTORIAL PURENESS Q£. LORGE-THORNDIKE 
~ 
The Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. test yields trIee scores; a verbal I.Q., a non I verbal I.Q., and a total I.Q. The correlations between the verbal and non ver-
~ bal scores for the eight test levels rang e from about .65 to .75. \/hile these 
I intercorrelations are high enough to :L:ndicate that similar functions are being 
I 47Cerald B. Fuller aDd Ensley Uyeno, "Perception as a Function of Severity 
~ of Disturbances in Psychotics, II PercGCltual and :Hot or Skills, Vol. XX, No. 3 
; part 1(1965), pp. 953-958. 
I. 
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measured in the two test sections, they axe enough lower than the reliabilitie:: 
to indicate that the differences do have some stability al'ld significance. 
Correlations of the verbal and r..on verbal batteries were based on a 
sample of 4500 students from grades L~ to 12 (about 500 at each grade level). 
Intercorrelations between the 8 subtests ranged from .404 to .750 for 250 
sixth graders. 4S 
This sample was part of a representative group of sixth grade pupils 
taken from the standardization population. The intercorrelations obtained 
between the subtests for this group were subjected to a centroid factor ~ 
alysis. Four factors were extracted, of which the fourth appears trivial aDd 
meaningless. The results were as follows: (See Table 2) 
In the centroid analysis more than 85% of the variance accounted for by 
the four factors is represented in the first factor. This seems to indicate 
quite strongly that what is being measured by the eight subtests of both the 
verbal and non verbal Lorge-ThorIXiike is a general factor of cogni ti ve abill ty. 
This fact was borne out further when a graphic orthogoDal rotation was carried 
out on the first three factors. A slight differentiation between the verbal 
and non verbal test is represented in the second factor. The third factor 
distinguished the two llWllber tests from the remainder.49 
48Irving Lorge, Robert L. Thorndike, and Elizabeth Hagen, Lorge-Thorndike 
Intelligence Tests Technical Manual, Hulti-Level Fdition, ,(BostonJ Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1966). p. 15. I 
The authors of the Lorge-Thorndike technical manual feel that the first 
factor corresponds well to Spearman's "eduction. of relations and correlates." 
The Lorge-Thorndike is DOt popular as far as research is concerned and has 
oDly recently had these results published in the technical manllal(l966). As 
a result" there have been DO kDown studies published to either p;rove or re-
pudiate this belief'. In view of the general excellence of this test and its 
statistical framework" however, a great deal of credence must be attached to 
this claim. 
The high factor loadiXlg of Spearman's IIglt possessed by the Lorge-Thorn-
dike thus gives it two functions in our study. First, . it serves as an ex-
..... _--__ ..... ________ ..-rb.~~~fV~",.. __________ ..... ____ ..... 
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cellent classificatory device for use in selecting a stratified sample. See-
oDdly, it gives a good measure of general intellectual ability with which to 
compare our H. P. D. results. 
S.R.A. PRINARY @~TAL ABILITIES 
In 1938, the grandfather of the current P:t<lA test first came on the scene 
as an experimental edition called the Tests for Primary Mental Abilities. It 
originally provided measures of seven factors and required 222 minutes to 
administer. These early forms were based on extensive research by 'J:hurstone 
and his students and represented an important breakthrough in test construe-
tion. On the basis of factor analysis, Thurstone proposed a series of group 
'factors in human intelligence which he designated, "Primary Mental Abilities. II 
As he saw it, intelligence was made up of a number of more or less sep-
arate factors, capable of being determined by statistical ana1.ysis. The 
seven tlPrimary Mental Abilities" he considered most important were included 
in his test. 
UnfortuIlB.tely Thurstone was content to let his test stand on his initial 
theoretical constructs and never proved his position empirically. OVer·the 
; . 
years, the test was revised several times, but it was only made shorter. Until 
. recently no serious attempt was made ~GO even report accurately the reliability 
! 
and validity of the test, much less improve it. 
~ ~ 
~ The reason for the frank appraisal of a test included in this study is 
I to make clear the fact that the author bas no false illusions regarding the 
,io.-_--------------'C!:~~-" . :: :Il:-:7'- · ~.-:'=. "-______________ .... 
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e:xcellence of this test. It isn't an excellent test, but it is a good test. 
The theoretical framework still remains ;;ound" the items are well ~itten, and 
test construction is above average. 50 
Moreover" in the late fifties the publishers" perhaps under the goad of 
slipping business, started a series of revisions which at least brought clear 
statements on reliability, validity" and usability in improved manuals at all 
levels. 
These facts coupled with the knowledge that the FHA tests are the only 
Multi-Aptitude Test used extensively at the primary level led to their ad-
option for this study. In addition usage itself has provid.ed some insights 
into the worth of the FMA. 
The current form of the PHA test used in this study is the PHA for grades 
2 - 4" revised in 1962. Four subtest areas are measured by this edition: . 
verbal meaning, spatial relations, IlUIllber facility, and perceptual speed. A 
total score is also obtained, based on the subtest scores. I.Q. scores are 
reported both in the traditional method(~)and as deviation I.Q.'s. 
The 1962 revision of the Pl"JA represents a rather drastic change from 
earlier editions of this test and as a result, studies of the F}~. made prior 
to 1962 would reflect only indirectly upon the factorial make up of the current 
5ONorman Frederiksen, "SRA Primary Mental Abilities,tl ~ Fifth'Mental 
Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Buros, (Eighland Park, New Jersey: The 
Gryphon Press, 1959) pp. 709-714. 
Ibid., Albert K. Kurtz, pp. 714-717. 
r 
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test. For this reason, the number of studies which deal with the factorial 
structure of the 1962 revision are small in number. 
From a logical point of view the four subtests of the FHA. appear to 
measure quite separate factors. The items contained in the four subtests are 
Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors, while the Perceptual Speed Test is aim-
ilar to test P-3 in the same Kit. In fact both test 5-1 aDd P-3 were taken 
from L. L. Thurstone1s work. 52 
The technical manual for the ctJ.1'rel1t PHA. however contains no factor 
analysis data. The only data it contains applicable to this area are some 
tables showing the intercorrelations of subtest score and the total test score 
I on the FHA. batteries K-12. Since we are most concerned with the third grade 
data and since the third grade data presented is similar to that found for the 
remaining grade levels, it is includEx:1. in table 3. 53 
Even more pertinent to the currerrt study are the intercorrelatioIls found 
with a sample of 150 students from District #4, Addison, Illinois. 
51John E. l-1i1ho11and, "Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, II The Fifth ~ 
~ }1easurements Yearbook t ed. Oscar Buros, (Highland Park, New Jersey: The 
Gryphon Press, 1959) p. 482. 
52John W. French, Ruth B. Fdst·rom, and Leighton A. Price, :r-.... anual lli ID 
of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors(Princeton, New Jersey: Fducational 
Testing Service, 1963). pp. 32 and 40. 
53primary Mental tbilitie~TeCbnical Rqport(Chicago: Science .Research 
Associates, Inc., 19b5 • pp. 1 17. . 
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S .54 
N .68 
R .55 
T .83 
V 
V 
s 
N 
P 
T .666 
Table 3 
N 73 (School B) 
S 
.54 
.52 
.35 
-
.67 
S 
.331 
.617. 
N P 
.68 .55 
.52 .35 
.53 
.53 
.89 .76 
Table 4 
District 4 
N 150 
N P 
.374 .346 
.377 .32:7 
.369 
.837 .686 
TOTAL 
.83 
.67 
.89 
.76 
TOTAL 
~ 
76 
-
While the results taken from the Fl1A technical manual did not give strong 
evidence that the PM! stlbtests measure separate factors, more promising re-
sults 'Were obtained from the sample used in tbis study. The intercorrelations 
found between the subtest scores ranging from .327 to .377, are noted in 
Table 4 above. 
........... 
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The scores made by the sample on the 4 subtests of the P~lA were also 
subjected to several factor analyses to obtain a clear picture of the factors 
measured by these subtests. 
The principal components technique of factor analysis was used to deter-
mine the simple factorial structure of the P~lA test. The first ar~ysis was 
run with just the 4 PHA subtest scores included in the factor matrix and a 
factor matrix including the 4 unrotated factors was obtained. 
is reproduced in table 5. 
This matrix 
Factor Number 
Sum of Squares 
Percent 4 Factors 
4 Factors 
No. Name 
1 Verbal 
2 Spatial 
3 Numercial 
4 Perceptual Speed 
Ta.ble 5 
FACTOR HATRIX 
4 U1~ATED FACTORS 
1 
2.072 
51.8 
51.8 
Commllna l j ty 
1.000 0.714 
1.000 0.706 
1.000 0.748 
1.000 0.709 
2 
0.675 
f:f.3.7 
3 4 
0.651 0.&>2 
84.9 100.0 
f:f.3.7 84.9 100.0 
-0.292 -0.598 0.217 
0.635 0.084 0.301 
0.081 -0.016 -0.658 
-0.423 0.535 0.176 
As is IlOrmal the analysis performed without rotating the vectors yielded 
inconclusive results. 
All 4 factors were then rotated to present a different picture of the 
factorial structure of the P~.A test. EOloJ'ever, the program utilized was able 
_----------------J1t.I::tt .. ,~.;: "-;;- ' _l...:-,. - __ ;~. " -r 
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" to derive just 2 factors accounti.ng for 0. total of only 68.7% of the total 
variance~ This left so much variar.cc ,1l'..: :"CC;'J.I".ted for that several .new ap-
proaches 'Were tried to factor analyze the n;,.c" test. First, various test and 
! subtest scores from the remaining 12 variables were added to the FHA subtest 
scores and a factor analysis performed on the resulting combinations. Then 
finally a factor analysis was performed on the scores from all 16 variables. 
From 2 to 6 factors were factored out in mO;3t cases. It must be emphasized 
at this point that factor analysis is a statistical technique in which a 
desired number of factors can be obtained tbrough manipulation of the data 
and computer program. In short, the deck can be stacked to prove almost any 
theory. Thus, the eA~ra factor analyses of the PV~ test were performed to 
provide an unbiased picture of the PJi.1A.' s factol'ial structure. The clearest 
factor analysis is included in table 6. It illustrates the factoria,l struc-
ture of a group of 9 tests, 4 of wr.ich are P11A subtests. Three Pl'IA factors 
appear to be clearly identified. Factor 1 appears to be a general intelli-
gence factor; factor 2 a speed perception factor; and factor J a spatial 
~ visualization factor. The Verbal subtest of the PNA appears to measure all 
~ 
I J factors. 
These findings were borne out by similar results in the other aI".alyses. 
It vlould appear therefore that the 4 Hi,A subtests measure a total of 3 factors: 
1. The Numerical subtest measures a numerical ability factor com-
posed of intelligence and a fonrL of spatioal relations(Frostig 
test). 
2. The Perceptual Speed subtest measures a separate perceptual 
speed factor. 
' " 
r' 
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Table 6 
FACTOR IvLb.'l'fJ:X 
6 ROTATED FACTOF.S 
Factor Number (Before Rotation) 1 5 3 6 2 4 
Sum of Squares 2.214 1.204 1.167 1.104 1.023 1.007 
Percent 9 Factors 24.6 38.0 50.9 63.2 74.6 85.8 
6 Factors 28.7 44.3 59.4 73.7 87.0 100.0 
No. Name Comm. 
1 Lorge-ToorDdike Verbal .86<) .913 -.15'i .068 -.030 .000 .074 .~ 
2 Lorge-Thorndike Non-Ver •• 801 .847 -.067 .146 -.218 .067 .073 
3,M.P.D. .997 .104 -.121 .025 -.122 .082 .974 
4Frostig Posn. in Space .979 .072 -.107 -.003 -.113 .971 .080 
( 
5 Frostig Spat. Rel. .869 .185 -.087 .899 -.137 -.024 .022 
6 PVJA Verbal .727 .428 -.542 -.223 -.441 -.048 .058 
7 PMA Spatial .924 .179 -.098 .224 -.889 .151 .138 
8 FY.lA Numeri cal .671 .612 -.248 .4:36 -.147 .147 ;.040 
9 PlI..A Percept. Speed .883 .152 -.881 .2:>8 -.052 .147 .1Zl 
Number of Rotations for Varimax Convergence 9 
80 
~. The Spatial Relations :ou.btest measures a separate spatial re-
lations factor. 
4. The Verbal subtest measures a type of general ability composed 
of intelligence, perceptual spe~nd spatial relations. This 
subtest appears to measure nothing not now measured by one of 
the other 3 subtests. 
This information would have been most useful at the start of the current 
study, but it is doubtful whether such knowledge would have affected the 
research design. 
PROGRESSIVE MATEr em !§. ! MEASURE QE. I!m ~ FACTOR 
The "Progressive Matrices was constructed on the assumption that if 
Spearman's principles of neogenesis were correct, it should provide a test 
suitable for comparing people with respect to their immediate capacities for 
observation and clear thinking.1I55 lIBy itself it is oot a test of 'general 
intelligence', but has been found to have a 'gl saturation of 0.82. 1156 
The Progressive Matrices which l.'ill be discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter three is thus described by its author, J. C. Raven, as a reasonably 
pure measure of Spearmanl s fig": factor. The fact that this test is heavily 
loaded with a factor common to most intelligence tests (call it "g", "x", "q", 
or what ever you want) has been clearly indicated by several factorial 
55J • C. Raven, Guide !2 ~ Standard Progressive Matrices(London: H. K. 
Lewis and Co. Ltd., 1960). p.l. 
56rbid., p. 2. 
r ' t' 
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analyses. These same factorial analyses have also proven that additional 
. ; group factors such as spatial aptitude and perceptual accuracy also influence 
I 57 performance. 
The actual eA1ient to which the PM bas been found to be loaded 'With the 
"gil factor as well as the extent to lJ}1ich other factors have influenced per-
formance on the PM by various investigators seems contingent on these three 
factors: 
1. The nature of the sample used in the study. 
2. The techniques employed by the experimenter. 
'3. The bias of the experiment er • 
As a result we have Vernon and Parry referring to the PM as nan almost 
pure tgl test a58 w~ile Adkins and Lyerly found no evidence for a general rea.-
soning factor nor any factor suggestir;g thE' presence of Spearman' s Tlg" among 
their first order factors. 59 
The best source of addi tio:caJ. information in this area is to be foUlld in 
Burkel s review and evaluation of studies done on the PM up to the year 1958. W 
57Anne Anastasi, Psychological: 'l' estiI1£ (2nd. ed.; New York: The MacMillan 
Co., 1961). 
58p • E. Vernon aDd J. B. Parry, Personnel Selection in ~ Eritish 
Forces {London: Unlv. London Press, 1~49). 
59D• Adkins and S. B. Lyerly, Factor Analysis 2l Reasoning Tests(Chapel 
Hill, N. C.: Unlv. North Carolina Press, 1952). 
toH• R. Burke, IIRavenl s Progressive l1atrices: a Review and Critical 
Evaluation," Journal 2l Genetics Psychology, Vol. ICIII(September, 1~58), 
pp. 19~228. 
·,,,. 
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'the Si:x:thMental Measurements Yearbook contains references to the vast ma.-
----jori ty of studies done on this test since that date in addition to an ex-
cellent review of the test itself. 61 
Whatever one's personal feelings are on the number and arrangement of 
factors making up human intelligence, the fact remains that there are several 
ways in which to view intelligence. Each has its faults, and each has its 
virtues. Whether one wishes to ascribe success in a large variety of situ-
ations to a general factor or a series of specific ones is too often a matter 
of petty quibbling. Sufficeth to say t:b.at experimentation seems to indicate 
that the PM has a strong factor loading of IIgl1 and for this reason is included 
in this study. 62 Should the reader seek for his peace of mind to consider . 
"gil as being made up of other more specific factors, he may. 
In addition to its rather high loading in~tlg" the PH has also been foum 
to be of value in discerIling brain damage. Evans and Marmorstan found that by 
use of Raven's Coloured Progressive 1v1atrices they vere able to discriminate 
brain damaged patients from DOn brain damaged patients at a sigIlificant level. 
They also found the raw score to be as useful as. any of the more elaborate 
63 
scoring schemes used to detect brain damage. ; 
6lMorton Bortner, "Progressive Matrices, II ~ Sixth Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, ed. Oscar Buros, (Highland Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 
1965) / pp. 489-491 
. 
62H. R. Burke, "Raven's Progressive Matrices: A Review and Critical 
Evaluation, II Journal 2l Genetics PsychologZ, Vol. XCIII(September, 1958), 
pp. 199-228. 
63Raymo:od B. Evans and Jessie Marmorston, "Scoring Raven's Coloured 
Progressive Matrices to Differentiate Brain Damage, II Journal of Clinical 
Pszchology, Vol. XIX(July, 1964), pp. 360-364. 
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Bradley in another recent study used the PM in a study which seemed to 
;.: 
L inlicate ' that brain injured childrcn are not a homogeneous group and that 
there are different patterns of perceptual disabilities to be found in that 
group of children lumped into the brain damaged category. 64. 
FROSTIG ~ !!ill. PERCEPTUAL FACTORS 
The Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception is of recent 
origin. A pilot study, using the preliminary Frostig test, was conducted in 
1959. It was followed by a second version of the test in 19ED. For this 
study we used the "Third Fdi tion, II published in March 1961 and standardized 
in 1963. 
The rationale un:ierlying this test is that there are five important areas 
of visual perception and that development in these areas takes place at varying 
rates for different children. There are tl-TO sub ideas implicit in this con-
cept. First, no two children develop at the same-rate or with the same pat-
terns of development. Second, the development in these areas will not be 
regular or smooth even wi thin the same cr.d.ld. Thus, a child may e:xcel in one 
area, do moderately well in three others, and be completely incompetent in 
the fifth area. 
But it is very important to point out that the subtests on the Frostig 
test are relatively short, which greatly reduces the reliability of each sub-
test. As a result there always e:xists the Vel'] distinct possibility that the 
~etty Hunt Bradley, "Differential Responses in Perceptual Ability 
Among l1entally Retarded Brain Injured, \I Journal .s:. Educational Research, Vol. 
LVII, No. 8(April, 1964.), p. 421. 
" 
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low intercorrelations between the suL l, o;:;t s '£lay be due in part to the decreased 
reliability of each subtest. 
The test was developed on the postulate, based on the experience of Dr. 
Frostig and the findiDgs of others, tlt:b.a t each of the .five abill ties developed 
relatively independently of the others, and that there should be specific 
relationships between them. ani a child I s ability to learn and adjust. ,,65 
These five visual perceptual abilities were not proposed as the orily abilities 
involved in the total process of visual perception, but they were conceived 
to be important parts of the process and seemed tobave particular relevance 
to school performance. 
The test which Dr. Frostig developed was a series of carefully chosen 
test items to measure the five areas of visual perception she posited as 
factol's independent of each other. Hoot she sought to do in the words of 
Anderson, was, "to build a test of 10\01 band width (complexl. ty of information) 
and high fidelity (exactness of information). In this she seems to have 
succeeded. rt66 
If these five areas are in fact separate from each other and if the test 
accurately measures these factors, we would then expect the intercorrelations 
between the five subtests within the Frostig test to be rather low. That this 
6511.LaI'ianne Frostig, P~llis Maslow, D. Welty Lefever, John R. B. 
Whittlesey, ~ Marianne Frostig Developmental Test £! Visual Perception, ~ 
standardization (Palo Alto, California:; Consulting Psychologists" Press, 1964). 
p. 464. 
66James 1>1. Anderson, "Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual 
Perception, Third Edition, II ~ Sixth Mental Heasurements Yearbook, ad. Oscar 
luros, (Highlani Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1965) pp. 854-857. , > 
<f 
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lin fact is the case i. borne out by c'iguxes obtained on the .taIJdardizatJ.on 
. F. ~ sample •. At the kindergarten product·-laOLlent correlations of subtest scores ~ 
ranged from .16 to .48; at the first i;~rade l evel, from .26 to .41; at the 
second grade level, from .21 to . 3'7; i nd at, the third grade level, from .01 
to .32. 67 
These figures are most remarkabl E: especially when one considers that the 
types of items used on this test are often lumped into one category. on other 
tests and called "perceptual abili tyil 1,Ii thout an attempt at differentiation. 
That this test does discriminate among the areas, has also been proven em-
pirically by the author through his own experience and the experience of 
other trained e:xaminers. Itl s somewhat amazing to admimster the test ~to._a------
child and see him score at his age level in 4 areas and 3 years below his age 
level in the fifth area. 
Since the tests's publication several pertinent studies have been conduc-
ted • . In general they have been of two types. Several investigators used the 
test to determine the nature and pattern of scores obtained by special groups 
such as brain damaged children or poor readers. 
Frostig for example found a correlation between disabilities in ~sual 
perception and poor classroom adjustments at the killdergarten aDd first grade 
level and to some extent at the second grade level. After a child is about 
----------------------~--------------.~.--------------------~~--------~ 
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7~- years old, cognitive values begin to teJ\:0 domimnce and aid faulty per-
ception in most children. 68 
Corah and Powell on the other hand undertook a factor analysis study of 
the Frostig test. They foUIXl that two factors, intelligence and developmental 
changes in perception loTould account for a high percentage of varia.nce on the 
five subtests of the Frostig test, and that four factors would account for 
70% of the total variance. Unf'ortumtel.y they drew all these assumptions ·ld th 
a sample N of oIlly LP and based. their conclusions on testing instruments which 
themselves need further standardization and study.69 
In addition to correlatioml am analytical studies, several other 
" 
" articles of the, "Gee, look what yelre doing and ain't it nicel n tyPe, dealing 
'. 
\d th the use and beneri ts of the Frostig Test and the Frostig RemediJI. Pro-
gram have appeared. To e:xplore these hOvTever, would be of no real value at 
this time. 
tiThe test seeks to measure five operationally - d~ined perceptual skills, 
as follows: 
TFST I 
EYE-MOTOR COORDINATION - a test of eye-hand coordimtion involving the drawing . 
of continuous straight, curved, or angled lines between boUDdaries of various 
\ddth, or from point to point w1.thout guide lines. 
~Iarianne Frostig, "Visual Perception in the Brain Damaged Child," 
American Journal .9.!.Orthopsychiatry, . Vol. XJ!Ja:IlMarchl962) pp. Z79-200. 
69Norman L. Corah and Barbara J. POvIell, "A Factor Analytic study of the 
Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception, II Perceptual ~ }lotor Skills. 
Vol. XVI(February 1965), pp. 59-63. 
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VGURE GROUND - a test involving sdf i:;; ; in perception of figures a~ainst in-
creasingly complex grounds. Intersecting and "hidden" geometric forms are 
used. 
TEST III 
CONSTANCY 011' SHAPE - a test involving the recognition of certain geometric 
figures presented in a variety of sizes, shadings, textures, and positions in 
space, and their descrimination from similar geometric figures. Circles, 
squares, rectangles, ellipses, and parallelograms are used. 
TEST IV 
POSITION IN SPACE - a test involving the discrimination of reversals and 
rotations of figures presented in series. Schematic drawings representing 
common obj ects are used. 
TEST V 
SPATIAL RELATIONSEIPS - a test involving the analysis of simple forms and 
patterns. These consist of lines of various lengths and angles which the 
child is required to copy, using dots as guide points. II 70 
Scores are computed for each of the subtests individually and for; the 
test as a vlhole. Thus, a total of 6 scores are available for each person 
tested. The five subtest scores are expressed in one or more of three ways: 
raw score, perceptual age Equivalent, and scaled scores. A total perceptual 
70 . ' Marianne Frostig, Welty Lefever, and John R. B. Whittlesey, Adminis-
tration ~ Scoring Manual ~ ~ Vdirianne Frostis ~evelopmental ~ 2! 
Visual Perce~tionlPalo Alto, California: Consulting ' Psychologists Press, 
1964). p. 5. 
f ,r:1 88 f quotient ca.n be derived for the tesi; a:3 a 1,.11101e. Raw scores will be used to 
determine correlations for the pu.rpOCC'i3 of 'iil:US study inasmuch as t.hey provide 
a wider range than scaled scores. 
LIMITATIONS QE. STUDIES Q.!i M.P .. D •. IQ. ~ 
Whatever the limitations of studies made on the M.P .D. to date, the chief 
limi tation would appeal' to be this. There have not yet been enough studies 
made. The majority of the studies made thus far have employed good' sampling 
techniques and excellent experimental designs. And those studies dealing with 
concurrent validity have employed outstanding criteria. ROl-1ever, when the 
total knowledge gained from all these studies is summed up there still remain 
many gaps in our koowledge of the H.P.D., w}1.at it measures, and how it works. 
It is precisely these gaps in knowledge which must be considered s.erious lim-
\ 
itations of all studies on the H.P.D. to date. Among such limitations would 
be included the following: 
1. The relationship between a score on the M.P.D. and intelligence 
(scholastic ability) has not been clearly established. 
2. It has not been clearly establishEid that the M.P.D. is mea-
suring perceptual functions. If it is, the :nature and number 
of the factors involved has not been established. 
3. The relationship between a score on the M.P .D. and personality 
factors has not been established. 
4. The value of the M.P.D. in predicting organic brain damage 
and/or personality disorders in an average pre-school or school 
population remains unproven. 
r·~· ---------------~< 
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5. The nature and number o~ psychomotor skills essential for success 
on the l'4.P .D. bas not been explored. 
6. The value of the M.P.D. as a screening device for detectiDg 
brain damage and personality disol'ders in an average adult 
population remains untested. 
It is not the province of this study to fill all six majGr gaps in our 
knowledge of theM.P.D. Our intention is me11 ely to help fill some of the 
smaller gaps atld hopefully to make it easier for others to complete the total 
picture. 
f-------------------'" --, r· r 
~-
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CF.APTER III 
DESCRIPTION QE POPUJ .. ATION 
School District 4 in Addison, Illinois , DuPage County, was selected to 
furnish the sample for this study because of two important reasons. First of 
all, district officials were interested and willing to participate in the 
study. Second, Addison am its public school population possess unique sta-
tistical advantages seldom foWld in any community. These advantages revolve 
largely around the fact that Addison is about as average a commuDity as can 
be found in Northern Illinois. 
Originally a small farming commurri. ty founded by German settlers in 1834, 
Addison 'Was incorporated as a village in 1884. By 1955 its population was 
only 800 but then it began to grow in earnest until its current population is 
20,000. In fact, the population increase during the fifties was 72%. Having 
a total area of slightly over 4 square miles, Addison is located 20 miles from 
downtown Chicago to which it is ' connected by the Eisenhower Expressway. 
l-ledian age of the population is appro:ximately 20; median income, ;about 
$8,100. On a socio-economic scale ranging from a high of 1 to a low of 15, 
Addison is given a ra.ting of 8 by Chicagoland l s Community Guide.1 
All major religious denominations and ethnic groups l with the exception 
of non-white racial groups) are well, represented within the community, but no 
IJack vI. Kleeman{ed.) ChicagolaIldls Community Guide(Chicago, Ill.: The 
Law PublishiDg Co., 1~65), p. 106. 
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groupcl.early predominates. There are two Catholic schools and a Lutheran 
school. Housing runs the range from one room apartments and small bungalows 
to hugh condominiums and $100,000 homes. 
BUsiness is represented by both small stores and large shopping centers. 
There is also a large industrial area in town in which both light and heavy; 
industry are found. As might be expected, every segment of American indus-
trial, business, and professional life is represented in Addison including 
farming. It is not an area made up largely of teachers, or factory workers, 
or engineers. In short, Addison is about as accurate a slice of modern Amer-
ican life as can be foUIJd, differing from most other communitie_~_ only in their 
~-------. ----- ~----
deep interest in education. 
District 4 bad 4,100 students and 164 certified personnel at the time of 
this study. There were 6 elementary schools (K-6) and 1 junior high school. 
The median I.Q. as measured by the Lorge-Thorndike I.Q •. test in November, 
1965, was 102.,3 for the third grade, with a range of 67 to 140. The range on 
the 6th grade I.Q. test results ran from 67 to 145 with a median I.Q. of 104.8. 
Combining the 2 sets of results (a purely arbitrary technique) yielded a com-
posite I.Q. of 10,3.5 with a range of 67 to 145. Based on past test r~sults, 
this median I.Q. and range appear typical of the district as a whole. 
Traditionally, median scores for the entire district on the Iowa Tests 
of Basic Skills in all areas have been slightly above (1 to 4 months) the 
national norms at all grade levels, with one exception. Median scores on the 
Mathematics Froblems section of the test have been slightly (1 to 2 months) 
below national norms for some grade levels. 
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The third grade population from wl1ich the sample for this study was 
drawn bad the following median scores on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, as 
measured during the first week. of October, 1966. 
Vocabulary· 3.26 Naps 3.21 
Reading 3.19 Graphs 3.15 
Spelling 3.14 Reference 3.10 
Cap! talizatiOJ!1 3.04 Total Work study Skills 3.16 
Punctuation 3.18 Math Concepts 3.13 
Usage 3.25 Math Prob1au 3.20 
Total LaDgUage 3.15 Math Total 3.17 
Composite 3.19 
Their median I.Q. as measured by the Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. ,est was. 
V - 103.7 
N.V. - 104.6 
Total - 104.4 with a rang e of 59 to 143 Total I. Q. 
The third grade class was selected for this study due to the followitg 
reasons I 
1. The 1ntercorrel.ations between the five parts ot the Frostig test. 
were lowest at the third grade level indicating greater factorial purity. In 
addition the highest grade at which this test caD be used effectiv.ely is third 
grade becausebyfourtb grade perceptual maturity 1s gen~ally completed. 
2. The lowest grade level at which the r,.ular Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. 
test can be used effectively is third grade. Below this ,level. a primary type 
I.Q. test mast be used. 
..... _________ ~----.. >4~·~-.I::ti:U ": :,'; · I~~-----------------..... 
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3. The Lorge-Thorndike LQ. test is normally given to third grade 
students in District 4 and the results were available for use in tbe study. 
This test had done an excellent job in the past of rating children on a con-
tinuum of intellectual ability and bad yielded almost perfect bell shaped 
curves, an indication of good discrimination. 
4. The M.P.D., PMA, and Progressive Matrices can all be used 
effectively at this level, yielding good reliability and validity coefficients. 
5. Gross rotations on the H.P.D. are produced by normal pre-school 
children but should disappear by the time they are eight (third grade) as a 
function of maturation. 2 
6. It was essential to test the M.P.D. at as low a grade as possible 
to determine the feasibility of its use as a diagnostic and screenillg instru-
ment for young children. 
// 
/ ,,-
/ 
DErERMlNATION OF SAHPLE 
A random sample of 150 stUdents to be used in the study was selected from 
the total third grade public school popUlation in the following manner. All 
third grade stUdents who took the Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. test and had not~ trans-
ferred out of the district were grouped by I.Q. scores into intervals coverillg 
5 points of I.Q. and a frequency distribution set up • . The average I.Q. score 
for the third grade population was taken as the midpoint of the middle interval 
in our frequency distribution and the other intervals grouped around it in the 
usual fashion. A 3 x 5 file card was then made up for each student on which 
2rnformationon appropriate level at which to use all tests derived from. 
technical manuals of the tests concerned. ) . 
' J 
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was written his or her mme,I.Q. score, school, room number, and sex desig-
nation. ' The cards were then sorted out so that all the members of . a given 
frequency interval were grouped together. 
At this point, 150 was divided by 1IJ6, the total number of students 
eligible for the study, to determine the percentage (37%) to be chosen from 
each frequency interval. A table was then set up(see table 7) to aid in the 
selection . of the sample. 
The total number of persons in each interval was determined together with 
the number of boys and girls in that interval. Then the total figure was mul-
tiplied by the percentage(expressed as a decimal, .37) which expressed the 
ratio of the sample to the total population tested. The figure obtained was 
rounded oft to the nearest whole number and it then represented the number of 
students to be chosen at random from each interval. At this point it was 
decided to choose an equal number of boys and girls from each interval whe~ 
ever possible so as to obtain a sample of boys and girls with approximately 
equal intellectual ability. Where it was impossible to do so or where an odd 
number of persons was needed for an interval, the deficiency was made up at 
the ne:xt highest interval at which it was possible to do so. 
The sample for each interval lIas chosen by dropping the cards of the 
students scoring at that interval in a box, mixing them up, and reaching in I . 
to draw outt he cards. In those cases where a boy's card was drawn and the 
requisite ~er of boys' cards had, already been dravm, the card was set 
I. 
aside aDd the drawing continued until the desired number of girls' . cards 
drawn. The process was reversed in those cases where the required number of 
girls' cards was drawn first. 
;' 
",.".,.-
-, 
TABLE .7 
U'\ 
~ I 0' TOTAL NUMBER TOT~_ NUMBER 
FREQ. INTERVAL ~ INTERVAL BOYS GIRLS OF SAMPLE BOYS GIRLS · 
1. 57 (& below)-61 1 1 0 1 1 0 
2. 62-66 1 0 1 1 0 1 
3. 67-71 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0 
4. 72-76 4 3 1 1 1: 0 
5. 77-81 14 11 ~ . , 3 2 
6. 82-86 16 13· 3 ~ 2 2 
1. 81-91 ~ 26 14 16 8 8 
8. 92 .. 96 45 21 24 11 8 9 
9. 97-101 55 ~ 15 20 11 9 
10. 102-106 62 29 33 23 11 12 
11. 107-111 39 20 19 14 1 1 
12. 112-116 41 11 24 15 1 8 
13; 111-121 41 12 29 1.5 1 8 
14. 122-126 . 19 8 11 1 4 3 
1.5. .. ,' , 127-131 11 10 1 3 , 
• < 
16. 132-136 . 9 , 6 , 1 2 
11. 131-141 1 0 1 1 0 1 
18. 142-146 1 1 0 1 1 0 
19. 141-151(& above) 0 0 0 0 '" 0 0 
406 1.50 1.5 1.5 
DISTRIBUTION OF THIRD GRADE STUDENTS IN DISTRICT 4 BASED ON I.Q. SCORES 
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C9LLEPTIQN !m2 PHOCESSI~Q Ql ~ 
A list of the students making u~ the sample vas ..... drawn up and each 
person assigned a code nwnber. Froffi ,thts master list was made a list of those 
students to be tested at each school together with their room numbers. The 
list of students to be tested was tblj!l sent to the principal of the school 
involved and fiml arrangements made for testing. 
The schools vere arranged in alphabetical order and testing Was comucted 
at each in turna-1Mg' '''''. ;1*& 'Ai :&'ffit1RA1'8 r elaeal. On the date assigned for 
testi~ the Frostig Test was administered to the sample group beginning at 
9:00A.M. In most cases, testing with the Frostig was tinished by 10.00.1.M. 
am the children vere allowed a 25 minute recess period. Then the PM! test 
was administered. This normally took the rest of the morning. The Frostig 
Test and the FMA test were administered e1 ther in a classroom or the school 
library. Both locations seemed to work tqually well. ~ felcim's we. -
placed upright betweE;D--the-stu<rents--when--testillgin - the.u~ iD order to 
prtIvent COP7iD«J 
In theatterllOOn the Progressive lvIatrices test was administered first to 
groups of 8 to 12 each. Then the lI.F.D. was administered individuall'y;to each. 
of the children atter they had finished the PM and been given a recess break. 
Total testiDg time tor the PM and the lvI.F.D. averaged about ItO minutes. 
D~sp1te the somewbat heavy testiDg schedule the chUdrenshowed no fatigue 
aDd in fact seemed to enjoY' the test _sessions. Perhaps due in part to the 
tact that theY' knew the tests were -special" and -not counted- on their repart 
r ..--------------------~~. 
~: : 
'" ,
carcls, they regarded the tests as largely tun. While DO testiz:g rulesvve,; : 
broken, ' everythiDg possible vas done to make the day pleasurable am the ' 
children respollded vell. 
The origiD81 schedule of testing took 7 school days. 
, 
one or more of the tests due to absence or illness were administered the re-
maining tests w1thin a week after the initial tests were administered at his 
or her school. --I-=-==-":;:"':':':':;':'~=----------------------" :--.. , .. _--_._----
In a few caSes, due entirely to prolonged illness (a flu epidemic) ,the 
ong! person . selected for the sample could DOt be economically tested with-
out holdi up the entire study. In those cases, an alternate vas selected, 
w1th the sam I.Q. a1Xl from the same school whenever possible. When this was 
impossible,' a erson of the same sex with the closest I.Q. was selected. In 
2 or :3 cases, tb1: meant going up or down an interval of I.Q. range. 
All testing va done by the author with the aid of an assistant. The 
author bas 10 years e erlence in the. administration aDd scoring of group 
tests ani 4 years of exp ence wi thinii vidual tests. His assistant, an 
elementary school teacher h several years experience, was trained in the 
administration of the tests to\~ used in the stud.y. In addition, botp'the 
" author a1Xl his assistant administ~evera1 practice tests 01' each type 
prior to the start oftb1s study. '-, 
" 
' ''. Atter all the tests vere collected, t~ere carefully corrected as per 
manual iDStructioDS am scored. The results w~posted. to a set of mas tar 
sheets on which vere recorded the code numbers ot .~ student together with 
"",. 
the scores obtained on each test. All steps in this ~ess were checked 
twice by t\lO additiow persons trained in the area of testing .. 
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mean on the M.P .D. test were selected to serve as the sample for this portion 
of the study. Each member of the sample was administered the Calif~rnia Test 
of Persomlity, Pr1mary Level, in a small group testixg session (3-8 persons) 
and the1r scorn computec1. Then th~ Chi-square teclUl1que was used to detC'-
mine whether or DOt a person's score on the California Test of Personality 
and its subtests is cont1~ent upon his perceptual &tabll1 ty, as measured by 
the M.P.D. Persons were divided into 2 categories on the basis of their M.P..D. 
scores, those scoring 1 standard deviation or more above the mean aId those 
s'coriJJg 1 standarcl deviation . or more below the mean. With respect to the 
CaliforDia Test of Personality, the subsample was divided into 2 groups with 
the cr1 t.non tor placement being a score above or below the Dational mean ' on 
the Cal.1fornia Test. See Figure 2. Chi-square was computed aIld checked tor 
sigDiticance. 
Above M on Below M on 
Cal. T. of Pers • Cal. T. of Pers. 
... 1 Std. Dev. 
on M.P.D. 
-1 Std. Dev. 
on 'M.P.D. 
Figure 2 
Then the sample was expaJlded to include the 34 persons who had the highest 
scores on the M.P.D. and the 34 persons who bad the lowest scores on the 
M.P.D. This group was subdivided two ways. 
· ~. 
_--------------a.t;...:: "'!1 .... ,c" .. ·:.l. ,.::v.$--.. ~ "::r"""----------____ ..., 
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1. On the basis ot whether they scored in the lowest or highest . 
group on the M.P.D. 
2. On the basis of whether they scored above or below the expaDded 
sample (N - 68) mean :;lCOre on the C.T.P. 
The Chi-square tecbDique was used to determine the relationship between a 
high or low score on the M.P.D. and a student's score on the C.T.P. 
Then the readiqs and work study skills scores, as measured by the Iowa 
Basic Skills Tests (administered in October, 1966) were obtained through an 
inspection of records tor the subsample of persons scoring + - 1 std. dev. 
from the mean on the M.P .D. Again the Chi-square technique was used to · de-
termine whether ormt a persons's :lcore on the Iowa Reading Test or Work Study 
skills Test was contiDgent upon his perceptual stability, as measured by"<the 
M.P.D. The subsample vas divided on the basis of their M.P.D. scores as mted 
above to determine the expected vertical cell frequencies. The expected hori-
zontal cell fr«luenc1es vere determined by di vidiDg the subsample into two 
" groups 'based on vhether their readirg aDd vork study skills . scores vere above 
or below the ·;~_tioml mean. See Figures :3 and 4. 
+1 Std. Dev. 
on M.P.D. 
-1 STD. DEV. 
OD M.P.D. 
Above M. on 
Reading 
Below M. on 
Readi~ 
Figure 3 
+1 std. Dev. 
onM.P.D • 
... 1 Std. Dev. 
on M.P.D. 
AboveM. on 
Study Skills 
Below M. on 
Study Skills 
FIGURE 4 
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Then ChL-square was computed wi thboth sets of data aId tests forsig-
nificance applied. 
After this procedure bad. been completed, similar techniques were applied 
to a sample composed of all persons who had taken the :K.P .D. for whom read11li 
am work study skills test scores were available. This sample was subdi videi : 
1. On the basis of whether a person scored above or below-the 
sample mea.n(98); on the M.P.D. 
2. On the basi. of whether a person scored above or below< the 
natioml mean(3.l) on the reading and work study skills test 
scores. 
The Chi-square technique was used to detel'mine the relationship between 
scores on theM.P.D •. and scores on the reading and work study skills tests. 
The sigDificance of the ChL-square values was again determined. This markEd 
the eDd of phase two in our plan for collecting am processing data on the 
M.P.D. 
In phase one, correlational and DlUltiple correlational· techniques had been 
used to determine the relationship between scores on the M.P.D. arxl selected 
intellectual am perceptual measures,.'with the results beiIlg tested for 
__ ----------------(. "".-'.;);..,-. :.r;a.;W!~;, "'.;,':QI;----------..... ---., 
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significance. In phase 2, the Chi-Square tecluxLque was used to determine 
. whether a person's reading skUl, work study aldlls, or personality .traits 
were related to his perceptual stability, as measured by the M.P.D. The re-
sults obtained with the Chi-square technique were also tested for significance. 
When the collection aDd processing of the data bad been completed, the 
task of organiziDg and presenting the data in UDderstudable form began. ~ 
pertinent data was organi zed aDd presented in tables of frequency distribu-
tions. These were introduced either ill the main body of the study or placed 
in an appendix, depeDiiDg on the importance aDd comple~ty of the data. 
! 
Where appropriate, graphic presentations of the data werelD&d.e b,,~ ·of 
I ' , 
frSluency polygons, charts, or figures. 
A taitten explanation of all data presented ;accompamed tbat data upon 
1 ts introduction into the main body of the study. Pertinent relationships 
were pointed out aJldessential inferences drawn. 
FiJllllly, in the last chapter, an attempt was made to draw all the threads 
of the study into a wholetabric. Conclusions were drawn, based on .the data 
presented, aDd a list ofreoommeIldations based on these conclusions was as-
t&blished. 
DESCm;WON Ql Twm IN§TlglloiENTS l!.§m.-THErR BN,IABILITY !W2 VALIDITY 
Of the five teste used in. this study the. Frostig and the M.P.D. are 
classed as tests of visual perception while the Lorge-Thorndike am Pro-
gressive Matricea, are classed as intelligence or8~StiC aptitucletests. 
The .PMA iscoDSidered a IIlUlUple-aptitude test. 
" 
__ ----.... --------l',~i~Jln.~'/~,-----.... ---------__., 
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THE MINNESOTA PEhCEPTO-DI,AGNOSTIC Im 
The M.P.D. test is easy to administer and score. Although it is used as 
an iDdi'Vidual test tor the purpose of this atudy, it can also be used as a 
group test, albeit DOt in the sense in which this term is often umerstood. 
tilt is possible tor ou test administrator to test three subjects at a time 
but with a team of administrators (4 ro 5) working as a coordinated team it 
is possible to admimster the test to about 30 subjects in a time space ot 
about 2) minutes. Some subjects completed the test in about tive m1.nutes, 
whereas, some subjects needed about 20 minutes ... .3 
The reliability ot the M.P.D. according to the manual is 'sufticiently 
high tor the cl.inic1an to !lave collfidence that a sub~.ct upon retestiDgvill 
remain in the same diagnostiC category. Ninety-one percent of the normals and 
brain damaged upon retest remained in their original diagnostic category. n4 
The manual points out that large fluctuations of scores are expected be-
cause the greater the pathology, the more fluid t~e perception. However, the 
test-retest reliabilities as computed by the Pearson correlation method, 
still range from a low ot .71 tor organics to .89 for normal children. For 
an instrument of this type, the reliability is quite satisfactory. 
3Russell S. Erde, A!! Applicationg! I. Perceptual ,Test 19. School. A Re-
port Presented at the S1JllPOsiWll on the Clinical Application am Rsed1al Use 
of a Perceptual Test in the Identification am Treatment of Learning Dis-
orders in School Children, at the Annual Meeting of the American Psychological 
Association in Chtcago, 1965. p. 14 
itaerald B. Fuller and James T. ~rd, liThe. Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic 
Test," Journal 9S. Clinical. Pszchology, MOnograph Suppl._ent, Vol. :xIX, No. 16 
(January, 196.3), p. 15. . ' 
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The rationale behind the test seems borne out by the several studies of 
the concurretXt validity of the test repo:cted in the manual. When used to 
discriminate between normal persons, persons with severe personality distur-
bances, ani persons vi th organic br~n damage, the tests correctly identified 
from 78% to 100% of the persons in each category. While th1.s same high val-
idi ty ratio may not persist when the test is widely used in the field, later 
studies seem to bear out its validity.5 
hicbard Coan, reporting on the l-l.F.D. in The Sixth Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, states ...... Fuller and Laird have succeeded in devising a.n instrument 
that discriminates well between normals and functionally disturbed individuals 
and between the latter ani the organically brain damaged. At least in com-
parison vith other instruments that serve this purpose, the lvI.F.D. displays 
quite satisfactory validity.n6 
Studies conducted subsequent to the publication of the test mamal and 
c1 ted. in Chapter II seem to ~ear out the findings on reliability aId validi ~1 
reported in the mannal. 
For the purpose of this study, a change in the scoring procedures ,?f the 
M.P~D. was introduced to provide for easier statistical computations. r I 'JP 
stead of giving a person a score of 1 if he rotates 10 , &; 8CQl'e of 24 will 
be given for rotating 10. It. person who. rotates 250 .or more wlll receive a 
SAbove, Chapter II, this study. 
6ai.cbard W. Coan,"Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic Test," I!1!! Sixth Mental 
Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Buros, (H1ghlaDd Park, Nev Jerseya The 
GrJphon Press, 1965) p. 471. 
.. 
1, 
't 
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score ot O. A person rotatiIJg 100 would receive a score ot 15 am so on. 
o ' Thus, a personrotatiDg all tigures 25 or more would thus get a score or 0, 
rather than 150. By usiDg this scoring system, negative correlations between 
this test aDd other tests w1l.l. be s~wn by a negative coetticient ot correl-
ation, am positive correlations will be iIXiicated by positive coefticients 
of correlation. This should belp elimimte contusion since the H.P.D isa 
test which if tradiUoll8l1y scored would yield a high score tor poor per-
formance aJ'ld vice versa. 
FliOSl'IG mI Ql VISUAL I'EHCEP'.rION 
While this test detiD1tely needs further research and staIldardization on 
a much wider scale, reliability and validity correlations do show promise. 
Test-retest reliability ot the perceptual quotient was reported as .80 for 
a sample of 35 first graders and 37 seconi graders tested two weeks apart. 
Subtest scale score test-retest correlatioD5 raIJged trom .42 to .80. Split 
half reliability correlation coefficients computed on 1459 children aged 5 tQ 
9 ranged from .78 to .89. 
Validity in a test ot this nature is difficUlt to assess because there 
'i 
is DO clear cut criterion with which to correlate results on the test. However, 
the followiIJg correlations between the Frostig test and the criteriaiJJdicated 
yielded the product moment coefficient of correlation shown. 
Classroom Adjustment 
Motor Coordination 
IDtellectual FUnctior..ing 
GoodellOugh Scores 
.49'7 
.32 to .46 
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In addition, it also appears to have some validity in identifying poor 
readers aDd children with severe learmngdifficult1es although DO _studies 
are cited. in the manual. 
Product-moment correlations of subtest scores by grade level seem to in-
dicate that all five subtests do measure separate perceptual factors. This 
is especially true at the third grade level where correlations between the 
parts range from .0 to .32.7 
m LOIGE-THORJIlDIKE r.g. Im 
In addition to its role in measuring "gil" the Lorge-ThorIXlike I.Q. test 
was also used as an imtrument to classify students according to intellectual 
a:t>ility for the purpose of this study. The Nev Multi-Level. Edition of this 
test (copyright 1964) was used aDd the test -was administered by classroom 
teachers trained in its use. All results were machine scored aDd answer 
sheets were carefully checked by the principal of each school prior to sub-
mission for scoriDg. 
The 1957 version of this test from which the current version vas adopted" 
was praised. by Frank S. Freeman in Euros' ]'ifth- Mental Measurements Yearbook 
wi th these words, BThis 1957 version of the Lorge-ThorDiike Intelligence Test 
is among the best group tests available" from the point of view' of. the psy-
7Mar1axme Frostig, PlJ.yllis Naslow, D. \velty Lefever, John R. B.Wlx1tt-
lesey, The Mariaxme Frost., Developmental I.!!§! gtVisuaJ. Percept,i.on, ~ 
Standardizatiop (Palo £lto, CaliforIliaa ConsultiDgPsycho1ogists Press;-I964) 
p. J$l. -
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chological constructs upon which it is based aIXi that of s1iatistical stand-
ardization. 1t8 Freeman, together with Milholland and Pidgeon, the other critic. 
of this test, go on to cite this test as excellent in the following aspects: 
item selection,acale development, ~tandardization, use of deviation I.Q.l s, 
reliability, validity, and completeness am accuracy of manual.9 The odd -
even reliability correlation coefficients obtained from. the standardization 
sample data on the Lorge-Thorndike ranged from .920 to .955 on the verbal 
battery ani from .900 to .943 on the nonverbal battery. On two alternate 
forms reliability studies conducted in lvlary1and, correlation coefficients 
on the verbal battery ranged from .83,3 to .9Jl) am from .797 to .923 on the 
DOnverbal battery.lO 
The new Multi-Level Fiiition (1964) of the Lorge-Thorndike test is based 
on the old separate level edition of the test, but has been updated with new 
items added am out of date or poor items removed. The restandardization took 
8Norman Frederiksen, ItSRA Primary Mental Abilities," Ih! Fifth Mental 
Measurements Yearbook, ad. Oscar Buros, (Highland Park, New Jersey~ The Grypho.l 
Press, 1959) pp. 709-714. 
9John E. Milbol1ani, "Lorge-Thorndike Inteil1gence Tests, II ~ Fifth 
Mental Measurements Yearbook, eel. Oscar Buros, (H1ghlam Park, New Jersey,; 
The Gryphon Press, 1959) pp. 481-482. 
D. A. Pidgeon, "Lorge-Thorrmke Intelligence Tests," The Fifth Mental 
Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Buros, (Highlan:1 Park, New Jersey, The 
Gryphon Press, 1959) pp. 482-484. 
lOIrnng Lorge, Robert L. Thorndike, and Elizabeth Hagen, Lorge-Thorndike 
Intelligence Tests Teclm1cal Manual, Multi-Level Frl1 tion, (Boston, . Houghton 
Mifflin CompaIl¥, 1966) pp. 9-11. 
..... ______________ .... ,,' . •. "·m-....-.. ________________ -.. 
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place in fall of 1963 am involved a. rrtratified sample of 190,000 students. 
I Thus the DOrms are current, and representative of the U.S. as a who].e. This, 
in conjunction with modern statistical procedures, provides a type of con-
struct validity in i tseJ.t • 
The standard error of measw'c : i~" on tbe Lorge-TborIJdike in points of 
deviation I.Q. was foum to range Il"Om a 10\01 of 2.4 on test level A, score 
level 45, to a high of 6.1 at test level E, score level 65. Most of the 
stalXlard error values clustered in the 3.0 to 5.0 range. The National Mean 
vas set at 100 with a stSlldard deviation of 16 points at all levels. 
Validity of three types is also well dOCWllented in the technical Dl8Dllal, 
i.e. representative, predictive, and construct validity. By representative 
validity, the test mam1sl authors seem to be re£erriDg to what is commonly 
called content or face validity. The proof of this validity consists of a 
rationale iIJdicating the thinking bebind the test's design and construction. 
Most noteworthy is the concept that the test is designed to be a pover test 
of abstract and general intelligence. 
Several studies iIJdicati:cg the relationship between scores on the Lorge-
ThorDdike test and various achievement test batteries are reported. One of 
the most significant ot these included all 4th grade students in a Midwestern 
town of 80,000 persons. Here the correlation coefficient ranged. from .726 to 
.839 when correlating the Lorge-TborIrlike verbal battery results with results 
from five subtests and the composite. score on the lava Every Pupil tests. 
Comparison of the IIOlJVerbal battery with these same six measures on the lava 
test.s yielded correlations of trom .580 to .&79. These results were typical 
of most ot the studies reported. The highest series of correlation coeffi-
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c1ents were found between scores on Lorge-Thorndike and California Achieve-
ment tests (.57 to .96). While some studies showed lower correlations than 
those cited, the vast majority of correlations reported were .6 or higher. 
Correlations between school grades and Lorge-Thorndike scores ranged 
from • .39 to .76 on two reported studies, lNs::= 411,8.34) with the median correl-
ation being .52. In a third study IN::.139) the correlation between rank in 
class and Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. test scores was found to be .56. 
Construct validity was proved largely by correlations between the Lorge-
Thorndike and the followiIlg I.Q. testsl California Test of Mental lI.aturity 
(.79), Kuhlman Anderson l.71), Otis (.84), staIldforci- Binet (.79), Wise (.8.3) , 
Wals (.78), SAT l.81), PSAT (.85), am ACTP (.77). All correlations noted are 
between the verbal section of the Lorge-Thorndike aDd the verbal section of 
the correspondiIlg test. Performance correlations were somewhat lower, but the 
correlation, between the total Lorge-TborMike score and the total score on 
II 
the other tests was Just slightly below the level for verbal correlations. 
All evidence then indicates that the Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. test is a well 
built instrument arxi suited to our purpose in this study. After classifying 
the students on the basis of I. Q., the I. Q. scores in the verbal am nonverbal. 
batteries were used together with the total I.Q •. score to compute correlatiollS 
RAVEN'S §TANDARD FHOGRESSIVE MATRICF§ 
The Progress! ve Matrices were developed in Great Britain by Raven in 
19.38 as a measure of Spearman's IIg" factor. Consisting of &J matrices or 
llrbid., pp. 17-29. 
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designs, from each of which a part has 1;·een removed, this test rEquires the 
eduction of relations among abstract items. Test items are grouped in five 
series, each containiDg 12 matrices of increasing difficulty which are similar 
in principle. 
A minor revision of the test was made in 1956; this involved c}1..anging 
one item aDd changiDg the order of a few items. other than this, the test is 
essentially the same as it was in 1938. Anastasi remarks regarding this test, 
liOn the whole, the Progressive Matrices show considerable promise for a 
variety of testiDg purposes, but more systematic data is needed on norms, 
reliability at different levels, and validity. ,,12 
The manual does an iDB.dEquate job of presentiDg facts on reliability aDd 
validity. A table gives the test-retest reliability for 5 age level brackets 
extending for 13 years to 50 aDd over, giving a range of correlations of .83 
to .~3. Unfortunately the author doesn't mention where or how he got these 
figures. 
As far as validity is concerned, the manual cites only correlations be-
tween the Progressive Matrices and the :Vull fill Vocabulary Test. These 
range from .44 to .~ for the five age brackets mentioned previously. i 
Fortunately, however, many investigations have been published that pro-
vide relevant data on this test. .A revieu of these studies indicates a retest 
reliability of between approximately .70 and .~ for groups of older children 
aDd adults moderately homogenious in age. But re1iabil.1:ty falls considerably 
below these values at the lower score ranges. 
12Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing ~2Di Fd.; New York: The MacM:1.J lan 
Co., 1~61.) p. 263. 
III 
Correlations range betveen .40 am .75 tdth both verbal am performance 
tests although correlations tend to be r..igher with performance tests·. Pre-
dictive validity coefficients with academic standing a8 the criteria, run 
somewhat low, but studies with ment~ defectives aD1 with c:l1fferent occupe.-
tioIl8l and educa.tioml groups seem to indicate fair concurrent and predictive 
valid! ty .13 
WbUe this test is almost 30 years old it bas only recently begun to 
achieve prominence in the U.S. The primary reasons for its inclusion in 
this test is its seemingly high loading in factor Ig". Hovever, the fact tbat 
it bas shovn 80me promise in the detection of organic brain damage is not to 
be overlooked.14 
PRIMARY MEm'AL ABILITIES T~T 
The current form of the PMA was standardized in April, 1962, based on 
a representative national sample of 32,708 children ranging in age from 4.5 
to 3) years. 
Reliabill ty data obtained from a study in a North Carolina public school 
system is reported in the technical mama! for the PM! test. The test-retest 
method of computing reliability vas used with the reliability coefficients 
for each grade level from K. to Gr. 12 being computed separately. Each 
13H• R. Burke, aRaven' 8 Progressive Matricesl A Review and Critical 
Evaluation," Journal ~ Genetics Psychology, Vol. lCIII(September, 1958), 
pp. 199-228. 
~Dd B. Evans aDd Jessie Marmorston, "Scoritg Raven's Coloured Pro-
gressive Matrices to Differentiate Brain Damage, It JourIl8l gl Clinical ~­
cholog:r, Vol. lIl(July, 1964), pp. 3CO-364. 
_--------------.,,'O~'·'· ' '''''~ '''''-,,~''----------....... ---_, 
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grade level group was retested one:? "'x Gel' f) 1 week interval and then again 
after a 4 week interval. The reJ.:! .'. ty uH)fficients reported ra~e from 
.84 to .94 with the majority fallir.;g ,Jl'ound .90. 
There are also available specific reliability data on the use of the 
PHA 2-4 test for the third grade levcL 1'1.0 teclmical manual reports that 
the test-retest reliability coefficient for a group of North Carolina third 
grade children was .9.3 when the two testings took place 1 week apart. When 
the retest took place 4 weeks after the original test, the reliability co-
efficiem was .92.15 
The manual does not mention the size of the sample used to determine the 
reliability coefficients except to say it was "not large". No other reli-
ability studies are reported in the manual. It goes without saying that the 
representativeness of the sample used to estimate reliability leaves much to 
be desired, as does the inaccurate reporting of sample size. 
It would .have been preferable to have several large samples from various 
parts of the country, but at least the reliability data available appears 
acceptable. ThLs is, if the "DOt \ too) large" sample was DOt too small. 
Validity data for the P¥JA batteries were obtained from four schools, one 
each from Alabama, Massacmsetts, lviissouri, and Ohio. Included were a total 
of 2,558 students; 17.34 in grades 1-8, and 824 in highschool. Course grades 
from the end of the following school year were used for criterion data. These 
were obtained fourteen months after testing with a few exceptions. Validity 
coefficients were computed separately for each grade at each school. 
15primary; Mental Abilities Technical R!POrt(Chlcagoa Science Research 
Associates Inc., 19(5) pp. 14-17. 
ll3 
The validity coefficients ra.nged from a low of • .30 in grade 12 to a high 
ot .47 in grade II at the one high school surveyed. In the three grade scmols 
surveyed, validity coefficients were computed for each grade level at each 
school. They raDged trom. .38 to .7~. ~'he specific validity correlation co-
efficients obtained at the third grade lovel are reported. below: 
SCIDOL 
School. A 
Scmol B 
Scoool C 
GR. N 
45 
91 
81 
COErF. 
.38 
.67 
.t:fJ 
Grades obtained by students at the four schools providiDg the validity study 
sample were also correlated with the performance or the student~ on the var-
ious subtests ot the PMA. Rather than go into a detailed description ot the 
results it would be sufficient merely to indicate that the correlation c0-
efficients at the elementary level were about as expected., falling largely 
in the .30 to .60 range. The correlations found between subtests such as 
Verbal MeaDing and subjects such as Reading and Language Arts were generally 
higher than those fown between unrelated subtests and subjects. However, 
there were DO str1ld.Dgly high relationnhips uncovered. Correlation cqeffi-
cients between P.MA subtest scores and subject grades at the high school level 
were much lower, and three lov negative correlations were uncovered.16 
At one elementary school (grades 2 to 7) correlations were run between 
Kuhlman - Amerson scores aDd PMA. scores with the following results: 
16rbid., pp. 18-20. 
¥ .......... ~,.~~ 
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GRADE 2 .3 4 5 6 7 
TOTAL PMA - K.A. nr" .66 .48 .f:/J .80 .76 .76 
N 45 56 55 59 58 a:> 
CorrelatioDS run between the P~iA tests and the Iowa Tests ot Basic Skills 
Composite Score at the same school yielded the tollowiJJg results:17 
GRADE 5 6 7 
TOTAL PMA - ITBS "r" .84 .80 .75 
In addition to the above indications of validity must be added. the fact 
that the test was staIldardized on a tairly large and representative sample. 
This in i tsel.t furnishes a proof of a type of construct validity. 
To sum. up, it must be stated that while the data on reliability and val-
idi ty reported in the technical manual looks promisiJJg, much more data would 
be desirable in a test aimed at natioml usage. In terms of teci>..n1cal and 
statistical excellence the FMA cannot compare with the Lorge-Thorndike or 
similar instruments. However, it still remains a very useful tool \d th good 
norms and good (if iDSutficient) reliability and valid! ty data. 
l7 Ibid., p. 21. 
r 
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CEAF1'ER IV 
THE EX}'ri ihEhTAL DATA 
---- ._-
SCORES Q!f ~ LOliG E-THORNDIKE 
In order to serve as a basis for comparison with scores made by the pre-
selected sample on the tests used for tl'l.is study, the Lorge-Thorndike scores 
(total I.Q.) for the entire third grade population were arranged into a fre-
quency distribution(Table 8),. The district mean, as previously mentioned was 
104.4(total I.Q. score) with an I.Q. range of 59 to l43. While the mean score 
for this group was somewhat above the national average, the range of abilities 
covered was quite large. In addition, when graphically plotted in the form of 
a histogram, it can be seen that the scores appronmated a normal curve 
(Graph 1). It is not. the classic example of a IlOrmal curve, but it can be 
seen that moving just a few cases from one interval to the next interval 'Would 
have made it so. 
Table 9 contains the frequency distribution of the scores made on the 
Lorge-Thorrxiike I.Q. test by the sample selected for our study. The mean tot 
I.Q. of the sample was 104.5, with a range of 59 to 143. The staDiard error 0 
the mean vas 1.192 am the standard deviation stood at 14.W9. That this sam-
ple was representative of the total population from which it was drawn can bes 
be indicated by comparing the histogram drawn from this frequency distribution 
(Table 9). with the histogram drawn to represent the total population(Graph 2). 
The two are quite similar, but not identical due to the prolems encountered in " 
getting a perfect sample. It also approaches a DOrmal curve. 
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Table 8 
Distributions of Score of Entire Tbird Grade Population of Addison,. Illinois, 
on Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test(Total LQ.). 
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DISl'RIBUTION QE. H.LD. SCORES 
The histogram drawn from the scores made on the M.P.D. (Graph 3) presents 
an entirely different picture however. The scores are evenly distributed, but 
the distribution is negatively ske\-Ted to a m.arked degree. This impression is 
borne out by an inspection of the frequency distribution table of the 14.P.D. 
scores made by the Sample (Table 10). An inference which can be drawn from 
this tact is that while the majority of the students sampled have attained at 
least a fair measure of proficiency in whatever ability or abilities are mea-
sured by the M.P.D., a sizable minority had not attained even minimal pro-
ficiency. 
The range of ability in terms of degrees of rotation is larger than thei 
range of scores on any of the other tests administered. This is not totally 
due to a lack of potential range on the other teats. The PMA in particular 
had IIlB.ny more items than 150. It rather seems to be .an iDdication that the 
M.P.D •. , at least with our group, samples a factor or factors in which a given 
group of children at the third grade level are deficient. 
The mean score on the M.P.D. was 98.4, with a standard error of 1.694 and 
a staDdard deviation of 20.8. The large standard error aOO standard d~ation . 
are further iIJdications of the wide spread of scores made on the }1.P .D. Were 
the scores to be interpreted merely in terms of the mean aDd staIJdard deviation 
with a distribution so negatively skewed, it is obvious that many inequities 
would result. 
SCOlW3. Qli ~ FROSTIG T~T 
An inspection of the frequency distribution (Table 11) aOO histogram 
(Graph 4) tor the Frostig test iDdicated that the scores made on the Frostig 
Table 10 
Frequency Distribution or Scores Hade on Nir.nesota Percepto-Diagnostic Test 
by Sample 
Interval No. X N Interval No. N 
1. 137-143 1 9. 81-87. 13 
2. 130 -136 4 10. 74-80 5 
3. 123-129 8 11. 67-73 . 7 
4. 116-122 17 12. €il-66 4 
5. 109-115 24 13. 53-59 2 
6. 102-108 22 14. 46-52 2 
7. -95-101 18 15. 39-45 3 
8. 88-94 19 16. 32-38 1 
TOTAL N - 150 
Table 11 
Frequency Distribution or Scorest~otal) ~mde on Frostig Test by Sample 
Interval No. X N Interval No ... X N 
1. 74-76 1 9. 50-52 13 
2. 71-73 4 10. 47-49 9 
3. f:£-70 10 11. 44-46 8 
4. 65-68 17 12. 41-4.3 2 
5. 62-64 22 13. 38-40 3 
6. 59-61 29 14. '35-37 2 
7. 56-58 18 15. 32-34 1 
8. 5.3-55 11 
TOTAL N - 150, 
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test also form a curve that is negatively skewed. The skewness is DOt as 
. pronounced, however, as with the }I.P.D. The scores falling vithin ani above 
the interval 59 to 61. form a steep symmetrical pattern, while the scores falli 
elow 59 form a typically skewed pattern. 
It is interesting to DOte that negatively skewed curves were farmed with 
he scores made by our samp;Le on the H.P.D. and Frostig tests. Both of these 
tests purport to measure perceptue1 fact oro , and are designed to be tools used 
. n the diagmsis of perceptual harxlicap and brain damage. l<!oreover, the manual 
or each test indicates that a distribution such as we found is to be expected. 
he reason is that while most p~sons develop their perceptual abilities evenly 
nd are cl.ose to perceptual maturity at Grade 3, a given proportion do DOt. 
his proportion is normally much further behind their peer group in perceptual 
culty than in intellectual ability. That such a pheDOmenon should occur in 
ur testing program lends at least some degree of credence to the construct 
a1idity of both tests. 
The mean score on the Frostig test was 57.9 with a staxxlard error of the 
ea.n of .678 and a standard deviation of 8.309. .The range of scores extended 
rom 34 to 75. 
J!ROGRE3SIVE MATRI C~ Soom;? 
An inspection of the scores made on the Progressive Matrices yields a 
. ghly different picture of our arunple than that seen in Graphs 2, 3, and 4. 
he distribution of scores obtained on the Progressive Matrices test (Table 12) 
hen graphically plotted iMicates a distribution far from DOrmal (Graph 5). 
e have here what amounts to IiL platykurtic distribution with the one large 
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deviation coming at the interval 35-3'7 a.nd a scattered sprinkling of scores at 
the upper limits of the distribution. The reasons for such a distr:i.bution are 
not known, but it may be that the eduction of logical relationships essential 
to taking a test of this Dature vas ~oo difficult for third grade children. 
Once beyond the simple patterns, many children resorted to guessing and failed 
to develop a consistent metbod of attacking the problems. A fw chLldren took 
to the test amazingly well, however, as illdicated by one girl who got a score 
of 51 out of l:D correct (99 percentile). 
The mean score made on the Progressive ¥.latrices was 26.7 with a standard 
error of the mean of .810 and standard deviation of 9.9. 
Table 12 
Frequency Distribution of Scores Made on Progressive Matrices Test by Sample 
Interval No. X N Int arval No. X N. 
1. 50-52 1 'j. 26-28 10 
2. 47-49 3 10. 23-25 14 
3. 44-46 1 11. 20-22 16 
4. 41-43 5 12. c17-19 8 
6 14-16 • 5. 38-J.O 13. 14 
6. 35-37 ' 26 14. 11-13 14 
7. 32-34 15 15. 8-10 4 
8. 29-31 13 TOTAL N - 150 
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PRIMARYl-1ENTAL AEILH'IF§ SCORES 
The Primary Mental Abilities test had the largest number of questions 
(197) and hence the largest potential range of scores. The actual range of 
scores made on the test, however, was only 102 points, ranging from a 10v of 
73 to a high of 175. The frequency distribution formed by the scores on the 
P.M.A. formed a curve rougbly appro~imating a normal curve with negative 
skewness as indicated by Table 13 and Gra.ph 6. It is obvious, however, that 
the appro:ximation to a normal distribution was quite rough in spots, especiall 
in those intervals falling below the mean. 
Table 13 
Frequency Distribution of Scores Made on Primary Mental Abilities Test by 
Sample 
Int. No. X N Int. l~o. X N 
1. 172-178 3 9. 116-122 17 
2. 165-171 . 3 10. 109-115 19 
3. 158-164- 7 1l. 102-108 10 
4. 151-157 11 12. ·95-101 3 
5. 144-150 17 13. 88-94 4 
6. 137-143 13 14. 81-87 1 
7. 130-136 25 15. 74-80 0 
8. 123-129 16 16. &7-73 
--! 
TOTAL N 150 
The mean score made by our sample on the P.M.A. was 129.993 or 130, with 
a standard error of the mean of 1.6 and a standard deviation of 19.8. The 
StaDdard deviation, though high, was in keeping vi th the total raDge of scores 
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The various measures of control tendency and scatter gathered on the 5 
major tests used in this study are listed completely in the appendix. l In-
cluded with this list are all the sut-tests contained within the 5 major tests. 
However, in order to clarify our thoughts on the 6 sets of scores discussed 
'Within this chapter the following table is introduced at this point. 
Table 14 
Summary of Distribution 
S.E.of Std. 
Test N Mean l{ean Dev. Rame Sha12e Skewness 
1.Lorge-Thorndike 406 104.4 l'VA r-/J.. 5~-143 Normal None 
2.Lorge-Thorndike 150 104.520 1.1'72 l4.W~ 59-143 NormaJ. None 
3.M.P.D. 150 98.413 I.&;4 z).751 33-138 NormaJ. Neg. 
4. Frostig 150 57.866 .678 8.309 34-75 Normal Neg. 
5.Prog. Matrices 150 26.726 .810 '-).927 8-51 Platy- Slightly 
kurtic POSe 
6.PMA 150 129.993 1.61.3 1'i.763 73-175 Approx. Slightly 
Normal POSe 
This table presents in summary form. the data needed for a comparison of 
the distributions of scores obtained by our sample on the 5 major tests dis-
cussed. thus far. In addition, it presents us 'With a view of the performance 
by the entire third grade population in District 4 on the. Lorge-Thorndike 
test. 
1See Appe1X1ix II. 
CHAPTER V 
INl'mCORRELATION~ ~"EEI4 LOHGE-THORNDIKE, 
PROORllSSIVE 11,ATRICES, ~ N.L.D .. SCORES 
An analysis of the correlation coefficients indicating the relationship 
between scores on the }Of.P.D. am on the Lorge-TborIXlike am Erogressive M.a-
trices proved quite interesting, to say the least. Before entering into an 
analysis of the results, bovever, it would be best at this point to set up a 
correlation matrix iZldicatiDg the interrelations among thefle tests as an aid 
to discussion. 
Table 15 
Correlation Matrix 
1-1' L-T L-T 
Tests Tot. Ver. N-V M.P.D. P.l1. 
1.Lorge-TborIXlike Tot. 
2.Lorge-Thorr:dike Verb. .917 
3.Lorge-Tborniike Non-V. .928 .723 
4.M.P.D. .Z>2 .182 .190 
5.Progressive Matrices .547 .443 .568 .264, 
The inte:rcorrelations found between the two Lorge-tborn:iike subtests 
and the total score are of the expected size. However, while expected, these 
correlation coefficients are &Lso encouraging as an indication that we have 
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not accidentally chosen an aberrant sample. They serve therefore as an in-
terIl8l check of consistency aDd let us knO\1 that there are DO major ,discr&-
pancies in intellectual ability as far as the group sampled is concerned. 
The correlations betveen the H.P.D. and all three measures of intell-
igence on the Lorge-TborIldike tell a different story. The H.P.D. purports 
to be culture free and hence free from the influence of intelligence. However, 
as we DOted earlier in this study, the authors state that there may be a r&-
lationship between I.Q. and rotation on the h.P.D. Thus, to summarize 'Without 
prolonging the issue, it would be safe to say that at least the issue was in 
~oubt. 
The results of our current study should help resolve the doubt. The 
correlation coefficients between all three scores on the Lorg&-Thorndike and 
ithe M.P.D. (Total .202, Verbal .182, Non Verbal .190) vere sigDificant at 
[better than the .05 level. In addition, the correlation between the M.P.D. ;aDd 
rthe Verbal I.Q. score just missed being significant at the .01 level. Thus, 
it may be asserted that there does seem to be a slight significant relationship 
between intelligence as measured by the Lorge-ThorXldike Intelligence test aDd 
IWhatever factor(s) are measured by the H.P.D. 
The relationsbip between intelligence as measured by the Progressive 
~trices and the factor(s) measured by the H.P.D •. is even more striking. The 
coefficient of correlation between these two measures was .264, a correlation 
sigDificant beyord the .01 level of significance. It must be pointed out 
however that the Progressive Matrices is DOt an intelligence test in the DOrmal 
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sense of the word. There remains a distinct possibility that perceptual 
factors may be highly related to SUCC8SS both on the Progressive Vat.rices 
am the M.P.D. 
The fact remains however that there appears to be a significant relation-
ship between intelligence both as me8_sured by the Lorge-Thorndike and by the 
Progressive Matrices aDd success on the N.P.D. Should the relationship be-
tween intelligence and success on the h.l-'.D. remain significant when other 
measures of intelligence are used, \: Us fact "\.[ould have to be taken into 
account when evaluatiDg allY results on t.he h.P.D. While it is true that the 
authors of the test recommend the use of the H.P.D. only for persons with an 
I.Q. between 80 aDd 115, their reCOll1ll1€Doations do not hold water for 2 
reasons: 
1. The authors do not say what intelligence test should be given UDder 
what coDii tions to derive the 1. Q. score used as a guide. 
2. To be a truly effective screening instrument, a test should be able 
to deal with all I.Q. ranges. 
For these reasons, the author fel t it essential to test the relationship 
between success on the M.P.D. and intelligence over the entire range qfI.Q. 
The correlation coefficients expressing the relationsbip between the three 
Lorge-Thorndike I.Q. test scores and the Progressive Matrices were all in the 
area of .5 to .6 (Total .547, Verbal .443, Non-Verbal .568). These are ex-
tremely significant, but DOt large enough to indicate that both tests were 
. measuring the same factors. In view of this, we are led to two UDalterable 
conclusions. 
_---------------~ .. ~~J:;:'!I~,-----------..... -----... 
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1. The correlation coefficients are too low to uphold the contention 
that both the Progressive Natrices 8lld the Lorge-Thorndike mea-
sure the "g" factor as directly as they purport to do. Both 
tests do appear to measure a certain factor(s) in common, but 
a correlation of only .5 leaves a high degree of variance un-
accounted for by the "g" factor alone. The variance may be due 
to additional specific factors measured by one test or the other. 
2. It would also appear from these correlations that each test may 
be related to factors accounting for different aspects of the 
total variance contained within the criterion score. 
CRAFTER VI 
IN'l'mcoM]i7·ATIONS BmJEEN TEE FROSTIG, P.M.A., 
!llQ kP.D., TESTS 
The deceptiveness of the face or content validity of any test is a well 
known fact. Once again, however, the ctUTent study reemphasizes the need to 
closely inspect the claims made for any test. In compariIlg the correlation 
coefficients obtained between the Frostig test am its subtests, the PM! test 
and its subtests, am the M.P.D. we fim proof of that point. In several 
cases a test or subtest supposedly measuring a given factor has a low correl-
ation with another test or subtest purporting to measure the same factor. 
While the reasons for these low correlations may be many and varied, they do, 
nonetheless, tem to discredit the face validity of the test or subtest in 
question. 
To further bring out this point and to aid in our discussion of the 
various relationships uncovered by correlational techniques between the Fros-
tig test, the PMA, the M.P.D., and all subtests thereof a correlation;matrix 
. 
is included at this point. In Table 16 are plotted all the intercorrelations 
between the tests am subtests mentioned. It is interesting to note on this 
chart for example, the low correlation between the total scores on the Frostig 
test aDd the scores on the M.P.D. Both of these tests purport to measure 
perceptual factors but the correlE.tion between them is only .171. lefhUe the 
figure is significant beyom the .05 level of significance, it is stUl much 
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1. FROSTIG-Total Score 
2. - FROSTIG-Eye-Motor .703 
3. FRosT'IG-Flgure Ground -. .750 .311 
4. FRO.STIC1-Form Consta-ncy -- .799 .291 .501 - ~ M 
5:- FROSTIG,,:po·s-rH:on"fA1space ---. 25B .07B .192 .162 I 
~FROSTIG-Spatial Relations .%5 .176 .340 .394 .065 
7. - P.M.A.-Total .544 .250 .344 .56B .2B2 .402 
B. P.M.A.-Verbal .371 .154 .225 .442 .162 .139 .666 . . 
9~ P.M.A.-Spatial Relations .441 .199 .291 .45B .2% • 27)1 .617 .331 
10. P.M.A.-Number Fac111ty .472 .234 .311:S .456 .196 .427 .B37 .374 .371 
li. P.M.A.-Perceptual Speed .2bB .11B .133 .29lt .225 .221 .080 .346 .327 .369 
1i. M.P.D. .171 .153 .0'67 .101:S .194 .097 .3li .235 .275 .1BB .250 
. . 
INTERCORRELATIONS BET\.JEEN FROSTIG, PMA, AND M.P .D. SCORES 
. 
-------------- --- - -- - -- --- - ------ - -- - ---
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lwer than that mrmally foUDd betvreen two intelligence tests. It also raises 
a question as to emctly what these tHO IIpul'e ll tests of perception 0.0 measure. 
A slightly more favorable rell3.tionsbip ensts between the PM! subtest 
called Spatial Relations and the Fl'ostig subtest called Spatial Relations. A 
correlation of .2137 between the two subtests is sign.ti'icant beyond the .01 
level, and in view of the shortness of each subtest is fairly good. Were the 
Frostig and PM! subtests to be lengthened tr,J.'ough the addition of items at 
intermediate and higher levels, this correlation could have been higher. As 
it was, the Frostig subtests proved to be too short and to have too low a 
ceiling. Both subtests sutfered from a lack of discriminatory items. More-
over, it should be DOted that both tests had a higher correlation w.1. th the 
total Lorge-Thorndike score than with each other. Thus while there is a 
significant correlation between the two Spatial Relations subtests, both 
measures are related more closely to intelligence than to each othel'. 
One secondary but encouraging note was the low intercorrelations found 
among the various subtests in the Frostig test. While all factors except 
position in space correlated well with the total Frostig score, the inter-
correlations were uniformly low. This lems some credence to the Fro~tig 
test's claim that it measures 4 separate perceptual factors. The claim still 
cannot be substantiated on the baBieof this evidence especially in view of 
the questionable re1iabilities of such short subtests. However, the subtests 
could be lengthened aDd it does app~ar that this area is worth exploring in 
further studies. Should the low intercorrelations remain with longer subtests 
of proven reliability, the discriminatory value of the Frostig test could be 
invaluable in diagDOst1c work. 
~= 
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Unfortunately, only the Posit. i on in Sp,ec e subtest of the Frostig test 
was significantly correlated l.1';:4 ) ,l: th" H.P.D. arxl this at the .05 level. 
However, three subtests of the PEA and. the total PMA score correlated 'With 
the M.P.D. test at better than the .01 level of confidence. The fourth sub-
test, Number Facility, correlated \lith tr'e jl.P.D. at the .05 level. One 
reason for the higher correlation of PHA subtests with the lv1.P.D. as opposed 
to Frostig subtests undoubtedly lies with the length of the PM! subtests. 
They contain maDy more items than the Frostig subtests am in addition some 
subtests are timed. :Both the added length and the timing factor increase 
reliability and thus indirectly heighten the correlations in question. 
The intercorrelations found between the PM! subtests were in the range 
of .3Z7 to .377 as was noted in Chapter II. Correlations of the subtests 
wi th the total H-1A score rang ed from • 6J.. 7 to .837. 
Intercorrelations between the Frostig test and the PM! test and their 
various subtests ranged from .118 to .472. 
In summary then, it must be stated that the range and size of the inter-
correlations found among the l-1.P.D., PHA, aDd Frostig tests am their sub-
tests are about as expected in a study of this nature. The one surprj.-se, 
however, lies in the low intercorrelations foum between the M.P.D. am the 
scores on the five Frostig subtests and the total Frostig score. Both tests 
purport to measure perception aId claim validity in the detection of brain 
damage. If in fact it does prove that both tests are valid, it would seem 
that they achieve their validity by measuring entirely differeIIli factors. 
.... -------------." .. "~.=""""""""- ....... ----------------...., 
CBAPT:ER VII. 
APPLICATION Ql. NULTIPLE CORRn.ATIONAL , 
T:&;HNIQUE TO EXPEHIMENTAL DATA 
COMPUTATIOn .Ql MgLTIPLE li vlI'l'H 1;5 PREDICTOR VARIABLES 
After completing the aDalysis of the ;kflEii'9!iIi"aJ, relationships discovered 
between the 16 test~ am 8\t.e~ellt.s . \I~,.n~8Q in 'tiJie" fIi st pui:Uon of tl'lis stud'y-, 
J11 rl 7U d 1/ fI 
the data was prepared for analysis through mQlttJle cozzwlat1o,.J techniques. 
A correlation matrix was prepared which included the 15 predictor variables 
aDd the criterion variablef~his matrix liftS 1Ee~l1nched on te eM'ds am £eQ 
donto the compu~ogether with a Fl'egPaftl d:eSgJlW te d.e:;8l'Bl:iae the beta 
weights, the "B" weights and the portion of variance predicted from each pre-
! ~. 
dictor while computing Multiple ' R~-tests for the betas were also computed. 
'S 
The results of these computations are included in Table J!f. Use of all 
predictor variables yielded a Multiple R-5quared of .1573022 and a Multiple R 
of .39661.34. An "Fa of 1.6615 was obtained with jfD.F. l::: 15 and _D.F •. 
2 =134. While this figure is not significant, it just misses at the .05 
level. 
All 15 predictor variables taken together were able to account for only 
16.' of the variance. This figure is extremely important inasmuch as it in-
dicates that 84% of the variance is still unaccounted for. Thus, while a 
small portion of the varianCe is attributable to common perceptual and intell-
ectual factors, the larger portion is not. It would seem therefore that the 
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N.P.D •. is DOt measuring intelligence or perception. It is true that the size 
ot Multiple R Squared aDd ot Multiple R are levered by the 5 tactors which mak 
a negative contribution to the portion of variance predicted by all 15 factors. 
Table 17 
Analysis of Variance on M.P.D. Predicted by 15 Predictor Variables 
Portion of Var. 
Predictor Predicted 1INIt ! 'I.:t "B" 
Variable Beta e.ilJ " 1 i· lior r .... Beta Weights 
1.Lorg~Thorndike Total .1382080., .02'79180 • 19U319 .059637 
2.Lorge-Thorniike Verbal .0124286 .OO22620~ .031452 .005220 
3.Lorge-Tborndike Non-Verbal -.0859213 -.0163250 -.203704 -.033208 
4.Frostig Total -.0076864 -.0013143 -.009800 -.00233~ 
5.Frostig ~e-Motor .1212292 .0185480· .337776 .0~20l7 
6.Frostig Figure-Ground -.0215746 -.u018769 -.07W4D -.036735 
7.Frostig Form-Constancy -.1647458 -.ul77925 -.445570 -.370678 
8.Frostig Position in Space .0946301 .0183582 .895834 .16112'7 
9.Frostig Spatial Relations .0131918 .U0127&9 .114076 .138514 
10.Progressive Matrices .0';116922 . o 242fJ 67 .782520 .825230 
11. PM! Total .3755200 .11678671 .521655 .238967 
12.PlIlA Verbal .0143000 .0033to5 .063376 .004573 
l3.PMA Spatial Relations .0315586 .022,4286 .440649 .090143 
14.F.MA Number Facility -.2202423 -.04l4D55 -.557W4 -.322680 
15.P.MA Perceptual Speed .0034729 .0008682 .014033 .002083 
By dropping those factors with negative Betas aDd disregarding t~se 
factors with insigmficant loadings, it is possible to raise Nultiple:R to 
a more respectable figure (Table 18). 
However, even if it were cert '::iJn that all these figures were significant, 
not even 21% ot the total variance 'Would have been accounted tor. And such a 
procedure is highly questionable because relationships so slight could easily 
have been negative or insigmti cant. They could in fact have resulted trom 
chance relationships or even been the result ot both tests measuring error 
l--
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variance. Thus, the Multiple R of ~ 39 66134 :~' asul ting from computations using 
all 15prEidictor variables appear:3 ' .. , -c' th' more realistic figure. 
Table 18 
Variance Predicted by }osi t i ve l'redictor Variables 
=====================" -=~=================== 
FACTOR 
Lorge-ThorlXlike Total 
Frostig !fe-Motor 
Frostig Position in Space 
Progressive Matrices 
P.M.A. Total 
P.M.A. Spatial Relations 
Portion of Variance 
Predicted (B x coeff.) 
Mult. R:::: .456 
.0279180" 
.018548(L 
.0183582 
• o 242fJ 67 
.1167867 
.0224286 
.2082462 
That the M.P.D. is not measuring intelligence seems borne out by the lOW' 
correlation (.202) foum between the Lorge-ThorD:iike am the M.r.D. and by the 
small portion of variance (.0279180) predicted by the Lorge-Thorndike. The 
portions of the variance predicted by the Progressive Matrices and the Lorge-
Thorndike verbal am DOIl-verbal are even smaller. ~ From this, we can see that 
the relationship between scores on the M.l-.D. and inte1l1gence seems to be 
just slightly above chance. 
~~hiS also seems to be the case wi tb those tests specifically 
designed to measure perceptual factors. The portion of variance predicted by 
the Frostig test am its 5 subtests is negligible anq/or negative. The PM! 
subtest of Perceptual Speed also accounts for a negligible -portion of the 
variance, while the Spatial Relations subtest of the PMA. predicts only a little 
over 2 percent of the variance. 
_-------------~ .. ~.~'..--""""t.;~ . ,......,.---------------.., 
JUst one score, the PMATotal, accounts for any sizeable portion 
(.ll67867) of the variance of the N. P .D. The PNA is a multiple aptitude 
inventory composed of 4 subtests: Verbal, Spatial RelatiOns, Number Facility, 
and Perceptual Speed. The fact that none of its subtests predicted any size-
able portion of the variance while the total score did, seems to indicate that 
the portion of the variance predicted by the I'MA corresponds to a type of 
complex general ability which includes intellectual and perceptualaculty. 
L 6}19 ~ ~. ~A-In view of the above, -we are £Crced to this conclusion. A score on the 
M.P.D. is ~ not highly related to intelligence or perception,~ 
(~. 
In an attempt to test this inference further, a decision was made to 
select the 5 most prOmising variables from the original 15 predictor vari-
ables for further analysis in a ~ regression program. This move was 
also undertaken to determine if a manageable set of regression weights capable 
ot predicting M.P.D. scores could be arI'ived at. 
The variables selected and the portion of variance predicted by each are 
as tollowsl 
Table 19 
Variance Predicted by 5 Most Significant Predictor 
Variables 
Variable 
1.Lorge-ThorIJdike 
2.Progressive Matrices 
.3.PMA Total 
4.PMA Spatial Relations 
5.PMA Number Facility 
Portion ot 
Variance Predicted 
.02'79180 
.0242067 
.1167867 
.0224286 
-.OJ.l4055 
The first 4 predictor variables were selected, because of their rela-
tively high positive 10adiDg. Numerical ability was chosen in spite of its 
negati ve 10adiDg in the hope that it might act as a repressor variable. 
Based on the factors included ~n this table, a correlation matrix in-
cluding the 5 predictor variables and the criterion variablel 'Was drawn up, 
/l~. The matrix cards were then fed into the 
computer with a program yieldiDg a stepwise regression equation. The weighted 
degrees of freedom were equal to 150 and tt:e F ~evel to enter and remove a 
variable set at .0100. 
o ~aria'cles 1 aDd 5, Lorge-ThorlJdike Total 
and PMA Number Facill ty respectively, ~u~ did not contribute enough 
variance to reach the .0100 F level. Variables 2, 3, and 4 were accepted if{ 
~arrl entered into the problem in numerical order. The calculated 
regression weights are included below: 
Table 20 
Regression Weights of 3 Most Significant Predictor Variables 
Variable 
2.Progressive Matrices 
3. PM! Total 
4.P.MA'Spat1al Relations 
Coefficient 
• 45l7iJ3069 
.4065138407 
1.203094C030 ' 
StaDdard Error 
of Coefficient 
.1850500492 
.• 0779489lJ05 
.3539735886 
F Level: 11.55, Significant at .05 
'level 
Mult. R == .1634220.; 
R -= .404 
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Theoretically if the scores obtained by a person on the Progressive 
Natrices, the PMA Total, ani the PMA Spatial Relations were multiplied by 
the coefficient for each and the products added together, the result would be 
an approxtmation of his score on the H.P.D. Because of the low relationship 
between the predictors a.IId the criterion, the appro:xi.ma.tion v.rould be very 
rough. This fact was proven by use of the coefficients for several sets of 
scores<selected at random. The relationship between these :3 scores and the 
l.f.P.D. score 'Was significant at the .05 level. 
It would appear then that the analysis of the data obtained in p-eel eae 
/11 fA ~ 
this study by 1lIiIIiL''i;ple :w!':~i~ techniques leads lMS to the following 
conclusions: 
1. The scores on conventional measures of intelligence and per-
ception, such as the Lorge-Thorndike, Progressive l'.iatrices, a.IId 
Frostig, account for an insignificant portion of the variance 
on the M. P .D. 
2. Only the total score on the Hili., a multi-aptitude battery, 
appears to predict any sizable portion of the variance on the 
M.E.D. 
3. With the current set of predictor variables, it appears imposs-
ible to construct a set of regression weights with the capability 
ofaccurat81y predicting the criterion score. 
·. " ' ... .r.~ ':' · · n. iP ______________ .., 
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11m REUTIONSBIP lif.l:iE}~Ji 1',51; CALIFORNIA ~ 
Ql PERSONALI1-:'£. Al~l II~~~ M"P.D 
The California Test of Personality is a paper and pencil test of per-
soDality in which no attempt is made to conceal the purpose of the test. As 
such, it has certain built in limitations. Chief among these is the tendency 
for any person, even a child, to answer in terms of what they consider to be 
socially acceptable. In addition, the California Test of Personality pos-
sesses other limitations which are a product of its specific makeup. But yet 
it has enough good features so that we are forced to agree with Sims when he 
says that, "All in all, in spite of criticism, as personality inventories go, 
the California Test would appear to be among the better ones available. ,,1 
Essentially the California Test of :Personality (C.T.P.) consists of a . 
series of 96 questions; 48 questions deal with a person's personal adjustment 
and 48 other questions deal with his social adjustment. Each question is 
designed to be answered "yes" or "no" .• 
The category of persoDal adjustment is further subdivided into. sel£-
reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal freedom feeling of be-
longing, withdrawing teIXiencies, am nervous symptoms. The category of social 
adjustment is also divided into six . subcategories, namely, social staIXiaros, 
IVerner M. Sims, · "California Test of Personality," Ii!! Fifth Mental t!!a-
surements Yearbook, edt Oscar Buros, (HighlaIXi Park, New Jersey, The Gryphon 
Press, 1959) pp. 101-103. 
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social skills, anti-social teIidencies, family relations, school relations, 
and commUnity relations. Each of the six subcategories contained within the 
two major categories consists of eight questions designed to measure a per-
son's feelings in that area. Four levels of the test are available; for the 
purpose of this study, the primary level (K-3) vas used. 
To the credit of the test makers they make DO claim that the subcate-
gories measure general traits. They consider them as only the IJames. of more 
or less specific teDiencies to feel, think, and act. In keeping with this 
rationale ve shall make DO attempt to analyze our fiDdings in terms of specific 
traits or factors of behavior. 
At the primary level the reliability coefficients computed by means of 
the Kuder-Richardson formula vi th an "Nil of 255 vere .83 for the personal 
adjustment category and .80 for the social adjustment category. The reli-
ability coefficients for the six subcategories of persoDal adjustment ranged 
from .70 to .87. In the social adjustment category, the range of reliability 
coefficients ran from .51 to .82 for the subcategories. For the total in-
ventory, the reliability coefficient was .88. 
Content aIid construct validity are based on the care taken in the; con-
struction aDd DOrming of the test, and the reported usefulness of the test as 
a training device for teachers, as an aid to counselors, psychologists aDd 
teachers in the study of problem cases, and as a useful tool in persoDality 
research. No direct mention is made, of concurrent or predictive validity in 
the manual, but several validity studies have been made with the C.T.P. aDi 
US 
are reported in the administration manual (1953) 2 and the technical manual 
(1950).3 Both the Fifth aDd Sixth Hent~ t'leasurements Yearbooks contain 
references to a large number of more recent studies of all types. 
An e~ple of a recent study done on the C.T.E •. is Semler's study of the 
relationship between the C.T.P. and seve::cal other measures of pupil adjust-
mente The results of his work indicated a positive relationship significant 
at the .05 level between a score on the C.T.P. and scores on two measures of 
peer acceptance am one teacher rating scale.4 
An e:xample of an older validi":'y study conducted on the C.T.P •. is that 
done by Jackson in 1946. Jackson found the C.T.P •. more effective than inter-
views, experience ratings, teacher ratings, and parent ratings in identi-
fying student traits in his study. 5 
Norms for the C.T.P. at the primary level are based on the results of 
a study of 4,500 pupils in grades K-3 inclusive in South Carolina, Ohio, Col-
orado, and California. Scores are yielded in terms of percentiles, standard 
2Louis P. Thorpe, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tieges, California ~ 
2t Personality (Monterey, California: Californilil Test Bureau, 1953). 
, 
3F.di tonal Staff, "Summary of Investigations, It CaliforniE! ~ gl ~­
sonali ty (Monterey, California: California 'I'est Bureau, 1950).. 
4:rra J. Semler, "Relationsbips Among Several Measures of Pupil Adjust-
ment, It Journal gl FducatioDal Psychology, Vol. LI, No. 2(19ED) pp. to-64. 
5Joseph Jackson, "The Relative Effectiveness of Paper-Pencil Test, In-
terview, and Ratings as Teclmiques for Personality Evaluation," Jour1J!l 2t 
Social Psychology, Vol. XlIII, (February, 1946), pp. 35~54. 
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scores, or raw scores. Due to the small number ot items in each subcategory 
and the relatively high stalXlard error of the mean, it is impossible, to mean-
ing!'ully compare subtest scores for one individual, although such subtest 
scores would have meaniDg for a large group. The larger number ot items (48) 
contained in each of the major categories gives greater sigIlificance to either 
an illdividual or group score. 
A correlation matrix including the total adjustment score, the two major 
categories, aDd all twelve subcategories is included in the manual and is 
reproduced below: 
Table 2l 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF TEST SECTIONS CALIFORNIA 
TEST OF PEFSCr;U ,I TY - :FRINARI 
(237 Pupils - Grades 1-3) 
1E 10 lD 1E IF 2A 2B ' 2C 2D 2E 2F T1 T2 T 
lA • .30 .Zl .38 .45 .34 • .30 .33 .36 .30 .39 .Zl .64* .44 .w* 
lB .43 .58 .49 .25 .37 .30 .35 .39 .46 .37 .7.3* .52 .67* 
1C .40 .39 .24 .33 .29 .33 • .31 .4.3 • .3.3 .6.3* .46 .59* 
1D .51 .35 ./Il .31 .38 .43 .53 ./Il .76* .56 .71* 
lE .47 .34 .29 .53 .20 .48 • .39 .82* .52 .73* 
IF .19 .22 .30 .17 • .34 .29 .65* • .35 .54* 
2A .42 .47 .41 .4.3 .35 .46 .71* .6.3* 
2B .48 • .32 '.48 .38 .41 .71* .61* 
2C .35 .58 .46 .54 .79* .71* 
2D .55 .42 .4.3 .70* '.59* 
2E .57 .62 .8.3* .78* 
2F 
.49 .7.3* .65* 
Tl .68 .92* 
T2 
.92* 
T 
*Since some subtest scores are also included in certain other summary 
scores agaiDSt which they are correlated, these coe!'fici'ents are spuriously 
high. 'I 
1.47 
Because the subtests each conta5.l1 orJ..y eight questions, intercorrelations 
foUIld must be approached with extrEme caution. There vere three basic reasons 
vhy the C.T.F. vas chosen for use in this study: 
1. Technically speaking, it appears to be the best test of its 
type sui table for use Hi th tHrd grade students. 
2. Its use in a wide variety of types of eJq)eriemental studies has 
indicated its applicability to research. 
3. It did mt appear that its limitations vould seriously affect 
the objectives of the study. 
In an attempt to analyze the data derived from the C. T • .P. as comprehen-
sively as possible, the relations}1..ip betveen a score on the H.P.D. am a score 
on the C. T.F ws investigated for 2 separate but related samples. First the 
relationship ws tested with a sample made up of all persons in our original 
study sample of 150 scoring one standard deviation above or belov the mean on 
the M.P.D. There ws a total of 36 persons in this sample; 19 belo", the mean, 
and 17 above. Then the relationsbip was tested using a sample composed of 
those persons with the 34 highest and the 34 lowest soores on the M.P.D. The 
Chi-Square technique vas used to determine the relationsbip involved,;wi th 
each sample being divided in the following two vaYSI 
1. On the basis of whether they scored 1 standard deviation above 
or below the mean on the H.P.D. lor vhether they were in the top 
34 or bottom 34 scores on the M.P.D •. , 'With the secom sample. 
2. On the basis of vhether they scored. above or belov the sample 
mean for their particular sample on the C.T.P. 
The complete calculations are contained in the appeIJdix, 6 but a resume 
ot the tiDd1ngsls included in the table following. 
Table 22 
Relationships Between C.T.f. and L.LD. Scores for !tlixed Samples 
Type of Value Level of 
Relationship Tested Rel. ~ of X.i Significance 
1.Pers. Adj. C.T.H. - M.P.,D. Neg. 36 2.80 .10 
2.Soc. Adj. C.T.P •. - M.P.D. Neg. 36 .446 .70 
;3.Tot. Adj. C.T.P •. 
- M.P.D. Neg. 36 2.80 .10 
4.Pers. Adj. C.T.E. - ·M.P.D. Neg. 68 .2JI) .70 
5.Soc. Adj. C.T.P •. 
- M.P.D. Neg. 68 .242 .70 
6.Tot. Adj. C.T.E. 
- M.P.D. Neg. 68 2.904 .10 
The averages of the 12 subsections of the test were also computed for 
both samples, but in all cases the difference in mean scores between those 
who did well on the M.P.D. and those who did poorly was insignificant. 
At first indication, the results reported above would seem to iIJdicate. 
that persons who did well on the H.P.D. are more poorly adjusted than those 
who did poorly. Personal am total adjustment as reported on the C.T.P. seem 
to be negatively related to success on the h .P.D. Although the highest level 
ot significance reported. is only .10, if the s_ples were to be doubled in 
size am the reported ratios maintained, the Cbi-Bquare values obtained would 
seem to clearly indicate· a false premise in the M.P.D. rationale. 
With such puzzling firil.i:cgs, it appeared time to do some reality testing. 
Fortunately, several ot the children included in both samples were well known 
to the author. others were kDown personally by principals aId teachers in the 
6see Apperilix III, p.l79. 
..-__________ ------:m:".....,..·: ..... -..... '·.<"i--------------~ 
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district. As a result, the answers given by those persons whose backgroUDds 
were kl'lO\lIl, were thoroughly analyzed. Based on teacher aDd administrator 
knowledge of the children, it appeared that persons who did well on the 14.P.D. 
honestly depicted their true adjustrp.snt on tbe C. T. P., oftBD with amaziDg 
clarity. Many of those who did poorly on the M.P .D. painted their world 
through rose colored glasses. As a group, the responses of these persons 
mirrored socially acceptable answers which ,·rere completely out of step with 
objective reality. For e::mm.ple, children with very poor adjustments to school 
and classmates answered in a manner that would indicate good adjustment. 
Conversely persons doiDg well on the M.P.D. seemed able to pick out areas 
of good and poor adjustment in their lives. They saw poor family relationships 
for what they were. 
As a consequence it appears that the true meaDiDg of our data is that 
persons scoring low on the M.P.D. either can't or won't accurately portray 
reality. Such an inference is of course based on these two assumptionsa 
1. That the sub sample analyzed. is representative of the entire 
sample. 
2. That the administrators' and teachers' view of tbe child" s 
reality is reasonably objective. 
Such a view implicitly raises several issues and asks questions which 
could possibly be answered by further research. But it does seem a reason--
able way to interpret the data. 
CPAFTER IX 
m RELATIONSFlIP BEl'WEEN I.!lli lvi.P.D. AND m IOWA BASIC 
SKILLS RFADIID Ali12 Y.QJiK STUDY SKILLS TESTS 
To complete the analysis of the H.P.D. test, it appeared evident that the 
relationship between a score on the I'i.P.D. and a score on a measure of reading 
and work study skills should be determined. However, the factors measured by 
an acbievem.ent test in reading am work study skills are not uni. tary or pure 
factors as was the case with the intellectual alXl perceptual skills measured 
earlier in this study. ReadiXlg ability and work study skills ability are com-
plex skills composed of a variety of blends of unitary factors. Thereforethe 
types of tests used to measure such abilities differ radically in makeup aXld 
objectives from intelligence and perceptual diagnostic tests which seek to 
measure innate traits. Achievement tests basically seek to measure a finished 
product aDd not the processes which produced that product. It is essential to 
bear this in miDi when considering all data derived from such instruments for 
it directly colors the inferences we may draw from such data. 
The tests selected to measure reading aDd work study skills ability are 
those contained in the Iowa Test of Basic Skills Battery(ITBS), 1964 revision. 
This test battery vas selected because of its excellence as a testing instru-
ment aDd because all District 4 students ±.n grades 3 - 8· normally take this 
test every fall. 
The Iowa, Basic Skills Reading test (64 ed.) consists of readiDg selecti.o 
varying in leDgth from a few sentences to a full page. Passages used are 
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adapted from neW'spapers, magazines, encyclopedias, governm~nt publications, 
textbooks, aDd Ii tarary works. The items in all of the tests from. third 
grade on place a premium on uIderstanding and drawing inf.'erences from reading 
selections. Major skills tested in~lude the ability to utderstaId details, 
discern purpose, organize ideas, and evaluate what is read. 
In order to test these sldlls, the items in the test are longer aId more 
involved than most items in other current elementary school reading. tests. 
This is a reflection on the extent to w:bicb the test attempts to measure 
comw.ex skills rather than achievement per see 
While there is no subject called "work studyn in the elementary curricu-
lum, the skills sampled by this section of the ITES :xut across several of the 
conventional subject matter areas such as social studies and language arts. 
The three major work study skills tested by the ITBS are: 
1. Knowledge aDd use of map materials. 
2. Knowledge aDd use of graphic and tabular materials. 
3. Knowledge aDd use of reference materials. 
The map reading section attempts to test several map reading skills, 
particularly those involving location, distance, direction, am the r~ng of. 
map legems. A wide variety of map types, including road maps, are used at 
, 
each grade level. 
The largest share of the subtest dealing with the reading of graphs am 
tables is concerned with traditional graph forms such as bar, line, and 
circle graphs. At least five different graphs or tables are included in the 
test for each grade. 
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Among the questions contained in the knowledge and use of reference mat-
erials sections are items dealing with the parts of a book, the globe, current 
magazines, the dictionary, the encyclopedia, ani an atlas. The section on the 
use of the dictiollarY includes item.s on spelling, syllabification, accent, 
pronounciation, meaning, multiple meaning, arJd plurals. Items on the use of 
an encyclopedia deal with a city, a mineral, an animal, a collection of 
common objects, a person, and a process. 
In addition to providiDg a separate score for each subtest in the work 
study skills section, a composite score based on all three subtest scores is 
provided as an overall measure of l.fork study sld.lls. 
An inspection of both the reading and work study skills tests in the ITBS: 
makes it evident that they do attempt to measure higbly complex skills rather 
than unitary factors. 
A split-halves reliability coefficient of .90 was obtained for a random 
sample of 2,723 children drawn from the third grade standardization group. on 
the Iowa ReadiDg test. For another group of 484 third grade Iowa students, an 
Eq,uivalent forms reliability coeffi cient of .85 was computed. 
Using the same sample as wi tl: tho reading test (2,723), a spli t-l;Ia.lves 
reliabili ty coefficient of .89 was found for the total third grade work study 
sld.lls scores. The equivalent forms reliability coefficient for a sample of 
433 Iowa students was .83. 
Split-halves reliability coeffi'cients for the subtests of work study 
skills were .f::f1 for map reading, .75 for graphs and tables, and .87 for ref-
erences. Reliability coefficients of .72, .71, aId .79 respectively, were 
obtained for these same three measures when equivalent forms were used to test 
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reliability. Intercorrelations found between the reading test scores aDd work 
study skill scores tor our sample of 2,72.3 third graders are reproduced below: 
Table 23 
Intercorrelations Between ITBS Reading and Work Study Skills Tests 
R. Reading 
W-l Map Reading 
W-2 Graphs, Tables 
W-3 References 
W-T Work Study Total 
R 
.65 
.65 
.65 
.76 
W-l 
.tIJ 
.59 
.86 
W-2 
.62 
.87 
W-3 W-T 
.85 
A quick inspection of the table irxiicates that the reading test and the 
'Work study skills tests are measuring a large common factor(s), probably 
v.erbal ability. It is also interesting to note that the correlation between 
Reading and Total Work study Skills is .76 which illdicates that about 50% of 
1 
the variance measured by each test is common variance. 
Content (curricular) validity and construct validity for the ITBS are ex-
cellent. An intensive study of school texts aDd curricula preceded the 
building of the test. Then, all items were caref'ully 8ll8lyzed to determine 
whether they measured the skills they sought to measure. 
ITBS for their excellent curricular validation. 2 
Herrick cites,the 
lEe F. Lindquist aDd A. N. Hieronymus, Iowa Tests 9! Basic Skills 
(Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1964), pp • .38-46. 
2virgil E. Herrick, "Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, n Ib! Fifth Mental ~­
surements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Buros, lHigbland Park, New- Jersey, The Gryphon 
Press, 1959) pp • .30-34. 
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Construct validity vasbamled t.hrough the caref.'ul selection of items aDd 
the analysis of test results coupled with excellent normiDg procedures. Norms 
for the third grade test battery 'Were based on a Xl8.tional stratified sample rof 
18,469 students. 
Concurrent validity is not mentioned in the ITBS teclmical manna l , but 
predictive validity is. In a 1958 study(7), ITES scores were secured in 
grades 4, 6, and 8 for pupils entering one of the two state um.v.ersi ties in 
Iowa durir:g a four year period. The zero-order and/or multiple correlations 
between ITBS composite or a weighted composite of the area score and (a) grade 
12 composite scores on the Iowa Tests .9i Educational Development, (b) four year 
high school grad~point average, and (c) freshman college grad~point average 
'Were as tollows, 
Table 24 
Predictive Validity Data on ITBS Test 
Grade 12 ITED B.S. Freshman College 
Composite G.p.A. G.P.A. 
Grade N :r R R r R 
8 1076 .73 !J74 .61 .48 .49 
6 772 .76 .78 .59 .49 .51 
4 581:. .68 .72 .53 .42- .45 
In the latter two studies there 'Was, of course, considerable restriction il 
raDge of ITBS scores. These Correlations should be regarded as mi:nimal esti-
mates. For eJCample, when adjustments for restriction in r8.Dge are made, the 
iZero-order correlations with ITED grade 12 composite in the latter study were 
.81, .82, aDd .77 for Grades 8, 6, and 4 respectively. 
..-______________ ,'9r..-~,;,.. O;;<;<'I':W'a'"~ , ........ "."'" "----------------t 
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In a ten year tollow up study of puils scoiDg in the top 5 percent 
ot the ITBS in grade 6 in 1947 (I), 65 percent of those whose records could be 
traced were still above the 95th percentile on the grade 12 ITED norms six 
years later, 83 percent were above the 90th percentile and 96 percent were 
above the 75th percentile. 83 percent earned four year high school grade 
point averages of 3.0 or higher. Of students whose college records could be 
located, 53 percent earned tour year college grade point averages of 3.0 or 
higher. 
In terms of relevance, validity, reliability, and standardization the 
ITBS must be considered one of the better achievement tests on the market. 
It is in addition a yell constructed and depen:iable tool in evaluation and 
research. 
Unfortunately, the test results available to us were derived from tests 
gi ven umer normal classroom cow tions. Due to the enormity of the entire 
achievement testing program in District 4, ne1therthe administration nor the 
scoring of the reading and work study skills tests was supervised as closely 
as with the other tests included in this study. While this does not negate 
the results obtained from the tests, it does mean that we must interP.I'et them 
wi th more caution. 
The determination of the relationship between a score on the M.P.D. and 
a score on the Iowa reading test Ol" Im!a work study skills test (and sUbtests) 
was accomplished in 2 phases. In pr..ase 1, the sample consisted of only those 
persons who scored one standard deviation above or below the mean on the M.P.D 
The secoDd phase included all those persons in the origiDal sample selected 
tor this study tor whom achievement test scores were available. 
- ' '''I '.-'': '~''' Q._:t!. ________________ .., 
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Due to the fact that the Iowa reading test aDd all .3 work study skills 
tests measure complex sldlls rather than unitary traits, the use of. correla-
tional techniques seemed inappropriate at this point. The fact that the Iowa 
tests were not given UDder tightly controlled supervision also ruled against 
correlational techniques because of the fear that systematic or accidental 
errors might provide false correlations and make error variance seem to be 
significant difference. A rougher statistical technique which would accur-
ately pick out relationships in rough data. that might be missed or misinter-
preted by correlational techniques was decided upon. The Chi-Square technique 
seemed to meet the specifications needed am was applied in both phases of this 
study. 
Complete calculations covering both phases of this portion of the study 
are contained in the appeDiix..3 To prevent confusion and a needless slowdown 
in interpreting the significance of the findings, only the results shall be 
presented in the body at this chapter. 
In phase one, the sample consisted of .37 students. 19 scored 1 standare 
deviation or more above the mean. The reading ~cores and total work study 
sk111s scores were obtained for each. The a 2 way contingency table ~as set 
up in this tashion. 
Reading 
.3.1 -.3.1 
K.P.D. 
-1 "" 
.3See AppeDiix III p. 179. 
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The students were first divided on the basis of whether they scored 1 
staDdarddeviation above or below the mean on the M.P.D. They were then di-
vided on the basis of whether they scored above or below 3.1 (NatioDSl Mean) 
on the reading test. A score of 3.~ was considered to be above the mean for 
the purpose of this study. Using this data, a Chi-square of 3.394 was 
obtained. Sinc'e there is only 1 degree of freedom in a 2 way contingency 
table (df -:: r - 1 x K - 1), this figure 'Was significant at the .10 level of 
significance, iIld1catiDg a possible relationship between reading and an M.P.D. 
score. 
The sample of 36 students was then divided into 2 groups based on whether 
or not they scored above or below the mean on the total work study skills 
section of the Iowa test. As with the reading tests, a two way contiDgency 
table was constructed to determine the relationship between a work study 
skills score am an M.P.D. score. Here, a Chi-square of .633 was obtained, a 
figure which must be considered insignificant. But there was someth1n unusual 
about the work study skill results. Those persons who bad scored 1 stamard 
deviation above the mean on the M.P.D. had an average score on the total work 
study skills test that was 4 points higher than the average score of ~hose 
persons scoring 1 staIrlard deviation below the mean. 
So working on the theory that were there's smoke, there may be some fire, 
a decision was made to enlarge the sample and test all sections of the work 
study skills test for a possible re~ationship with scores on the M.P.D. Since 
the reading test aDd H.P.D. scores '-lare significantly related at the .10 level 
with a small sample, it was decided to include the reading test in the ex-
pamed study. 
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Asa result a determination 'WllS made of all those persons who had taken 
A . . 
~ the M.F.D. test ani whose reading and work study skills scores were available. ! 
The group was then divided on the follo\o/ing bases, 
1. On the basis of whether or not they scored above or below the 
mean (.98) on the K.P.D. 
2. On the basis of whether or not they scored above or below 3.1 
(Natio%l8l. Mean) on the various achievement tests. 
Persons scoring 98 on the M.P.D. and 3.1 on an achievement test were con-
sidered to have scored above the mean. After dividing the group as iJJdicated 
above and setting up two way contingency tal:.les, · the Chi-Square technique was 
used to determine the relationship between a score on the M.P.D. and scores 
on the various achievement tests for the larger sample. The results of these 
computations are included in the table belo\.}': 
Tabl u 25 
Relationships Between Scores on M.F.D. and ITBS Reading and Work Study Skills 
---
type V81ut Level of 
Relationship Tested of Rel. N of X Significance 
1.M.P.D. - Reading Test POSe 144 2.337 .20 
2.M.P.D •. - Map Reading POSe 146 6.872 .01 
3.M.P.D. - Graphs & Tables POSe 145 .834 .50 
4.M.P.D. -References POSe 143 .722 .50 
5.14..P.D. - Work study Total POSe 143 2.547 .20 
As can be been oDly one of these relationships proved significant. Sue-
cess on the M.P.D. vas related to success in Map Reading at beyond the .01 
level. There also seems to be a logical tie in between the H.P.D. test aDd 
the Map ReadiDg test imsmuch as both require perceptual skills with surface 
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similarities. It would appear therefore that success on the l-1.P.D. is highly 
related to the ra.ther complex skill of map reading. If this is so, it would 
bear out the rationale of the M.P.D. test. The authors of the M.P.D. claim 
that the M.P.D. works because people with orgaDic brain damage or serious 
persoDality disorders are umble to resolve the conflicts inherent when cer-
tain stimuli are presented against certain fields. A poor score in map 
reading would also appear to be attributable to the inability to correctly 
p~ceptua1ize highly structured stimuli when presented against chosen fields. 
It vould also appear that there may be a relationship between success on 
the M.P.D. and success on the IOvla Reading score. While this relationship vas 
not clearly brought out with either sized sample, it does seem to be there. 
Perhaps a sample composed of a larger number of persons scoring 1 standard 
deviation above or below the mean on the N.P.D. vould serve to clear up this 
problem. This might prove a source of fruitful research at a later date. 
Wbile the total vork study skills score was related to the M.P.D. score 
at the .20 level, this is probably due only to the influence of the map 
reading test scores. Success on the graphs and tables test and the references 
test does not appear to be related to success on the M.P.D. 
To summarize the findings of this entire chapter, it appears that success 
on the M.P..D. is positively related to success on the Iowa }I~p Reading test at 
the .01 level of sigDificance. Also, a score on the M.P.D. may be positively 
related to a score on the Iowa Rea~ng test, but this is not clearly in-
dicated with our present sample. No other relations14ps vere apparent. 
CHAPTER X 
SUMMARY ~ CONCLUSIONS 
In order to see the fiIXiings of the current study in true perspective, 
it is essential to view them. in terms of a hierarchical construct. Without 
such a coIlStruct, the main threads of the research would becOJlle obscured by 
the fuzz of incidental fiDdings am the meaning of the results impossible to 
decipher. Therefore, for the purpose of clarification, the findings of the 
present study shall be divided into first order, secoIJd order, · and third order 
fimings. The concl.usioIlS and recommendations shall also be structured in 
this manner. 
First order findings are those which relate to the major objectives set 
forth in this study, e.g., the relationship between intelligence am a score 
on the M.P.D. 
SecoIJd order fiDdings are those which relate to secondary objectives or 
aIlSWer questions implicit in the major asslli~ptioIlS or objectives underlying 
this study. Such a findirg might deal with the interrelationship of ~he 
subtests within a test. 
Finally, at the base of our triangle we have third order fiDdings. These 
fimings largely bear on the construct or ratioDale uDderlying the various 
iIlStruments, and their relationship . to each other am to reality. 
lCO 
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If pictured graphically, our construct would appear as in Figure 5 
Figure 5 
2nd order 
3rd order 
findings, conclusion, and 
recommerrlations 
FIRST ORDER FINDIKGS l:lill. CONCLUSIONS 
In chapter one it . was stated that the major objectives of this study 
would be to answer the following questions: 
1. What is the extent a.nd significance of the relationship between 
the M.P.D. and a series of currently defined intellectual and 
perceptual factors? 
2. Of the fifteen tests a.ni subtests of intelligence and perception 
correlated with the H.LD., which four or five are most capable 
of predicting the criterion score through the use of regression 
weights determined by Hult. h.? 
3. What is the extent of :.Jnd the significance of the relationship 
extreme scores on the L.? D. and scores of reading ability and 
study skills? 
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4. What is the extent o j.' c,pd 'the significance ot the relationship 
between extreme scorns on the H.P.D. and scores ot personal and 
social adjustment? 
The m1l1 blPothesis in all cases was that there were DO sigDificant re-
lationships to be £oWld between a score on the M.P.D. aDd aIlY ot the measures 
mentioned in questions 1 to 4. Thus, no accurate prediction tables could be 
set up. 
All 4 questions were answered in t.he body of the study, but in bits an::l 
pieces. An attempt shall DOW be lI'.ade to answer thEm completely in this chapter 
At this point it should also be noted that any conclusions drawn in the body 
ot this chapter shall be considered applicable only to third grade public 
school students in Addison, Illinois, or students with similar characteristics 
insim1lar communities. S is best BlIBVered by reference to table 26 on the rollowiJlg 
page. -~/~~~""'1J 
From an inspection ot "ifti:s table we can see that the M.P.D. is signi.ti-
cantly related to several measures ot intelligence at either the .05 level or 
the .01 level. However, llhether we consider the variance predicted by: each 
tactor iXldividually or as one ot 15 tactors in a Mult. R. program, the amount 
ot variance predicted is very small. Only the FMA Total score predicts any 
sizeable portion (.117) ot variance. 
The conclusion to be dralln "'sa this is that a score on the M.P.D. is 
significantly related to several measures of intelligence am perception. 
However, the extent of the relationsbip in terms of variance predicted is so 
slight, that for all practical purposes, the intluence on an M.P.D. score of 
dJ-
intelligence or perception, as measured by ear instruments, must be consid-
ered negligible. It does appear however that general ability, as measured by 
the PMA bas a moderate influence on H.P.D. scores. 
Table 26 
Relationships Between the 15 Predictor Variables and the M • .P.D. Scores 
Portion of Portion of 
Var. Pred. Var. Preel. by 
Variable Correlated Coe£f. bevel: by Var. on Var. in stepwise 
with M.P.D. Correl. (IE Sign. IDiv. Basis Mul t. R. Fquation 
.'" 
1.Lorge-TborDdike Total .202 .05+ .041 .028 
2.Lorge-Thorndike Verbal .182 .05 .033 .002 
3.Lorge-Thorndike Non-Verb • • 190 .05 .036 -.016 
4.Frostig Total .171 .05 .029 -.001 
5.Frostig Eye-Motor • 153 No Sign • .023 .019 
6.Frostig Figure-Ground .087 No Sign • .008 -.002 
7.Frostig Form Constancy • 108 No Sign. .012 -.018 
8.Frostig Position in Space .194 .05 .038 .018 
9.Frostig Spatial Relations .097 No Sign. .009 .001 
10.Progressive Matrices .264- .01 ... .., .070 .024 
11.PMA Total .311 .01 .097 .117 
12.PMA Verbal .235 .01 .055 .003 
13.PMA Spatial Relations .275 .01 .076 .022 
14.PMA Number Facility .188 .05 .035 -.041 
15.W.iA Perceptual Speed .250 .01 .063 .001 
Table 26 indicates the coefficient of correlation between the :H.J;l.D. 
and each of the other 15 variables together with the level of significance 
of each correlation. In addition, it indicates the portion of variance pre-
dieted by each of the variables both "Then considered independently and as one 
of the 15 factors in a Mult. R. equation. 
19n1Y 3 variables appear worthy of inclusion 
in a prediction table used to predict }01.P.D. scores. They are the Progressive 
Matrices, PMA Total, and PMA Spatial Relations scores. A prediction table 
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based on these three scores is significant at the .05 level, but 'Will at best 
yield only a rough approximation of an H.LD. score. The l<lult. R. for aJ.l 
15 factors is only .397 and lacks significance at even the .05 level. While 
this Mult. R. can be increased somewhat through manipulation of the inti&-
pement variables, only about 16% of the variance can be legitimately account-
ed for. This appears to clearly indicate that a score on the M.P.D. is not 
closely related to any given set of variables taken from the original group 
of 15 intellectual am perceptual measures. 
~-----" "'~.--,-----.~ .. ,., .... ,'. -~.~,.-.".- .•. ,.- .. ,-,,-.,-.'.--.-------.--~ .. -.. --,.--.---_ .. _  ._ .. _._-,,--, ... --.~,.- ' -~ - .. 
Questions 3 and 4 are best answered by referriZlg to Table Z7. The 
values in table 'Zl apply to those persons scoring 1 staniard deviation above 
the mean (N;: 17) and those scoring 1 standard deviation below the mean 
(N -= 19) on the M.P.D. The X~ technique was used to test the relationship 
between an extreme score on the N.P.D. and a score faJ.liDg above or below 
the sample mean on the measure indicated. 
Table Z7 
Relationsbips Between Extreme M.P.D. Scores am Scores on the C.T.P. aDd 
ITBS Reading am Work study Skills 
Relationship Type of VaJ.u~ Level of 
Tested Rel. N of X Significance 
1.Per. Adj. - C.T.P. 
M.'"P.D. Neg. J6 2.80 .10 
2.Soc. Adj.-C.T.P. 
M.P.D Neg. 36 .446 .70 
3.Tot. Adj. - C.T.P. 
M.P.D Neg •. 36 2.80 .10 
4.ReadiZlg - ITBS 
M.P.D. POSe 36 3.394 .10 
5.W. Stdy. Skills - lTES 
M.P.D. Pos. 36 .633 .50 
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The meamng derived from the dc1t,1. contained in table 'Z7 is rather clear 
cut. There does DOt seem to be a significant relationsbip between.an extreme 
score on the M.P.D. and a score on the CfT.F. or ITBS tests sampled. This 
applies ot course only when scores on the C.T.P. am ITBS are grouped on the 
basis of whether they fall above or beloll the sample mean for the purpose of 
I computations. 
The overall conclusion to be drawn from VfIk , ••••••• s!' fimir.gs is that 
the M.P.D is measuring something different than the other tests. A battery 
of 15 intellectual and perceptual tests aDd subtests were able to account 
for only 16% of the total variance on the 14.P.D,am sooreS on the ITBS Reaa1ng 
aM Tetai study Skille tSlIt wsps not aigmf±c41Itly related en:ner. Thus, it 
must be measuring something different, and in view of the M.F.D.' s ~ 
concurrent valid! ty, that something different ar~pears closely related to 
brain damage and personality disorders. 
SEmND ORDEl\ fINDINGS !!m CONCLUSIONS 
Among those findings DOt directly concerned with the primary objectives 
of this study but yet of sufficient importance to warrant inclusion in this 
chapter are the following: 
1. The intercorrelations between the subtests on the aiA range from 
.3'Z7 to .371 while the correlations of the subtests with the 
total score range from .617 to .837. These facts, coupled with 
the relatively long length of the subtests and the high re-
liabilities of the PNA test and ita subtests, seems to indicate 
that the subtests are measuring separate traits. 
.... ________________ 'r-v TTm '"'-______________ .., 
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2. While the intercorrelations discovered beti.zeen the subtests 
on the Fr08tig were uniformly low (.078 to .5(1), the sub-
tests appeared.- too short to provide good reliability and dis-
crimination. In addition, scoring is too subjective am amen-
able to the moods and attitudes of the scorer. The use of the 
Frostig test to measure distinct perceptual traits must be 
limited. to highly structured situations with trained e~ners. 
:3. The correlations found between the Spatial Relations subtest 
in the PM! aDd the Spatial Relations subtest in the Frostig was 
.246. This seems to iIldicate that they are measuring very 
different traits. 
4. The correlations between tests of perception and of intelligence 
ilXiicate that they are measuring related factors, but not iden-
tical or highly similar factors. 
5. The correlations between the M.P.D. and other purported mea-
sures of perception were so low (.087 to .275) as to indicate 
that they are measuring entirely different aspects of perception. 
That is, if they both are measuring perception. 
6. A further investigation of the relationship between a score on 
the C.T.P. and a score on the H.P.D. yielded the following 
results. (Table 28) 
The sample consisted of' the 34 persons having the highest M.r.D. score 
and the :34 having the lowest M.P.D. score. The members of these 2 groups 
were contrasted on the basis of whether they scored above or below the 
sample (N :a 68) mean on the C.T.P. The results of this investigation in-
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dicated that there may be a negative relationship between a person's total 
adjustment score on the C.T.P. and a score on the M.P.D. Results, however, 
were llOt significant. 
Xa.ble 28 
Relationship Between Scores on M.P.D. and C.T.P. 
-
Relationship Type of Value Level of 
Tested ReI. N of X.;1.- SigrJificance 
1.Pers. Adj. on CTP - l-lPD Neg. 68 .W .70 
2.Soc. Adj. onCTP - MPD Neg. 68 .242 .70 
3.Tot. Adj. on CTP - MPD Neg. 68 2.904 .10 
7. An investigation into the relationship between a score on the 
M.P.D. and Reading and Work Study Skills scores on the ITBS was 
also conducted, using as a sample all those persons who took 
the M.P.D. on whom ITES scores were available. The X.2. tech-
nique was used, with the sample being divided on the basis of 
whether they scored above or below the mean on the N.P.D and 
on the ITBS. The results are listed below: (Table 29) 
Tab] c 29 
Relationship Between Scores on M.LD. and. !'l'LS Reading and Map Skills 'for 
Entire SSlIlple 
-
Relationship Type of Value Level of 
Tested 1\el. N of Xl. Significance 
1.M.P.D - Rdg. POSe 144 2.337 . 
.2) 
2.M.P.D.- Map BOg. POSe 146 6.872 .01 3.M.P.D.- Graphs & Tables POSe 145 .8.34 .50 4.M.P.D.- References pOSe 14.3 .722 
.50 5.M.P.D.- Work Study Total POSe 143 2.547 .20 
0~ ~- .::.-_ .... ../. 
It 'Would appear therefore that success on the M.P.D. is significantly 
related to success in Map Reading on the ITBS.' 
s. The norms on the H.P.D. and Frostig tests have not been staIJd-
ardized with a sample ad6:1uate in size and representativeness. 
As a result, their effectiveness is himered. 
THIRD ORDER ntlPIl!i§. AND PONCLUSION 
The measurement of perception and perceptual factors is still 
in a very rudimentary state. At the present time, the meani~ 
of a score on a given perceptual test is very unclear. 
2. There are no common ref erence points or overall structures in 
the field of perceptual measurements. Therefore, it is difficult 
to view perception as an integral whole with parts amenable to 
measurement. 
). There is a great variation in the quality of the teclmical 
aspects of test making in the field of intelligence and per-
ception. The comparability of scores and the ability to gener-
alize scores are destroyed when testmakers use varying critenia 
for establishing norms am obtaintDg rel1abili ty and validity 
data. 
The evidence for all third order findings are based on the analysis aIJd 
use of tile tests aDd their technical manuals. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
First Order Recommendations 
------
._------------ ---------- ~---- ......... -
1. The M.P.D. should be included in any battery of tests given 
elementar school stUdents inasmuch as it measures sometb1 
.... ________________ '''''''"''''' ' ~-o, .... -, .... _. ______________ -, 
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UDique which appears highly related to brain dysfunction and 
personality disorders. 
2. Further research should be im tiated to determine the M.P .D .. ' s 
ability to predict brain dysfunction ani personality disorders 
both as an individual test and as a part of a battery of tests. 
This would necessitate a longitudinal study with clinical 
diagnosis of brain dysfunction ani personality disorders as 
the cri ter1on. - - - - -.~-" _. - -~--- --
-------
3. A factor analysis of the M.P.D. can now be initiated. with the 
kDOwledge that it does measure something unique and is DOt 
unduly influenced by intellectual or other perceptual factors. 
A starting point for the factor analysis could be made through 
a comparison between the M.P.D. and the lTES Y.ap Study Skills 
to determine similarities. 
4. Research should be im tiated to determine if the lack of per-
ception indicated on the M.P.D. is accompanied by a lack of 
perception of self and reali ty on the part of an individual. 
S. A basic set of perceptual factors, similar to the kit of .- intell-
ectual factors developed by E. T .S., should be developed aId the 
factors named. A lot of senseless confusion is currently being 
created by giving identical DalD.es to apparently different 
factors. 
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Second Order Recommendations 
1. New more carefully standardized norms should be provided for 
both the M.P.D. and Frostig tests. 
2. Eoth the M.P.D. and Frostig should be leDgthened through 
the provision of additional items with more precise discrimiDa-
tory value. 
3. The PM! should be utilized as a diagnostic instrument in the 
area of leartd.Dg diffi cul ti es. The reliability of its subtests 
and the fact that they appear to measure separate factors make 
it an ideal tool for this purpose. 
4. Research should be initiated to determine if the M.P.D. and 
Frostig diagnose brain dysfunction through the measurement of 
entirely different characteristics or if the low correlation 
between them is due t o oUter factors, e.g., error variance. 
Third Order Recommendations 
1. A structure should be provided for the field of perception 
similar to that devised by Gui lford for the intellect. An 
alterDative might be a hierarchical organization of perceptual 
abilities similar to the Taxonomy of Intellectual Objectives. 
Eoth would add badly needed organization to the field. 
2. Research should then be. im. tiated to define the areas outlined 
in the structure of perception to determine the validity of 
the structure. 
3. An organization such as the AEHA or NOME should initiate a 
mtioDal council to determine appropriate standards for in-
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telligence and perceptual tests with respect to validity, re-
liability, relevance, and standardization. Only tests meeting 
these standards would receive a seal of approval. All other 
tests would be considered experimental and be so designated. 
Further, no test should be approved for national usage which 
does not provide a complete technical manual. 
SUl/Jl.LAllY 
The basic worth, 1£ any, of the current study lies with its pinpointing 
three major factsa 
1. The M.P.D. measures something uIlique which can't be explained 
by currently defined intellectual am perceptual factors. 
2. There are several profitable aveDlles of approach to further 
research in the field of perceptual measurement. 
3. There is a great need for and lack of valid instruments in the 
field of perception. 
The primary objectives of the study were exploratory rather than defini-
tive am the fiIJd1ngs asked as many questions as they answered. Yet hope-
fully it has cast some fresh light on an area which sorely needs both ;explor-
ation alXl research. 
APPENDIX I 
PRELIMINARY CATEGORIES OF SIGNS 1iliQ SYMPTOMS 
A. ~ Performance Indicators 
1. Spotty or patchy intellectual deficits. Achievement low in some 
areas; high in others. 
2. Below mental age level on drawing tests (man, house, etc.). 
3. Geometric figure drawings poor for age and measured intelligence. 
4. Poor performance on block design and marble board tests. 
S. Poor showing on group tests (intelligence and achievement) and daily 
classroom examinations which require reading. 
6. Characteristic subtest patterns on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale 
for Children, including "scatterll '4ithin both Verbal and Performance 
Scales; high Verbal - low PerfOrmarlCej low Verbal - high Performance. 
B. Impairments 2! Perception and ConceRt-Formation 
1. Impaired discrimination of size. 
2. Impaired discrimination of right-left and up-dow. 
3. Impaired tactile discriminations. 
4. Poor spatial orientation. 
S. Impaired orientation in time. 
6. Distorted concept of body image. 
7. Impaired judgment of distance. 
8. Impaired discrimination of figure-ground. 
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9. Impaired discrimination of part-'"hole. 
10. Frequent perceptual reversals in reading and in writing lei;,ters and 
numbers. 
11. Poor perceptual integration. Child cannot fuse sensory impressions 
into meaningful entities. 
C. Specific Neurologic Indicators 
1. Few, 1£ any, apparent gross abnormalities. 
2. Many "soft", equivocal, or borderline findings. 
3. Reflex assymetry frequent. 
4. Frequency of mild visual or hearing impairments. 
S. Strabismus. 
6. Nystagmus. 
7. High incidence of left, and mixed laterality and confused perception 
of laterality. 
8. Hyperkinesis. 
9. Hypokinesis. 
10. General awkwardness. 
11. Poor fine visual-motor coordination. 
D. Disorders 2! Speech and Communication 
1. Impaired discrimination of andi tory stimuli. 
2. Various categories of apha~ia. 
3. Slow language development. 
4. Frequent mild hearing loss. 
S. Frequent mild speech irregularities. 
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E. Disorders 2i Motor Function 
1. Frequent athetoid, chorei i'oTT , tremulous, or rigid movement of hands. 
2. Frequent delayed motor mnest-ones. 
3. General clumsiness or awln:aruness. 
4. Frequent tics and grimace:; . 
5. Poor fine or gross visual-motor ~o(lrdination. 
6. Hyperactivity. 
7. Hypoactivity. 
F. AQademic Achieyement ~ Adjustment (Chief complaints about the child 
by his parents and teachers.) 
1. Reading disabilities. 
2. Arithmetic disabilities. 
3. Spelling disabilities. 
4. Poor printing, writing, or drawing ability. 
5. V ariabili ty in performance from day to day or even hour to hour. 
6. Poor ability to organize work. 
7. Slowness in finishing 'Work. 
8. Frequent confusion about instructions, yet success with verbal tasks. 
G. Disorders 2! Thinking Processes 
1. Poor ability for abstract reasoning. 
2. Thinking generally concrete_ 
3. Difficulties in concept-fo~~tion_ 
4. Thinking frequent~ disorganized. 
5. Poor short-term and long-term memory. 
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6. Thinking sometimes autistic. 
7. Frequent though perseveration. 
H. Physioal pharacteristics 
1. Excessive drooling in the young child. 
2. Thumb-sucking, nail-biting, head-bulging, and teeth-grinding in the 
young child. 
3. Food habits often peouliar . 
4. Slow to toilet train. 
5. Easy fatigability. 
6. High frequency of enuresis. 
·7. Encopresis. 
I. Emotional Charaoteristics 
1. Impulsive. 
2. Explosive. 
3. Poor emotional and impulse control. 
4. Low tolerance for frustration. 
5. Reckless and uninhibited; impulsive then remorsef'ul. 
J. Sleep Characteristics 
1. Body or head rocking before falling into sleep. 
2. Irregular sleep patterns in the young child. 
3. Excessive movement during sleep. 
4. Sleep abno~ light o~ deep. 
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5. Resistance to naps and early bedtime, e.g., seems to require less 
sleep than average child. 
K. Relationship Capacities 
1. Peer group relationships generally poor. 
2. Overexcitable in normal play with other children. 
3. Better adjustment when playmates a~e limited to one or two. 
4. Frequently poor judgment in social and interpersonal situations. 
5. Socially bold and aggressive. 
6. Inappropriate, unselective, and oft 8n excessive displays of affection. 
7. Easy acceptance of others, alternating with withdrawal and shyness. 
8. Excessive need to touch, cling, and hold on to others. 
L. Variations of Physical Developl'lQ.f~1! 
1. Frequent lags in developmental milestones, e.g., motor, language, etc. 
2. Generalized maturational lag during early school years. 
3. Physically immature; or 
4. Physical development norrn:,L ,:; r adv<u ced for age. 
M. Characteristics 2i Social Behav,.:.~9r 
1. Social competence frequent ly OelOl-l average for age ani measured 
intelligence. 
2. Behavior often inappropriate for situation, and consequences apparent-
ly not foreseen. 
3. Possibly negative and aggressive to authority. 
4. Possibly antisocial behavior. 
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N. Variations of Personality 
1. Overly gullible and easD '[ l ud by peers and older youngsters. 
2. Freq~ent rage reactions and t antrums when crossed. 
3. Very sensitive to others. 
4. Excessive variation in mood and responsiveness. 
5. Poor adjustment to envirornental changes. 
6. Sweet and even tempered, cooper ative and friendly (most commonly the 
so-called hypokinetic chil d ). 
o. Disorders of Attention and Concentration 
1. Short attention span for age. 
2. Overly distractible for age. 
3. Impaired concentration ability. 
4. Motor or verbal perseveration. 
5. Impaired ability to make deCisions, particularly from many choices. 
-APPEIU>IX rr--' '-:r {.ct-li .l. 
. . -
NAME OF FACTOR N MEAN S.E. OF MEAN MODE RANGE STD. DEV. GROUP 
~ ... 
1. Lorge-Thorndike - Total I.Q. 150 104.520 1.192 104 59-143 14.609 Sample 1 
:::'2. Lorge-Thorndike - Verb. I.Q. 150 104.133 1.230 104 57-142 15.067 Sample 1 
3. Lorge-Thorndike - N.-V. I.Q. 150 104.393 1.333 104 58:':150 16.334 Sample 1 
4. J.iinnesota Peroepto-Diagnostio 150 98.413 1.694 112 33-138 20.751 Sample 1 
5. Frostig - Total Soore 150 57.866 .678 60 34-75 8.309 Sample 1 
6. Frostig - ~e-Motor Coord. 150 16.613 .302 16,18 7-24 3.707 Sample 1 
7. Frostig - Figure-Ground 'Diso. 150 16.400 .231 19 6-20 2.837 Sample 1 
8. Frostig - Form Constancy 150 10.526 .308 12 0-17 3.775 Sample 1 
9. Frostig - Fo.siUon in Space 150 7.560 .OS3 8 5-8 .650 Sample 1 
10. Frostig Spatial Relations 150 6.766 .058 7 4-8 .718 Sample 1 
11. Progressive Hatrices 150 26.726 .810 36 8-51 9.927 Sample 1 ~ 
.-f 
12. P.M.A. - Total 150 129.993 1.613 133 73-175 19.763 Sample .1 
13. P.M.A. - Verbal Meaning 150 46.600 .466 45 26-58 5.713 Sample 1 
14. P.M.A. - Spatial Relations 150 17. 280 .357 15.16 7-26 4.379 Sample 1 
15. P.M.A. Number Facility 150 37.980 .859 35 13-59 10.530 Sample 1 
16. P.M.A. - Perceptual Speed 150 28.200 . .520 28 9 .. 45 6.371 Sample 1 
/", r· /..... /\ 
..... ;.~ 
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Population 
APfEIJ:lIX III 
C.T.P .. - A, Extreme Scores on M.L D. 
Mean ::: 29.7 
-
1 q-Above Mean 6 11 
(8.5) (8.5) 
11.P.D. 
lrrBelov Mean 12 7 
(9.5) (9.5) 
Total 18 18 
C.T.P. - B, Extreme Scores on lw1~P.D. 
Mean: 34.5 
1 r:r Above Mean 8 9 (8.97) (8.0.3) 
I 
M.P.D. 
1 t1' Below Mean 11 8 
(10.0.3) (8.97) 
Total 19 17 
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17 
19 
.36 
17 
19 
.36 
Chi-square:: 2.78 
Significant at .10 level 
Chi-Square :: .446 · 
Not Significant 
C. T.P. - TOTAL, Exbreme Scores on ]:. • LJ. 
Mean =::.64.4 
6 JJ. 
1 r:r Above Mean (B.5) .. " ~) \c,,,,) 
M.P.D. , 
~-.- ... ., .. ~-
J 
12 7 
1 ~ Below Mean (9.5) (9.5) 
Total ~B 18 
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17. 
Chi-Square = 2.80 
Significant at .10 
19 level 
36 
Highest Jit Scores !!!! Lal-Iest ~ Scores on N.P.D. 
C.T.F. •. - Total 
1 tr Above Mean 15 
(18.5) 
M.P.D. 
1 '(f' Below Mean 22 
(18.5) 
Total 37 
C.T.P. - A 
l'V' Above Mean 1B 
(19); 
M.P.D •. 
~ fr Below Mean 20 
(19) 
Total 3B 
19 
(15.5) 
12 
(15.5) 
31 
16 
(15) 
14 
(15) 
34 
34 
68 
34 
34 
68 
Chi-Square;;: 2.904 
Significant at .10 
level 
Chi-Square = .240 
Insignifi cant 
r------------..;..--~,,: :IrJ~ . ~---.,---------....... ---.., 
19 
1'tT Above Mean (2O) 
M.P.D •. 
1 Below Mean 21 
(20) 
Total 
ITBS - ReadiDg 
12 
1 '(f" Above Mean (9.2) 
M.P.D. 
1 rr Below Mean 7 
(9.8) 
Total 19 
ITBS - Work study Sldlls Total 
9 
1 ~ Above Mean (7.8) 
lvI.P.D. 
1 q-: Belov Mean 7 
(S.2) , 
Total 16 
15 
(14) 
13 
(14) 
--
28 
6 
(8.8) 
12 
(9.2) 
18 
9 
(10.2) 
12 
(10.8) 
21 
34 
34 
68 
IS 
I 
19 
37 
18 
19 
37 
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Chi-Square:::: .242 
lnaignU'i cant 
Chi-Square-':::' 3.394 
Significant at .10 
level 
Chi-Square ==-.633 
Significant at .50 
level 
ITBS - READING 
50 
1 cr Above Mean (45.5) 
M.P.D. 
1 nelov Mean 35 
(39.5) 
Total 85 
ITBS - W-T 
47 
1 rr Above Mean (42.3) 
M.P.D •. 
1 tJBelovMean 37 
(41.7) 
Total 
.-
Z7 
(31.5) 
.32 
(27.5) 
i 
59 
~ (29.7) 
34 
(29 • .3) 
59 
77. 
67 
144 
72 
71 
143 
182 
Chi-Square= 2.337 
Significant at .20 
level 
Chi-Square -= 2.547 
Significant at .20 
level 
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